Farm, Garden, and Household,
Deep-Can System of Setting Milk.

The

In those sections of our country adapted
dairying, there is no branch of productive
industry receiving the attention that is
given to this business in its various forms.
Tracheal farmers, schooled only in farming
an art. are studying it rrom a
practical
standpoint. Scientific men interested in it

to

practically,

are

applying their knowledge to

make certain unsettled points.
Men of
wealth, too, are contributing of that wealth
l
test practices and prove whether they
should be discontinued or continued. All
classes aliki are encouraging investigation and research that the best possible
practice mav be introduced into the business.

It was formerly believed by batter makthat cream would not rise through deep
milk: and this belief is still entertained by
that class who can never change their opin•i: up--ii any subject, and therefore never
'rivet their errors.
The practice of setting milk in very shallow pans had its
origin in the necessity of cooling the milk
si
ui as possible after it is drawn from
the row. to prevent its souring before the
ream
mid rise, and not from any difficulty
an in ihe rising of the cream
through deep
iiiiik
That is, where no other meaus are
used ioi quickly cooling the milk, it is necessary that it be set shallow that it may
iii, kb cool. and not because that if set
n ep the cream will not rise.
The cooling
: the milk is of tirst
importance; and as
non as intelligent minds investigated the
latter it was found that-this prime object
"
w nut was gained
by setting the milk in
a
ov pails
The rising of the cream folwed as a matter of course. This fact, be.■
established, the next step, naturally
uough. w ould lie to ascertain some method
wh.eli milk in larger anil deeper vessels
•' !“■
quickly corded. Thus originated
e
.I,-, p-enn system of setting milk now
ict Ised in the best butter dairies.
Many
vpei intents have been conducted with the
•w nl testing the comparative
advantages
and shallow setting, and all go to
that
with
pr.e.e
proper apparatus for cool: ial.es no difference with the rising
ie.
ream lew deep the milk is set.
1
is system oi
eltiug milk requires runi.u cold water in the milk room.
The
■l approved method is to set the milk in
ns
about eight inches in diameter and
my to twenty-live inches deep. A broad
bolding sev ru! pails of milk, set, eight
inches deep, lias been used in some
a
but it is not now considered so
us,
diiaid. an improvement as the deep can.
e ms or
paus when used, are filled with
“■
warm milk directly Irani the cow, and
mined lately placed in a trough or vat,
which is a constant flow of cold
w ill-:
I'he cans should be depressed in
i;
w ii
till the surface shall be as high as
i-urlaee ot the iniik upon the inside of
tilt* call.
ers

■

■

■

■

■

■

lempei mure m me water should he
near AS deg.
The pan being thus
noun,led by the cool running water, the
.Id; * quickly cooled down to the temper*',:i iof the water, and remains at a uni: itiii temperature until the cream is
taken
"t1.
The cans are furnished with a cover
through which the only opening is a small
aperture. This prevents thatjevaporation
H orn the surface of the cream which takes
place when a free circulation of dry air is allowed upon the broad surface of shallow
pans, producing a tough skin upon the surlai e if the cream, from which the very best
buttci cannot be made.
The cream from
1
he cans arc- entirely free from any toughness
and flows as freely as does the milk after
tlie cream is taken oil'.
The cream is taken
oil with a tunnel shaped skimmer having a
long handle. The skimmer, point downwards. is pressed through the cream, when
it readily flows into it over the top. No
inure time is required to skim one can than
would lie required for a single pan.
George E. Waring, Ogden Farm, Newwas among file rtrst to introport, K. 1
duce the system to the attention of dairymen in the country, and is
an enthusiastic
advocate ol the system.
After having
practiced this method for a considerable
time. lie says his butter from the same cows
and the same feed was never so good under
the old system of shallow pans.
The advantages of this system over that
in general practice are
I.
ijiliekly cooling the milk, and thereby
preventing those early changes which take
plac e in milk not thus cooled and which
hastens its souring.
A uniform temperature through all
weather, without winch a strictly uniform
product cannot he assured. Other methods
of securing this uniformity of temperature,
have been practised, but none lias been
found so effectual and at the same time so
simple and so practicable as this.
The saving of labor.
All those overworked dairy-women, trying to make butter and do housework, will appreciate this.
The economy in labor secured by the process is great.
Mr. Waring says he uses
six cans where about a hundred shallow
The labor of
pans were formerly used.
the dairy-women commences with the skimming of the milk, as the cans are all handled
both before and after skimming by the man
who takes the milk to the milk room.
Mr.
F. 1). Douglass at the Vermont Dairyman’s
Association, stated that the prevailing use
ol .-hallow pans involved six times as much
labor as the system of deep setting.
It
requires little if any more time to wash and
care for a single can than is required for a
single pan.
•1
A uniform product by this method
may he secured. The advantage of this
need not be discussed.
It is much easier
to control the temperature of the milk by
running water thau to regulate it by controlling the temperature of the room in
which the milk is set.
As yet, there are very few dairies in this
Slate where the deep cans are in use. On
many farms the running water is already
carried to the house and on many more it
can be done at trifling expense; and where
this can he easily secured, the expense of
introducing the deep can system of setting
milk, would be counterbalanced by its
advantages, in a short time.
[Lewiston
Journal.
in■
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Stock

Eating

Wood.

One of our substantial subscribers, in a
conversation, gave his experience in
training neat stock, affected with the habit
of ating wood, chewing bones, etc. His
cattle were one spring affected this way.
They became thin in flesh, refused to eat
iiay, and presented a sickly appearance.
He had an impression that their food lacked
the constituents for making bone, but his
neighbors used bone-meal withoit noticing
any good result.- whatever. At last he put
about four bushels of leached ashes in his
barn-yard, and threw out to them about a
shovel full each day.
After turning them
out to pasture, he put one peck of dry
ashes per week on the ground of the pasture.
They ate it ali up, and gnawed ff
the grass where it. had been lying. The
cattle began to improve, gaining flesh and
looking much better than they had for
several years. He says this morbid appearance was
unnoticed years ago, from the
fact that the ground was ashy, from the
turnings of the wood and land clearings.
Latterly he gives one quart of ashes mixed
with the same quantity of salt, to twelve
head of cattle, about once a week.
[Live
Stock Journal.
recent

A

correspondent of the Massachusetts

Ploughman gives

the following account of
iiis treatment of lettuce plants to make
them head: The plants looked tine aud
healthy, hut already indicated the running1 thinned them out, then
up symptoms.
carefully slipped a cotton twine uuder the
lowest leaves of each plant,, and gently
raised them a few inches from the ground,
tying them loosely; then I placed a shingle
upon each plant, and a small stone to keep
it Arm.
Every evening I removed the
coverings, watered each head, aud replaced
the protective covers in the morning, as I
found the sun's rays had a tendency to
cause the lettuce to run up to seed, aud
removing the cover at night, allowed it a
sutticiency of fresh air, so that neither
mould nor decay made their appearance. I
was rewarded t>y large solid beads of superior quality, and the hearts were white
and crisp.
Not a single plant failed of
heading, and none decayed or bore seed.
It is not generally known that Paris green
mixed in the proportion of one part by
measure to twenty-live parts of flour, will
kill the striped bug from off cucumbers,
squashes, musk-melons and other vines,
except water-melons, the leaves of wBIch
latter are sometimes spotted if the mixture
It may be dnsted on
be used strongly.
from a slazy bag or dredging-box. Usually
too much of the powder Is cast on; the
slightest possible quantity evenly distributed is sufficient, and It should be applied In the morning while the dew lies on
the plants.

Milk
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Layers.

Iu every lot of heus some will be better
layers than others. Let us suppose we
start with six Houdaus—a cock and live
hens. Probably out of this live two may
lay thirty eggs per annum more tliau either
of the others; their eggs should be noticed
end only these set. By following this for a
few years a very great increase iu eggproduction may be attained. My attention
a
was drawn to this subject by a friend
ing a Brahma pullet which laid nearly three
hundred eggs in oue twelve-mouth, though
valueless as a fancy bird, and the qualitv
descended to several of her prog my ; and
I have since found other instances which
prove conclusively that a vast improvement
might easily be effected in nearly all our
breeds were that careful selection of brood
stocks made for this purpose which the
fancier bestows on other objects.
It is to be regretted more is not done in
this way, and having more room than 1
had, I hope mvS' if to make some experiI will say
ments in this direction shortly.
now that I am perfectly certain the number
of two hundred eggs per annum might be
attained in a few years with perte -t ease,
were the object systematically sought ; a d
1 trus these few remarks may arouse a
general attention to it among those who
keep poultry for eggs only, and wln> can
easily do ail that is necessary without any
knowledge whatever of fancy points, or
I L.
any attempt to breed exhibition birds.

Wright.

BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1873.
What_Then ?

What then? The pitching ol the evening tent;
And then, perchance, a pillow rough and

thorny;

And then some sweet and tender message sent
To cheer the faint one for to-morrow’s journey.

What then? The wailing of the midnight wind,
A feverish sleep, a heart oppressed and ach

ing,

And then a little water-cruse to lind
Close to my pillow, ready for my waking.
What then? 1 am not careful to inquire;
1 know there will be tears and fears and
row

sor-

;

And then a loving Saviour drawing niglier,
And saving, ”1 will answer for the morrow.”
What then?
For all

For all my sins, his pardoning

grace;
my wants
ness

and woes, liis loving kind-

;

For darkest shades, the shining of God’s face,
And God’s own hand to lead me in my blindness.

What then? A shadowy valley, low and dim;
And then a deep and darkly rolling river;
And th n a flood of light, a seraph's hymn,
And God's own smile forever and forever!

good,

right to yote as anybody,
too, for all I know, if they be
women,” pursued Miss Polly, frisking
around to the other side ot her tub, and
surveying the suds from that point. “Puts
me clear out of patience to hear all this
talk about its spili’n women,—it we were
a lot ot eggs that must be kept cool and
not shook up much,—and callin’ us ‘ministerin’ angels’ all the time. Do I look
like an angel, Becky Murray ?”
The resemblance was not very striking
as she stood there with her sleeves rolled
up, her bare arms akimbo.a wet checkered
apron pinned about her, and her nose
decorated with a streak of bluing. Conscientiously Miss Becky surveyed the stout
form rather doubtfully.
“Well—to be sure! That is. you’re as

as

What then? Why. another Pilgrim song;
Ami then a hush of rest divinely granted;
And then a thirsty stage, (ah me, so long!)
And then a brook, just where it most is
wanted.

and

a

more

Novel

Spoiled.

The heroine was not beautiful, to begin
Good Potatoes.
with, not queenly, nor in any wise reShe was just a plump, wiuThe isle of Jersey (so noted for i s su- markable.
snmo tittle maiden, and she stood at the
immense
its
for
is
noted
perior cows),
Crops of six h n lrc.1 garden gate.that moonlit Sunday evening,
crops of potatoes.
with an air 1 lit: reverse of stateliness and
and fifty bushels per acre have been raised,
and the natives claim that one cause of composure, [lulling leaves from the rosebush near by with nervous, fluttering
success is in their plan of treating their
seed. That portion of the crop which is
lingers that did not even know when the
intended for future planting, is dug while thorns pricked them.
Outside the gate
tops are green, and the tubers laid in the was a tall figure, a face bronzed and
sun and frequently turned in order to enbearded, and a low voice uttering words
sure them a good “greening."
They are half pleading, half resentful. There was
then packed away in small amounts in one a moment’s
pause, then the voice quesplace and kept just warm enough to pre- tioned. with a dash of bitterness:
vent injury,
nd thus effectually prevent
"Shall 1 go, Maggie ?”
growth. A large amount of well-rotted
"dust as you please, Mr. Clifford;”
stable manure is used, in some cases reachthe questioner turned suddening twenty-five tons per acre. As this is whereupon
always applied after plowing it must be ly about and strode rapidly down the
r >ad, crushing the glittering sand
very fine in order not to impede future country
work. Large amounts of guano are also under bis fee;, while Maggie sped into the
house, up to her room, and bolted her
used by the potato growers. It is generally
considered that he care and selection of door as if afraid ot being pursued.
She
the seed does much to increase the crop peeped through a window, from behind
and make it earlier.
If unripe potatoes the curtain, until the lonely pesdestrian
are really better for seed, the fact can soon
on
the quiet road had vanished from
be ascertained by one season’s experiment, >i"iu
iimii
11
>111
a>>mvu
iitrisirii
and at but a very small cost in labor.
Tom chose to act so— she didn’t care !”
and proved her utter indifference by burying her lace in her pillow with a burst of
Distressing Case of Hydrophobia.
solis. and entire forgetfulness oi the
From the Baltimore Gazette.
pansies in her pretty hat.
One oi the most distressing illustrations
They had quarreled about nothing—at
of
of the terrible effects
that dreadful least she couldn’t remember what it bedisease hydrophobia that has ever occurred
gan with—but, of course, it was all over
in this city has been devoloped, resulting between them now, and lie would
go
in the death of two men. while grave, apaway as he had said. She wondered, as
prehensions are being felt, hv the friends she lay with her flushed, tearful face
of a third. It appears, upon investigation, turned toward the stars, how it would
that about three weeks ago Mr. Ferdinand seem to die that
night, and go away from
Freybe, a wealthy butcher, residing in it all. Wouldn’t somebody be sorry then ?
the village of Clifton, on the Ilookstown She almost wished she could do
it,—not
road, about half a mile from the city quite, because one doesn’t like to stop in
had
a
of
the
hull
limits,
large dog
species, the middle of a story, even if it is one’s
which he employed in watching the own ; and, besides, what
good would his
time
the remorse do her if she never could know
About
the
indicated
premises.
animal appeared to he sick, Charles
anything about it ?
Freybe, aged about 20 years, son of Mr.
Tom on his homeward walk, discoursed
Freybe. and two men employed upon the furiously to himself upon the fickleness
place, named Anton Aues and Herman and perversity of all woman kind. “Not
Drussell, attempted to remove him to an- one of the whole race worth
breaking a
other part of the yard, where it was defellow’s heart for,” he remarked savagely,
signed placing him under a shed. In though with a queer little quiver about
doing so, however, the animal resisted his lips the while. One thing was certain,
them, and before he was secured beneath he would not stay moping there. The
the shed had bitten each of them on the world was wide, and there was
nothing
hands, indicting slight wounds, some of now to hold him back. He would resign
them being mere punctures of the skin.
his place in the village store, and join the
But little attention was paid to the wounds
party for Arizona. Yes, he would take
no
one
and
the
bitten,
by
thought the first morning train for the city and tell
persons
As a Colter he would
of serious consequences ensuing.
go; there was fortunately
the
was
measure
shot, time enough for that yet, and it it left
dog
precautionary
the
and the subject dismissed from
minds brief
space for preparation, so much the
On last Saturday Mr. Auer, while belter.
of all.
He should not wait for people to
on a visit to his brother-in-law’s house,
change their opinion, he thought, fancyon the Frederick road, three miles from
ing that by “people” he meant Miss
the city, was seized with convulsions.
Maggie, hut, in reality, fearing more a
Several physicians were summoned, and
faltering ot purpose in a nearer party.
united in expressing the opinion that it was
Let the Sunday night be what it may,
a case of hydrophobia.
lie continued in
Monday morning follows it all the same.
great agony until Tuesday morning, when Maggie was glad that it was Monday
death ensued.
morning, since it left her at liberty to sit
On Monday young Freybe rode out with with her
sewing in a quiet corner by a
a physician to see Mr. Auer, and found
window, unquestioned and undisturbed,
him in a violent spasm, and uttering while
busy Aunt Polly, who would allow
howls closely resembling those of a dog. no
inexperienced fingers to intermeddle in
Mr. Freybe remained in the room for her
washing, and lame Aunt Becky, who
some time, and stood at the bedside fanalways would stay where Polly was, were
ning the patient, hut was greatly horrified in the kitchen adjoining. No ordinary
at the awful spectacle, and soon after re- kitchen was this,
steaming soapy and disturned home, and appeared deeply affect- consolate, but a
large,pleasant, tidy room,
ed at having witnessed the scene, and de- where Aunt
Becky could enjoy her arm
scribed vividly to a number of persons chair and her
knitting together with Aunt
the particulars of Auer’s distressed condiPolly's discourse. The latter lady was
tion and symptoms.
unusually talkative on wash-day. Possibly
On Tuesday morning Mr. Freybe visited
being surrounded by tubs and piles of
the Lexington Market for the purpose of linen
suggested vaguely, a pulpit or
the
entrusted
to
him
business
attending to
speaker’s stand, perhaps having had all
who
left
on
a
visit
to
Gerby his father,
Sunday to think in, her opinions needed
many two weeks ago, and while standing shaking out and smoothing before they
at the stall in the market was taken ili,
were laid away for the week.
At any
anti before he could be placed in a carriage rate, Miss
Polly had a way ot doing lip
was seized with a convulsion.
He was theworld and her
washing together.
at once removed to his home, and thp best
“Most through, Pollv ?” questioned
medical skill procured, but. all efforts M iss
as
she
Becky,
always did every hallfailed to afford the slightest relief, and hour.
the unfortunate young man died about 1
“Can’t say 1 am,” responded Miss Polly
o’clock yesterday afternoon. Upon his with a
snap that shook out a pair of wet
Tueslront
the
market
on
being brought
hose and her words at the same time;
the
of
illness
was
news
his
day
rapidly “not unless 1 view my wasliin’ the same
communicated in the neighborhood, and
way these new style poets do the robe of
yesterday morning several bundled per- righteousness, and think a mighty little is
sons congregated around the house ami
the whole on’t.
One clean stockin’ is
remained until his death ensued.
’cordin’ to them. No matter how
enough
Those who were in attendance on the much mud a
body has gone into, so he’s
patient describe his convulsions as of the managed to keep one foot out. I don’t
most horrible character, and his sufferings b’lieve no such!”
intense beyond description. At times he
“Why, of course; to be sure!” adwould howl, whine, and bark like a dog, mitted Miss
Becky, with mild indefiniteand when in his most violent spasms his ness.
could
be
heard
a
of
a
howlings
quarter
“Curious what kinds of folks this world
mile distant, and naturally had the effect does hold,
anyhow!” pursued Miss Polly,
of creating great excitement, and of exgazing meditatively into the depths of her
the
all
for
the
of
sulciting
sympathies
tut).
“There’s them that has health on
ferer. Mr. Freybe, the father of the de- the brain, now—not that their brains is so
as
stated
was
at
home
when
the
ceased,
partie’lar healthy neither, that I know of;
men
were bitten, hut with others had
but they’re always a talkin’ about it.
given himself no concern about them, and Yon must do this, and you mustn’t do
on sailing for Germany left his large
t’other, for tear you’ll spile your conbusiness solely in charge of his eldest son, stitution and all
your by-laws. Some of
who recently graduated at a German uni- ’em
says it’s a sin to be sick. ’Pears to
versity, and is highly spoken of by all me, il that’s so, the sicker you get the
who knew him. The cable will convey wickeder you must be, and
dyin’ would
the first intimation of the sad affair to Mr. seem fitter to send folks to the
penitentiary
his
In
arrival
Freybe upon
Germany.
than to Heaven.
It makes things look
The third person bitten bv the dotr, considerable mixed.”
"
Herman Drussell, after learning ot the
i nere s me railroad
smash-ups,l olly,
death of Auer, and the condition of young
Miss
Becky.
suggested
alleviatingly.
Freybe, before his death, started yester“Humph ! Well, I should think there
day afternoon to visit an old woman on was. But everybody can’t expect to get
the York road, who is reported as possesskilled that way, though the companies
ing a cure for bites of mad dogs. What oiler ‘great inducements,’ muttered Miss
his condition now is was not learned up
Polly.'
to a late hour last night, but his friends
“Say, Aunt Polly, can’t I sail ships in
are seriously alarmed about him.
your tub?” interposed a small voice; and
A rumor prevailed at a late hour last
a pair of blue eyes and a head of yellow
night that Drussell had also died of hydro- curls appeared in the door-way.
phobia, the correctness of which could
But Miss Polly was too busy to notice,
not be traced to a reliable source.
even when the little navigator tootc silence
for consent, and plunged into her rinseFamily Conundrum. At an elegant water with his treasures. In this
general
dinner party given in Washington the instraightening-up of her mental pantry,
fant terrible of the family was premitted she had
found
another
article
to be
just
to occupy a seat near one of the most dis- labeled and
put away.
tinguisned guests. Moreover the young
“All sorts to make a world ! I should
man has a sister who is a shining belle in
think so! There’s them reformin’ women
society. Eliza is the name of the young what go about lecturin’ and wantin’ laws
lady, but the scapegrace will call her fixed, and men to give ’em their rights ?
Lize. The company were startled by the If there’s anything they want to do, and
youngster asking, “Why is father like can do, whv don’t they stop talking and
the devil?” An awkward pause ensued. do it ?
Who’s goin’ to hinder ’em ?
Then he shouted out, “Because he is the They’re just like Mrs. Jones when sho
not
did
his
father of Lize.” That boy
get
want’s to cross the field where the cows
are.
She’ll stand on the fence and ‘shoo,’
deserts, for he was sent to bed.
and swing her work-bag, and flap her
Owing to the careless changing of two parasol, and cry, ‘Get out there!’ when
labels by a Peoria clerk, an old lady in the critters are so busy eatin’ grass that
that city has been swallowing a rheuma- they never notice her no way, and she
tism liniment three times a day, and an might cross a dozen times if she’d a mind
old gentleman has rubbed himself with to.”
“And me, too; yes, I.think so,” obblue pills until he can slide up anil down
the side ot a house, when the weather served Miss Becky, counting her stitches.
“But then I don’t say some folks haven’t
changes, like a thermometer.

j
j

I

the most, Polly—better’ll most
but then, there’s the wings and
things; they’d make—well, 1 must say
for’t, considerable difference, I do s’pose!”

good

as

Polly;

she admitted, hesitatingly.
“Guess you’ll get wings sometime.
Aunt Polly. Wish I had some now,” reflected Billy, with a plashing ot his handin the water that at once recalled Mis-!

Polly to matter, terrestrial.
satisfactory capitulation.
»i
Itllll S IH'Xl
“Mercy! what is I he young one up to I
now? Got my best spice-box for a boat, j move was to lollovv lus hur-t and hs
and punched a hole clear through the
speedily discovered that the wise animal
bottom of it to stick

A

J

Carlie with dignity. “Me and Billy made
it. and we’ll let you through it'-”
But the statement of terms was eut
short. The horse at that moment espied
the fluttering white sun-bonnet, and seizing so favorable an opportunity to lie
frightened, sprang suddenly to one side,
flung his unsuspecting riderto the ground,
and sped away up the road again. Tom
rolled over and sat up in a bewildered
sort of way, got upon his feet slowly,
brushed the dust from his clothes, and
looked after ids retreating steed with a
long whistle.
“Well! it isn’t likely anything will stop
him now until he gets home, so I might
as
well stay and pull this tiling down.
What possessed you two youngsters"—
and there Tom paused, laughed, and
grew more like his good-natured self
than he had been for '_M hours.
The defiant, indignant, disappointed expression
ot those little dirty faces was irresistible.
Carlie protested stoutly when the strong
hand began to demolish her work; but
Tom persuaded and explained, and the
final promise of a ride in the cart, when
he rolled it bark up tbe lane, effected a
j

I

am

a

in,

mast

sure

as

as

alive!”
tvuuiuu

cii,

ifii

1113’ top’s broke, ini'* I
nothin’ else to do,” affirmed
ru’

me

aiuur?,

did’t

Hilly,

know
defen-

|

sively.

“Nothin’ else ? Well,it’s lucky you didn’t,
like as anyway' have been
something worse instead of better! There,
there, child !” with a softening light ir.
her eye whereby the angel in her flashed
into sight for an instant, “all the splashiu’
in the world can’t make an ocean in a
wash-tub; older talks than you have
tried it. Hun out in the yard and play.
there’s a good boy.”
The June sunshine fell soft and bright
upon the quaint, homely old garden, and
Billy was quite reconciled to his banishment
the moment he caught the rustic of the lilac
leaves, and met the familiar nodding of
the tall, good-natured sunflowers, lie
seated himself on the grass, dug his bare
toes into the warm earth of a poppy-bed.
and leaning his small elbows upon fie
patched knees of his small trousers, settled
his round chin between his palms, and
dropped into a lit of childish meditation.
With no past to remember, no cares to
make anxious, and small knowledge of
possibdities to curb him, his dreams and
plans had a wild, free range; and he had
quite decided where he would go when
he came into position
of his coveted
wings, besides selecting a particularly
soft, fleecy cloud in the tar-off blue, to
serve as iris bed at night, “after it get
too dark to fly,” when a voice interrupted
him.
“Why don’t you play with me, Billy
Murray ?” A little blue dress was crushed
against the fence, a pair of tiny handgrasped the pickets, and from under a
white sun-bonnet merry brown eyes
lor it would

at Billy.
“’Cause—I—guess—I’m

laughed

think in’ what

I’ll do,” he responded with slow gravity,
neither disturbed nor astonished by her
sudden presence.
“What you’ll do when your big ? I know
all that now. and I guess I won’t wait to
grow, either!” rattled the little damsel,
her nimble tongue crowding jn the words
so thick and fast that she contrived to
utter a dozen in the time Billy would have

required
VV mil

for one.
13U1\

SJOWly,

HI

Willi

awakening curiosity.
“Keep a toll-gate—that’s what. 1 know
all about ’em, tor me and pain rode
through in a carriage, and I did see it my
an

self. You have a gate clear across
the road, so folks can’t get through and
they pay you to open it : and you don’t
have anything to do but just live in a nice
funny little house, and get lots of money.”
Billy’s blue eyes brightened. Down
from his airy heights, at the prospect of
gaining earth’s shining dust he came as
readily as though he had been older.

own

“I guess I’ll do that,too,” he announced.
“’Long of me ?”
“Yes,” said Billy,accepting the partnership as condescendingly as though the
patent-right for the invention had not
belonged to the other party.
“Well let’s do it now,” proposed the

vivacious small lady anxious to be making her fortune at once. “I guess lots of
folks go ’long the road down by the end.
of the laue, and if we have it there then
they’ll have to pay us.”
“Yes,” said Billy once more, and lifting
the latch of the gate, he slipped out.
Maggie had ears for nothing that morning, but a footstep that did not come, and
Aunt Polly was too busy in looking after
the whole ol creation to pay any special
attention to her own small corner of it;
so there was nobody to observe the new
firm, as they trudged off to seek a favorable locality for their enterprise. It was
no long search, however, since the road
at the end ot the lane was the only one they
knew anything about; moreover, it was
narrow and well suited to their purpose
in that way.
“I don’t know how we’ll stop it up,
though,” Billy remarked, surveying it
doubtfully. But Carlie was fertile, in expedients. Her quick eyes rested upon an
old unused cart standing a little distance
up the lane, and she proposed that they
should draw that down across the road, to
begin with. It was hard work, with all
their united strength and most vigorous
efforts, but they persevered until the task
was

accomplished.

“I thought it was big enough to reach
ever so far but it don’t,” said Carlie disappointedly. “Anybody could just go
around the side of it if they wanted to,
and never pay a cent.”
Billy expressed a valiant determination
to “knock any feller down that tried it,”
but Carlie was unsatislied.
Presently a
pile of bean-poles in a neighboring lot
suggested an idea of relief, and the chil-

dren, in high spirits once more, proceeded
to appropriate them.
They could carry
but one at once, but gradually they piled

them up, with one end upon the fence and
the other resting upon the cart, quite forgetting, in their zeal tor thorough barricade, to make any arrangement for opening their gate when the required toll
should be paid. It was slow, toilsome
building; but the two little faces, though
flushed and uersnirino- were also trimilphant as they gazed upon the completed
structure, with its last pole standing nearly upright against the cart.
Partly for coolness to herself, by way
of ornament to the edifice, Carlie removed
her sun-bonnet from her head and hung
it upon the highest point.
“Bet nobody can’t get through that!
exclaimed Biliy, pantingly. “How much
do you s’pose we’ll make ?”
“Dollar, may be,” replied the sanguine
Carlio. her eyes growing round with the
“I’m too tired to
stupendous prospect.
build any little house to live in, to-day;
let’s stay out doors.”
“Out-of-doors was yery pleasant. They
sat down on the soft grass that edged the
road, and curled the long stems of dandelion while they waited for their fortune to
come; growing so interested in their occupation at last that they had almost forgotten that they waiting for anything,
when a horse and rider came dashing
down the road, and Tom Clifford, with
barely time to reach the village in season
for the city-bound train, rode full upon
the barricade. For a gloomy and despersuitor, bent upon rushing to the ends
Of the earth, to be stayed in his course by
an old cart loaded with
bean-poles was
certainly exasperating. Nevertheless, he
could not go on; and as two beaming and
;jatisrted young faces peered out at him,
Ifie demanded, in vexed astonishment—
“What on earth have you got here ?”
1
“We’re a toll-gate,” explained Miss

ate
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had
>; taken the trouble to go home, but
had stopped near by, at a place where
he had frequently been allowed to make
himself quite at home.
He had been
recognized at once: and saddled, bridled,
but riderless, awakened suspicious ol evil.
The trio ol women had gathered alien'
him in the yard,—Aunt 1 ’ol 1 y with hands
dripping from the suds. Aunt Becky
leaning upon her crutch, and Maggie pale
and trembling,—when Tom arrived upon
the scene.
Since he was prevented from
making a journey to far-off lands, and
leave long chapters for misunderstandings, suspense and adventures, he should,
according to all precedent, have broken a
limb in tailing Irom his horse, so that he
could have been earr ed into the house,
and lave had a gradual reconciliation
through slow, delicious convalescence—a
mixture of roses and cream-toast.
But
he lead a boyish propensity tor falling
right side up, and there, was nothing at
all the matter except a vent in his coat.
Aunt Polly noticed the torn garment before his brief explanation Wjjs ended, and
in the kindness of her heart insisted that
it should come in for repairs.
“She was
washing, to be sure, and Becky was no
great hand with any needle but knitting
needles, but Maggie could do it slick as
The owner assented with
you please."
alacrity. “It did look rather bad to wear
through the village—if it wouldn’t be too
much trouble to just put a stitch in it.”
He watched the color come back into
the face bent so steadily over that piece
of darning; watched tho white fingers
busy with their task, and remarked significantly ;
“What a talent you have for making

things right again.”
“After other people have made
crooked." added Maggie promptly.

them

'I don't think those threads will show
that they were ever separated.”
Maggie vouchsafed no reply to that,
and he looked on in silence a few minutes

longer.
“There! the breach is nearly healed.”
“Quite,” she said, clipping her thread.
“Is it?" he asked so suddenly that she
looked up. and then his eves would have
an answer, and
she couldn’t keep her
heart oui ol hers.
So that was tho end of n—a long story
out short in t!ie most
commonplace way.
And Polly absolutely lolt the world at
large to take eare of itselt tor several
successive wash-days while she planned
Maggie’s out lit. Tom never went to
Arizona at all, but kept his place in the
village store, and goes home to a cozy
little nest at night, where Maggie meets
him at the door and receives a double eutranee-lee, because lie says he shall owe
that to all toll gates his life through. And
Maggie thinks, with a throb ot thankfulness, how well it is that a tenderer hand
than our own willful ones guides our destinies. Yes. they are simple souls and
better satisfied with their humdrum happiness than with the most poetic
misery;
but, alas, for their biographer and the
ruined volume !
A

Specimen

Montana

Postoffice.

An amusing experience, which recently
betel a special agent ot the Postoiliee Department, illustrates the ideas which postmasters in tlii‘ far West entertain regarding tin' dignity and importance of

their position. The agent, commonly
called “Mao,” while officially visiting
various offices in Montana Territory, for
the purposeol correcting any irregularities
ofpostmasters.stopped at Iron Rod. Going
into the postoiliee. he found the room
divided into three sections—first a saloon,
next tho postoiliee, and the last a taro
The mail bag was brought in, a
bank
rough-looking customer opened it and
emptied I he contents on the floor. The
entire crowd go1 down on their hands and
knees, and commenced overhauling the
letters, among which several were registered, and selecting such as they wanted.
Alter they were through, the remaining
letters were shoveled into a candle box
and placed on the oar. The special agent,
thinking the office needed a little regulating, asked the liar-tender, who had received and listri 1 uted the mail, if he was
the postmaster. lie answered “No.”
“‘Are you the assistant
postmaster?”
“No.” “Where is the postmaster ?” “Out
mining.” “Where’s the assistant postmaster?” “Gone to Hell’s Canyon, and
by thunder Bill Jones lias got to run this
office next week; it’s his turn.” The government. official then stated who he was,
and demanded the keys of the office. The
bar-tender coolly tookthe candle-box from
the liar, put it oil the iloor and gave it a
kick, sending it out of the door, saying,
“There’s your postoffice, now git !” The
agent says ? “Knowing the customs of the
country, 1 lost no time in following this
advice, and got.” That office was discontinued.
»
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dog entered tlio smoking-car on a Western
train, the other day, and when the conductor endeavored to persuade her to go
inlo another eai, she refused,
saying her
presence would deter the occupants from
smoking. A gentleman, however, took
out a cigar, and began to smoke, when
she wrenched it from his month, exclaim“If there is anything I do hate, it
ing:

is tobacco smoko.” The
passengers who
had witnessed the affair were convulsed
with laughter, but the oilending smoker
suppressed whatever emotions may have
been struggling for expression in words
or action, and maintained
throughout the
same impurtable
gravity which had characterized him from the first. Calmly rising from his seat he opened the window
nearest him, fastening it up, and reaching over the seat back, took that woman’s
poodle dog and threw him out of the window as far beyond as possible, at the
same time
saying, “II there is anything I
do hate, its a poodle dog !”
A clerk in the
in the last

Indianapolis post-office is
stages of drought, occasioned by his own gallantry in volunteering to lick and adjust postage stamps for
now

the young ladies who came to his window. He is yery charming, and Indianapolis is full of good-looking girls, who
loves dearly to see him run out his tongue
and moisten a stamp. The doctor says
unless he can start the sap in his system
he is a goner.

Josh Billings says:

“There iz one
about a hen that does look like wisdum, they don’t kacklo much until after
they have laid their egg. Sum pholks
are alwus a
bragging and a cackling
what they are going tew do beforehand.

thing

Catching
One

NUMBER 51.
the

Train.

Only Obeying Orders.

the greatest delights of hoarding in the country tor the Summer, is the
pleasure a man derives from his efforts to
catch the early morning train by which he
must reach the city and his business.
When he gets out of bed he looks at his
watch, and finds he has plenty of time;
so he dresses
leisurely, and sits down to

Richmond, the politician, railway
magnate and stock operator had a son

ot

Dean

as

a

Remedy.

Considerable has been lately said in
medical journals concerning the value of
milk as a remedial agent in certain diseases.
An interesting article upon this
subject lately appeared in the London
Milk Journal, in which it is stated on the
authority of I)r. Benjamin Clarke that in
the East Indias warm milk is used to a
great extent as a specific for diarrhoea. A
pint every four hours will cheek the most
violent diarrhoea, stomach ache, incipient
cholera and dysentery. The milk should
never be boiled, but only heated sufficiently to be agreeably warm, not too hot
to drink.
.Milk which has been boiled
unlit for use. This writer gives several
instances to show the value ot this simple
substance in arresting this disease, among
which is the following: The writer says,
“It has never failed in curing in six or
twelve hours, and I have tried it, I should
think titty times. I have also given it to
a
dying man who had been subject to

whose habits and character were not entirely in accord with his lather’s wishes,
lie would not hold a pen behind Ids ear
nor perch himself upon a stool poring
over the book, in the office, nor did he
exhibit any of the qualifications lor a sucbreakfast in a calm and serene state of eesstul bull or bear upon the stock mar- dysentery eight months, latterly aceom
mind. ,fu$t as he cracks his first egg, he ket. The father lost confidence in the panied by one continual diarrhcea, anil it
hears the up-train.
He starts, jerks out son, and so stroug became his dissatisfac- acted on him like a charm. In two days
his watch, compares it with the clock, and tion that he eventually ostracised him. his diarrhiea was gone, in three weeks lie
finds that it is eleven minutes slow, and He was allowed to labor and shift for his became a hale, fat man, and now nothing
that he has only four minutes left in which own means of
He became a that may hereafter occur will ever shake
support.
his faith in hot milk.”
A writer also
to get to the depot. In a fearful hurry he conductor
upon his lather’s railway, (the
tries to scoop the egg out, of the shell, but New York
Central.) Mr. Richmond told communicates to the Medical Times and
it burns his fingers; the skin is tough, and him that the least infraction of the rules (lazette, a statement of the value of mill;
after fooling with it for a moment it of the company would insure his immedi- in twenty-six cases of typhoid fever, in
was
mashes into a hopeless mess, and he gets ate removal,and
especially was he warned every one of which its great value
his fingers smeared : he drops the whole against allowing
It checks
diarrhea, and
apparent
whether
a
any person,
concern in disgust, grabs a hot roll, and
People
friend or not, to ride without showing a nourishes and cools t he body.
scalds his tongue with a quick mouthful ticket or a pass, or
paying the necessary suffering from disease, require food quite
of coffee; then lie stuffs the roll in his fare.
He had been employed in this as much as those in health, and much
mouth, while his wife hands him his capacity for some time and there had been more so in certain diseases where there is
satchel, and tolls him she thinks she hears no complaints, when one day, Dean Rich
rapid waste of the system. Frequently
all rdinarv food in certain diseases is rethe whistle. He plunges madly around mond himself became a
passenger upon
the room looking for bis umbrella; then his son’s train.
The conductor came to jected by the stomach, and even loathed
kisses Ins wife as well as he can with all the old railway magnate, when the fol- by the patient; but nature, ever bent
that unswallowed bread distending his lowing dialogue occurred :
tieent, has furnished a food that in all diseases is beneficial—in some directly euru
clients, says goou-oye to uie cnililren in a
"Ticket, sir.”
live.
I hi1 writer in
Such a toon is milk.
i'-kih
vttti dul
am me rresmeni
lump, and makes a dash lot- the door.
tiie journal last quoted, l)r. Alexander
Just as he gets to the gate be finds that of this road. [ don’t buy tickets.”
he has forgotten his duster, and he charges
‘•That makes no difference. It’s against Yale, after giving particular observations
hack after it, snatches it up, and tears orders for toe to allow anybody to ride upon the points abovi mentioned, viz... its
down tlie gravel walk in a frenzy, lie without he pays his tare, presents a ticket action in cheeking uiarrlne i. its nourishdoesn’t like to run through the village, or shows a pass. Com-\ hurry up.”
ing properties, and its action in cooling
because that would he undignified, but lie
•‘Well, sir, you know who I am. and the body, says, “We believe that milk
walks furiously. He goes taster and faster. you know that I am entitled to ride on nourishes in fever, promotes sleep, wards
oil" delirium, soothes the intestines and in
Half way down lie dues hear the whistle, this road free. 1 could make out a
pass
for certain.
He wants to run, but tie lint I haven’t any blanks. You go on. it tine, is the siw: gun non in typhoid fever
We have also lately tested the \ alue of
knows that he will start up that yellow is all right.”
■'See here, old gentleman, it makes no milk in scarlet fever and learn that it is
dog there by the sidewalk if he does.
Then lie actually sees the train coming in- difference who you are; give me a ticket, now recommended by the medical faculty
in all cases of this often very distn ssing
to the depot, and he feels that he must show me a pass, pay
your fare or get off
children’s disease. Give all the milk tin
make a rush.
He does.
The yellow dog this train.”
becomes excited, ami tears after him.
patient will take, even during the period
“Humph ! young man, you are getting of
Six other dogs join in the chase, one afgreatest fever: it keeps up the strength
If
on
don’t
mighty arbitrary.
go
you
ter the other, and bark furiously and trolie
about your business I will have you dis- of the patient, acts well upon the stomach,
and is every way a blessed thing in this
around his legs. Small boys contribute charged.”
to the excitement as lie goes past, by
The young conductor made no reply, sickness. Parents, remember it. and do
whistling on their lingers, and the men at hut. gave a vigorous pull upon the bell not fear to give it it your dear ones are
afflicted with this disease.
work on the new meeting-house knock rope. As the train cheeked its
speed, and
oil' to look at him and laugh.
He feels the father saw that lie was about to be
Tigers Fatal as Wars.
ridiculous, but lie must catch that train. treated like any other passenger, and was
He gets desperate when he has to slacken really liable to lie set down beside the
A paper recently read before the Social
up until two or three women, who are on track midway between tbe stations, lie Science Society ot London by Captain
the sidewalk discussing the servant girl pulled out bis wallet and paid his tare.
Rogers, gave some astounding figures in
question and tiie price of butter, scatter I This little episode gave him a new insight illustration of the yearly destruction ot
to lei ium pass.
lie arrives within one
J into his auu’s: character, and he forthwith human life by wild beasts in India: “A
hundred yards ot the depot with duster commenced casting about for some busisingle tigress caused the destruction of
dying in the wind, coat-tails horizontal | ness occupation for him. [Chicago Inter- thirteen villages, and 2be square miles ot
and the yellow dog nipping his heels, just Ocean.
country were thrown out of cultivation.
as the train begins to move.
He puts oil j
Wild beasts frequently obstruct Governxtra pressure, and resolves to make that
The Pineries and Lumbermen of Michi- ment survey parties.
In 1.809 one tigrestrain or to perish.
He reaches it as the
kilied 127 people, and stopped a public
am
g
last car is going past.
Ho seizes the \
road for many weeks. In January, 18b8,
A correspondent of the Syracuse Stand- a
hand-rail, is violently jerked around once
panther broke into the town of Chicola
or twice, but dually lands on the step on
ard, as the result of an interview with a and attacked, without the slightest provohis knees, aud is hauled in by ins coat- well-intormed lumberman ol
Michigan, cation, the owner of a held. Four persons
collar by the brakemati, hot, mad, dusty, supplies the following particulars of a were
dangerously wounded, and one died.
with iiis trousers torn across the knees, little-known region and class of workmen :
Man-eating tigers are causing great loss
his shins bruised, and three ribs in his
“The tract from which the lumber is of life along the whole range ol If
ally
umbrella broken.
mainly taken, called the pineries, is some Mally Forest. There are live of them.
Just as he gets comfortably into the car eight miles in width by one hundred and One is said to have
destroyed 100 people.
the train stops, backs up on the siding,
fifty miles in length, unrelieved, a^ a Writing from Nuydunca, 1809, a gentleand lays there lor half an hour while the general tiling, by anything like civiliza- man
says one tigiess, in 1807-8-9, killed
engineer fixes a broken valve. Then he tion, apart from that which is directly respectively 27, 84 and 17—total, 108
is madder than ever, and determines that identified with the lumber interest. This
people. This same tiger killed a father,
ho will move in town to-morrow, and tract embraces two respectable lakes— mother and three children and the week
;
swears while he looks out of the window
the Muskegon and Pleasant.
A slight before she was shot she killed seven
and watches the dogs that followed him idea of the enormous amount of lumber
In
Lowt
r
people.
Bengal alone, in
engaged in a contest over a bone which the taken from this tract may be found by period of six years, were killed by wild
yellow dog found on the platform of the glancing at the amount it supplies the beasts, 18,401.
In South Canaree, in
station; and he registers a silent vow to Chicago market alone, which in 18.79 was
July, 181)7, forty human beings were
devote his first holiday to hunting up that one hundred and filly millions ol feet, killed
by wild beasts.” Finally, Captain
and in 1879 over two hundred millions ot Rogers concludes by telling that the Chid
dog, and braining him with a club.
feet.
Commissioner ol the Central Provinces,
A camping party of lumbermen num- in his
report, shows the following terrible
Tenacity of Life.
bers trom forty to sixty, who are paid,
returns of human beings killed by tigers
From the Omaha Neb. Bee, .June 2.
upon an average, twenty-five dollars per In 1860-67, 872; 1807-08, 281); l808-0’i.
Upon the arrival of the Union Pacific month, with board and lodging, the 18b—total. 940. It appears that there are
train from the West late Saturday after- wages of saw-mill men ranging higher. difficulties in the way of killing down
The villages which have sprung up, as a
these tigers.
First the superstition ol tli-•
noon. we had the pleasure of meeting at
the Union Pacific depot Mr. •!. F. Carter, result of lumber traffic, are universally natives, who regard the “maii-eatine
the young mail-carrier who was, some strangers to morality, as the inhabitants tiger” as a kind of incarnate and spiteful
it would
six weeks ago, so badly riddled with bul- are strangers to one another,
divinity whom it is dangerous to olfeml
he natural to suppose that these men,
lets by a party ot Indians north nt Larsecondly, the failures of government
amie. His account of the affair, as briefly employed in the laborious work ot getting wards ; thirdly,the desire of,certain classes
out this lumber, were the most hardy of in India
told to us, is in substance as follows:
actually to preserve tiger as game,
He. was engaged in carrying the mail America’s yeomanry, but as a matter ot to be shot at with the title as a matter <u
fact
two-thirds
of
them
are
from Cheyenne to White Clay, a distance
hilly
persons sport.
ot 140 miles.
He had a team of Califor- delicately reared, who have embraced
Cause oe tlii.it ll.-wi;.
Moreau, the
nia bronchos and a light wagon, weighing this calling, not trom choice, hut to escape
French physician, writes
only 1:50 pounds. When he was out about tho penalties for the commission of various distinguished
"I once knew an aged man f>r whom
thirty miles on his route, he was tired crimes and misdemeanors.
To all save murderers, the Michigan snow white hair and a countenance deeply
a
of
Sioux
in
Indians,
upon by
party
ambush, commanded by Little Wolf, a pineries is a city of refuge, more impreg- marked by the 1 arrows ot care, inspired
of
Red
Cloud. One of the shuts nable than the walls of a Bastile. If a the respect which we owe to age and mis
nephew
"My hair.” said lie. “was as
struck him in the neck, narrowly escap- criminal is tracked to this stronghold, as fortune
thou seest it now long before the latt
ing the spinal column. Young Carter fell frequently is the case, resistance to tho season of
More energetic in
officers is not dreamed of, because entirely
my lite.
over in the box of the wagon, and his
team started on a rapid runaway.
The unnecessary. So ample are the lumber- their effects than assiduous toil and !in
Indians sprang to horse, and followed in men's facilities for concealment, and so gering years, grief and despair at tin*
close pursuit, firing all the time at the perfect their system of secrecy, that it loss of a wife most tenderly loved whit
I was
fallen mail-carrier for a distance ot nine must he a sagacious detective who can etied my locks in a single night.
miles, when his team ran into a camp of make it necessary for them to put forth not thirty year of age. Judge then tin*
of my sufferings. 1 still bear them
friendly Cheyennes, who protected him more than an ordinary effort to screen a torce
(>ne more
from capture. As a place of in frightful remembrance.’'
from his bloodthirsty pursuers.
fugitive
Upon
for
it might lie hoped illustration shall suffice on this point. The
criminals,
lifted
out
of
the
he
refuge
was
wagon
being
fount! to be shot in nine different places— that the pineries would become less secure sexton of St. Joseph’s Cathedral, Vienna,
as the timber was cut out, were it not
being a man ot extraordinary nerve and
once in the neck, twice in the left arm,
thrice in the right leg, once in the shoul- that, unfortunately, a spontaneous growth boldness, was accustomed to stand on the
der and once in the groin. His wagon of every variety of scrub trees spring up pinnacle of the tower, whenever the Li;>
in a space of time that is truly marvellous, peror made a grand entry to the eitv and
was covered with blood and pierced with
bullets. As soon as he recovered sufficient and so dense as to make the prospect of wave a tlag as the pageant pa—ed bv
When, however, Leopold, who had iti-t
strength to be moved any distance he was entrapping a fugitive more hopeless than been chosen
Emperor at Frankfort, was
taken to the military post at Laramie, ever.”
about to enter the eitv, the lovat sexton
i.’ll
twenty-nine miles distant, by the Cheyhis
Restoration of Warwick Castle.
ennes, who had previously bathed
but finding that years bad told against his
wounds and given him all the attention
the past year considerable nerve, declared that any one who would
During
At
Laramie
he
his
wounds
had
possible.
dressed and all the bullets extracted ex- progress lias been made in restoring the take hi.' place successfully should win his
and hall of Warwick daughter. Gabriel l’etersheim, who wacept the one in his groin, thirty-six hours private apartments
by the disliked by the sexton, but beloved of the
after the attack had been made upon him. Castle, which were destroy?
calamitous tire in December, 1 «71. The daughter, at once aceepted the otter, to
careful
and
to
his
By
nursing,
owing
whole of tiie external walls have been re- the disgust of the sexton, who then
strong, wiry constitution and wonderful
paired, and the partition walls of the do- arranged with two villains to close the
powers of endurance he rapidly recovered,
and in a few weeks was able to travel. mestic apartments are nearly completed. trap-door ot the upper stairway wliio
Mr. Carter is blit twenty-one years of age. The baronial hall is also progressing Gabriel was above, thinking that as the
He speaks nine different Indian languages, satisfactorily, but the workmen have only Emperor was to enter towards evening
and lor the last five years has been in the just commenced to restore the dining room no one need be the wiser, and the lad
and the grand entrance hall. At the east must certainly fall before morning.
I'hc
employ of the government as a scout, lie end of the
hall two doorways have been two accomplices did their loti 1 work, and
had been carrying the mail but five or six
with arched heads of the their intended victim, finding his war
days, having taken the place of a mail discovered,
carrier who w:.s killed by the red skins in fourteenth century, hut no trace remains down again, was then confronted witli
ambush.
Carter is going home to re- of the rooms or corridors witli which they the alternative of clinging to the slender
must at some time have communicated.
spire, through a cold wintry night, with
cuperate his health, and he says that when Four closed
apertures have also been his feet resting on a surface hardly ten
he entirely recovers ho intends to return
found in the south wall, overlooking the inches in circumference, or of preeipitat
and kill two Indians for every wound that
river Avon, corresponding with the wining himself to the pavement at once, and
he received.
dows in the external hall, which light the thus ending the matter. Gabriel was a
corridor which passes within it, from the youth of linn will and hardy constitution
The Houston (Texas) Telegraph says:
domestic to the State apartments. These he clung to tho sold column till morning
a
mad
wolf
came
in
“Thursday evening
will he opened so as to light the upper Hut tho story goes that his curling locks
off the prairie, entered the yard of a genpart of the hall. Amid the debris carted were white as snow; his wonted rosy
tleman living near Moss Neck. live miles
out of the ruins ot the hall, many relics of cheeks were yellow and wrinkled; and
North of the city. The animal leaped in the
his eyes, before so bright were now
armor which adorned its walls have
on the gallery, and again making his exit,
been recovered. Notwithstanding the in- sunken and dim.
One night of horrot
bit the dogs in the inclosure. He then tense
heat to which it was subjected, and had placed him forty years nearer his
left, and made a call at Mr. Moss’, a molten lead from the roof
having poured grave.
mile or two towards town, where he bit down into the
hall, it is believed that
Artemus Ward as an Actor.
every dog that barked at him. In this nearly the whole of the steel armor will
way the rabid animal passed through the be restored. The work has been entrusted
Said
Artemus Ward : “I like art; I ad
entire neighborhood, biting everything in to Mr.
Syers, an experienced antiquarian mire dramatic art, although 1 tailed as an
his reach, until within two miles of the
armorer, who has already recovered and actor.
The play was the •Ruins ot PomWestern outskirts of the city. Here he
restored some ot tl.e most valued specipeii I played the ruins. It was not a
turned back, traveling over the very same mens.
number
the
are
Lord
very successful performance— hut was
toute by winch he had come.
He was fi- Broke’s Among
armor in which he was killed at
better than the‘Burning Mountain.’ lie
nally shot and killed. The farmers and the seige of Litchfield ; Cromwell’s elabo- was not
good; he was a had Vesuvius.
residents in the Moss Neck settlement
embossed
Duke
ot
Monthelmet,the
rately
Tho remembrance of it makes me ask
were yesterday engaged in killing all the
rose’s polished armor, a splendid tinted ‘Where are the
hoys of my youth?’ I
animals known to have been bitten by the suit of the time ot
Henry VII., and a assure you this is no conundrum. Some
wolf.”
variety of minor, hut valuable articles. are among you here, some in America,
The greatest loss will he the woodwork of some are in
jail, lienee arises a most
Another match broke up.
This was the Indian
guns and oth >r armor, many touching question : ‘Where are the girls
between a clerk in a Danbury dry-goods of which were
richly inlaid with silver of my youth?’ Some are married, some
store and a young lady of that place.
It and studded with
jewels. These are hope- would like to he. () my Maria! Alas'
was so warm on Friday evening that she
lessly lost. The state apartments, from she married another—they frequently do
had the parlor window up and he stood which the
costly furniture and the gems I hope she is happy —because I am. Some
on the lawn, and he was just reaching ot
and sculpture were hurriedly people are not very happy; 1 have noticed
painting
up for another kiss, when the sash came removed, when the total destruction of that.
My orchestra is small—hut 1 am
down like a flash, and knocked off the the eastlo seemed imminent, have been
sure it is good so tar as it goes.
I give my
peak of his nose and scalped his chin, and carefully and skillfully replaced and re- pianist ten pounds a
and his wash
night
he hopped round so madly and howled so
traces
of
stored, and now hear only slight
ing. I like music. 1 can’t sing. As a
dreadfully that the old gentleman thought injury.
singist I am not a success. I am saddest
he was drunk and had him kicked out of
when I sing. So are those who hear me
the yard with a great tleal of ostentation.
“Do you like chickens?” asked a re- —they are sadder even than I am.”
he
wont
West.
Monday morning
markably modest Nashville youth to his
Senator Scott was talking to a Pennsweetness, as he walked about two feet
A Western reporter died of brain fever from her on his way to church Sunday sylvania Sunday school, a Sunday or two
the other day. He tried to take notes of night.
“Certainly I do,” she replied; ago. and asked the scholars why Simon
a discourse that his mother-in-law was
why do you ask such a question as that ?’’ was kept in prison. One of the teachers
making for the benefit of the family, and “Because I thought if you liked chickens, quietly prompted the boy to say that it
the swiftness with which he was
obliged you wouldn’t object to taking a wing,” was for a hostage, and the youth, not
to work overstrained his mental
organiza- and he crooked his arm in an irresistible quite catching the words, piped out; “He
tion.
manner.
Sweetness took a wing.
was detained for postage.”

j

THE THORNDIKE MURDERS.
Further Fvidence Against John T. Gordon.
Another Motive for the Crime.
He
Threatened both Mr. and Mrs. Almon
Gordon. Testimony of the Father and
Mother. Verdict of the Coroner’s Jury.
! he

the Gordon murders
still continues although the immediate excitement has died
away somewhat. The
visitors to the scene of the murder coninterest

in

be very numerous, so much so
licit the house has to be locked, and the
crowd kept out.
tinue

to

THK liilRDON FAMILY.

A< erroneous accounts have been
published concerning the Gordons and their
origin, we have taken pains to obtain the
tacts in the case.
John Gordon was born
in Lincolnville in 1801, and on
reaching
his majority moved to Thorndike and
eight the 1G0 acres which constitute the

present tatm. lie built a log house and
made it his residence for many
years.
He married Drusilla
Wingate of Dixmout.
" bo became the mother of seven
children,
'll

boys

lime

in

as

he

prospered

and

became easier, John Gordon improved his residence until the
present tine house was built. Of the
children but three re now living, viz*

circumstances

Joseph, who lives

in Freedom: Albert,
Sears Island, and John T.
the supposed murderer.
"'h<> works

'in

II r-

i-.a I

I bf Coroner’s

jury leusseriibleii at the
on
Saturday, affording to adjournand (nofeoded to take additional

bouse
uifut.

'.■'tmioiiv.
'i

w:i-

i..

it

will bf spelt that another
struck, wlneli turnished anew

motive lor revenge upon Altuon’s family.
reliable witnesses testified Dial a

Set end

my son Almon has lived with me ever since he
"a* married; lie
was to carry on farm and
have what he could make; I held the stock in
own
my
hands; it was understood that he
should own the place and take care of me; during this time John worked at home about 6 or
s months; he was
paid for his labor by Almon ;
has not worked much since; he has been gone
much of the time; had talk with Almon about
the farm last spring; my
proposition was for it
to be set apart; and they
carry it on together;
1 told both of it; John agreed to it; Almon
would not accept it; he gave no reason
except
lie was afraid they could not get
along together;
A.mon then went to Brigadier Island to work;
ca ne back intending to remove his
family, but
colid get no place to live in; during this time
John w is carrying on the place for one third of
crop> ; when Almon came back I made arrangement with him to stay; l deeded him the farm:
he was-to pay John $300, but John knew nothing ot ii; the date of deed was about middle of
May; went with Almon to Belfast to have it
done: 1 then t Id John that Almon was coming
home and he might quit, which he did; he
stopped here most of the timn afterward; he
talked lately of going to Massachusetts, and
packed his clothes; he was going last Monday;
he knew on Thursday or before of my going to
Bangor; I had made up my mind to go a week
before 1 went; thought of stopping a week:
John was here at the time 1 left; John and
Almon had jars before Almon went away, but
uot afterwards;
I thought they were good
friends as ever when I went away; got Almon
back because things were going badly with the
farm under John; Almon was careful and prudent: we used kerosene and candles for lights
in our room; fwitness here recognized the
kerosene bottles, a- similar to those his wife
had, also the candlestick]; John had feelings
against Almon'* wife on account of letters; first
knew of it about thro weeks ago; my wife first
told me of it. and had heard John speak of it:
John in woodshed expressed something of the
kind; he said our relatives hadn't visited as
usual since she came; she overheard and repeated it. with additions; [pair of pants shown,
which witness said were John's]; John, in our
conversation, said something like “1 shall live
to >ee the dammed bitch suffer yet"; Almon
" is at Belfast week before
last; don’t know
why he went; John has never spoken about
Almon baring tin- farm: he didn't know it unles* he tumid it out at Belfast; heard him complain about letters as late as week before last;
Almon's wife was a good and tender hearted
woman, air was always kind to me and my
wife.
>

iu*
n'MimiMi) in iur. iToraon was given
under great depression on his part, and

frequently interrupted by emotion and
The old man is terribly shaken by
Uie
Inin,
and
one
of
against
tragedy, and is not the man hr was
them, the lather
'b>hn, testified to threats made by him previously. At this point, the inquest adr tinst Aim.»n's wife.
Attorney General journed to Monday, in order that those
!’! listed was present
during the dav. belonging in Belfast might return by the
f
evidence brought out
by Saturday’s
evening train.
essior. was as follows—

young lady to whom John T. was
ins ived
anonymous letters

partial,
warning her

Gordon, recalled.
1 am fight > ears old since last October: father
lead: : veil with grandfather since: stayed at
.Mi
Harmon's since the tire, till two days
ago;
111 inelil of fire went to bed before <1;
heard the
k strike after going; went without
light;
eft lielow Aunt Emma and uncle Almon in
‘"k r.iom; Ira had gone to bed in
crib; think
>
M ard hail gone to lied ; don't know where
I. John was: s.ov him about 1 nr s
o'clock.
la n I earned in bread and milk to him; aunt
Emma inhl me to see if lie wanted it; in night
iW ikeind by uncle
John; he told me to
s
iii quirk; he carried Eddy down and led
me:
lidn'i sav why he wanted me to get
up;
:"e 'ledr.i.iiii was full of smoke: I went
down
Mail'': John gut me a dress from front
room
I told me to put it on: I put it on in
ti'i IP entry : he got a quilt from grandma’s bed.
.id im in -ii in entry and wrap us
up, and
iheu P an to Mr. Harmon’s; asked him where
•m
A niun was and he said he didn't know:
h>hn went in unele Almon’s bedroom dour,
".ked in, and shut it: that was after lie got the
'dll1': I heard him go across dining room and
■I "‘ii be lr.. door: after he came back. 1 came
qiened door and looked ill and they was
a fill
came to sec what lime it was;
got in
an looked at .'lock: it was some
past three ;
t>ked to tell what time now and
1
couldn't];
•
pushed open bedroom door: I told them
:Hat lohn wanted me to go to Mr. Harmon's,
il l they never answered.
Some of them was
v iiU
then went hack and told uncle John
i.-i
iva- all hurtling up in the lied; he was in
lit entry buckling the
il
straps of his trunk: he
.1 lie couldn’t
help it; I went round house to
-ned and got Eddy’- boots the shed door was
.-i.
I knew just where the boots lav because
I ell them there; it was not very
dark; asked
1" put some water on the fire: he
'"111
said it
a
'liU1 n I ,i<* aiiv goo I; he was in front
entry
i-o'.iing on
pair of ruhliers; when I left the
dr,mm door, [ shut it again: I led Eddv when
went tway : John rail ahead
hallooing fire;
v \t -a" him
coming back with Peter Harmon ;
I." pot iriink in entry and said lie was
going lo
oi Monday: he told grandma so before -he
"iii
'w A ; -aw baby cuddled in its
mother's
•rui- When
I looked into bedroom; it was all
si"
lid nut see Ira: •««' uncle
Almon; lie
"a- "ii lion! side. Ids face toward back of
bed;
mm Emma's face was towards front
side;
me
were lots of spots of fire on the
bed; that
0 gi.i John wauled Ira to
sleep with him, ami
wiiul'lut: -aid he had rather sleep in his
h. n Ira got ready to go to bed John
‘d I biiti t"
.me in front room;
said he
•'
Ob d lo see him; it was then lie asked
him:
-Mi. ilia l.tq.1 her candle-stick on
mantle-piece
■i
in
>he used it to go down
cellar;
■Old f limn kept hors in the
buttery ; grandma
o'"l a kerosene lamp
used il on the
besides;
1 lb
•-eiiiiias ;-lie filled it from a little bottle,
a
Ms; wa- filled from a
big bottle; the small
"aJohnson's liniment bottle; [bottle
inoi'd hi 1 he room of the murder shown
her,
-lie-aid il was the one grandmother
used];
|,
John gem ralh bought the kerosene; witstaled that John and Almon quarrelled
anna

■

■i

■

■

1

■

"••

1

■

.....

.lit

aii

-aw

recently.

KI.DF.N ward, recalled.
a—i»t in bringing out
body of Mr.
ui until be was got to outer
door; after
!'e- were out -aw John at
pump: he was not
dial -iile of the house, or
helping bring out
die-, while 1 was; the dog always barks if

P

i„,t

round: Almon told me he would
one near the
house; he barked at me
ai
one morning, til! he saw who t was: he
i d uni ! ark the night of murder: he used to
s'eel' either in shed or cook room' on my going
•1 Mi-. (Jordon said there was candle in
'in
utteiA : I did not take it: know that John
;t
I to get Ira to sleep with him that
night:
lie
law'- moth -r gave her leave, hut the boy
Msthe shed doors were lett open that
:
me miirmiig John said he yvas
going to
and yvent from house: and next morn.v Aiin.ni found John in the loft of the old
while hunting for muzziers; Almon said
Wha lie you here for?”; John said it yvas late
I
got home, and he didn’t want to wake
y : tins w
ni.
one of the three times I ever
ea: I ti.-ii "peak
together; they usually passed
h
*11i'*i
without speaking: Almon afterWundt r"d what John was doing in
shed;
might hay e got into the house; it was
mm
room vvheu 1 came in; could
o .il time iif day
by dock ; yvhen I looked
o
ni tied i' was on fire in
many places, but
-I " bi"':
'' bad but little if anv
fire : when
s.w
avi
III floor, thought there should lie
o
:e Ip. and went for it.
■"> ""
iil"yv no

"Hies

■

■

ASHBI

harmon, recalled,
k
irnmg “Ut the bodies went into the
ui -! iii'. all on <outh
side, looking for
w'\ say whether I
put mv hands
iv door « lMUfjs or not; John did not
assist
a. 1 v inir out the bodies, and was
not present.
xkwkli. HARDING^ sworn.
“1
1 iiitv
know the Gordon
family:
-i"'
•••till dmut -unset of Sunday near Haru'- -tor.-; i,
rode down with’ me to the
...
-a.I hi was going next dav to Salem:
ai'-ulated to go Monday before, hut his
tia !
•. oiler wanted
Him to stay to have his clothes
-,\ed: n.v wif.-’s sister, with whom .John had
ell riding out lia.I received anonymous letters
regard to him, and he said he know who
•D- them
intimated that the author was
x u,.in’- wile; iiis words were “I think
it is
s ill III'- Wife”: he appeared the same as
usual;
.1 tin- letter- 1 saw; It accused him of
getdrunk; i! wa- apparently a woman’- writd:er in- wa- tinder arrest he sent for
s'
me,
i, :
-aid in- wished he could see .Julia, aud
-ke-l nil- to g^i her; told nim I
couldn’t;
vei beard John complain about the
property.
RY

■

,.

_

MRS. KLORKNCE A.
HARDING, sworn :
Am wife nt last witness; was in
carriage
., oh
my husband and John T. Gordon on Sun!h\
lohn spoke of certain letters; thought he
• ict
a
luc to the writer of them; said he
bought tii- brother Almon’s wife wrote them—,"ike Ot going away, and said he
to be
>

lioped

ontented; he never before spoke against Ali‘"n’’ " dc. and never about the
property; this
":>s ui night iust
liefore dark; he introduced
ek iliout letters, after he got out of
wagon ; I
-aw two of letters; they said he
kept had comami drink to excess, and was a
•n>
thief;
»
letters ot the kind were received this
-piing lellers were in a woman’s writing.
-ainuel V Bumps. Was here Monday mornfound lu re my brother, Harmon and two
ing
-on-. Lyman • files two sons, John T.
Gordon;
•lid not see Ward when J first come; John was
washing his hands at the pump when ] first
-an him; lie was crying; told him not to
erv,
we could
mi
put it out; he made no reply;
•••►dies were then in shed; helped to bring waist-

to

window;

lames H. fates. Live in Jackson; John T.
i.onion was partial to my wife’s sister; knew
! her receiving
anonymous letters; they as-aiied John’s character; John read one, and
-hew it to me in ray shed; this was about
May
Jotli; the letters said he Imre a bad name, and
"arned tier to shun his company; this was afici
\ linon returned and John had been dist.srgcd; lie said he thought he knew who
Arot. the letters, that Almon’s wife did
it; he
at one time of Ills father
-) •*>
giving Almon
barge of lurm; thought his father did not use
h'ra right; lie said he had the chance to
work
the larm on shares, hut that he wouldn’t
work
"’••' Almon; said his father wanted to
pay
bun, and he -aid he didn’t care for what he had
done John was sawing wood at
my place last
■pnng witty machine; Almon wanted to know
f John hail a circular saw
there; I said he had,
and he said he wanted to get it; went with
him;
tie took it off the machine; John came out
Just
then, and asked what he meant by
it; Almon
-aid he would learn him not to take
things that
tielonged to him; John said he would take it
sgaiu if lie wanted it; there was no other hard
talk that I remember; Almon carried the saw
home; since Almon came hack and took the
place there lias been more or leas trouble between biin aud John.
•loHN Gordon, sworn.
Am ii years of age; have lived here 40 year*

tears.

last letter only contained a few lines such as
I have done all I wanted to, I have broken up
the match; was never here but twice and with
John; the first time I saw Almon’s wife.
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the

letter's to Miss
Edwards. They are unfit for publication,
and must have been written by a coarse
minded and reckless person.]
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The

Republican Convention.

have bolero asserted would be
the ease, the republican State convention
encountered a serious dilemma, in making declarations in respect to the undeniable corrupt ions at Washington.
The
As

from

wo

P.

Hon._Charles

Kimball.

Letter From Bucksport.

Portland, June 17, 1873.
W. H. Simpson, Esy. My Dear Sir—I
have read

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING

E. GORDON, JR., sworn.
Was 1(1 years old last April; am cousin to
Almon and John True, and live about one mile
from here; on Saturday evening, June 14th,
went to depot on horseback to get a hat; saw
John True at the store at the departure of the
evening train for the first time during the day ;
talked with John True at west side of Coffins
store outside, at his request; told me he was
going to Massachusetts and wished me to go
with him; told him I had neither the clothes
nor money to go with; he said he would lend
me money to go with and at first clothing store
he would get me a suit of clothes; I said mother
would not be willing for me to go to Massachusetts; Peter Whitnev came along and overheard
us talking and John True stopped till after he
had gone, then asked me what I had heard
Alphotizo Hand sav about him; to'd him never
heard him say anything; told me if he Rand
didn’t stop his it—n slang about him, he would
give him a d—n pounding, had as live kill him
as not; told me he would inform me of his
address in Massachusetts, and if I heard Rand
say anything about him to write him and he
“would come down and kill him, d—n him, I
would as soon murder him as not”; three ladies
in the store as I went to it. and lie took me one
side when they came out; when I got on to
my horse at Bumps’ John True had started up
the road as far as the hay scales; kept along
with him till we got to the lop ol the hill, my
horse walked the quickest and when by the
gate he called to me to stop and I did so; when
coming up the hill he told me lie was going lo
buy a dog and a good one; I asked him why lie
didn't buy one of me (we have some voting
dogs); said he was going lo buy a big one. a
Newfoundland dog; asked him why he was going to get so big a dog; replied “he wanted one
big enough to shake a man’s d—u guts out iii a
minute”; said “what do you mean?” was
frightened and always was of him; lie stopped
a moment and I didn’t reply.
Then he said "I
know one thing,” I said “what’s that?” lie said
“Almon’s life or mine is d—11 short in this
world.” I was kind of frightened and didn't
say any more and the horse walked along faster;
lie stopped me and said
father and mother
have gone away and 1 am all atone; come down
to-morrow (Sunday) in the afternoon so as to
stay all night”; told him 1 would if 1 didn't go
away. I went away Sunday to my brother’s in
Knox and got hack about dark thesamo night;
did not come down here; was tired and had
work to do Monday, the ladies at store were
Tolm Nelson Harmon’s daughters. Sarah and
Bertha; the other they said was a Kelley; they
had got 15 rods ahead when John True stopped
me at the gate; when talking about Rand
they
were near enough to hear; never asked me to
witli
him
nor
before,
wouldn’t
stop
stop with
him stayed ouee with Almon; have told everything that passed between us and no more.

Letter

carefully

the article in

Generalities.

Correspondencr of the Journal.

Bucksport, June 24.
Friday afternoon, during tfie high

Last

your

'The

paper of last week, urging the democracy
of Maine to again tender me the nomina-

wind and dry state of everything combustible, fire was discovered on the top of

tion for Governor, and for me to accept it,
with your very flattering estimate of my

of the stables attached to the Robinson Hotel.
Boys had been firing India
crackers in the street, and when thrown
one

past services, &c.,—all of which place me
under still greater obligations to you.
into the air in
The democracy of Maine have twice by the breeze

lighted

state were taken

to the top of the stable
where it took tire. When discovered, the
fire was under good headway, but our fire

honored me with a unanimous nomination for Governor, and have given me the
most cordial and earnest support.
That
they did not succeed was by no means
their fault.
rhe kind and generous considerations I
received at the hands of my triends, as
well

a

the track in less than
live minutes and extinguished the Maine
before it had got through to the hay. In
live minutes more no power of ours could
have saved the southern portion of our

department

the very fair treatment from my
political opponents, have awakened in my
heart the most sincere regards for the

village.

as

was on

When the

cause

known ail were

come

of the lire be-

disposed

to

consign

New* of the County and

of East Eden’s post office has been
changed to Bar Harbor.
name

A woman died in Lewiston last week, the
sult of an abortion committed by herself.

The days begin to shorten.
Several fishing vessel'
are in want of men.

re-

A New York policeman killed a river pirate,
and received the thanks of the coroner’s jury.

1 do not de-

salmon,

l’liis year lie will put in l:_'iio
against GOO last year. The price ol salmon
in the market lias been as luw as ten

sire the nomination this year as a compliment or for any other purpose, as it is

known that I hail long since finally
decided that under no considerations could
well

cents per

pound
usual price.

1 again accept the nomination.
This determination remains unchanged. I therefore leave the Held open for you to select
some

more

one

worthy

and

able

1 learn

but about twenty is the

ironi Mr.

than

to become your standard bearer.
With a thousand thanks to you, my
dear sir. and to all my good friends who

myselt

oxen

lb*

was

in the

ticular what John True’s feelings were toward journed to the twenty-first dav of said June, treasury. The hand that wrote at the foot
Almon and his family; the understanding be- and thence further adjourned to and completed
of that bill the words “Approved, U. S.
on the twenty-third of said June, at said Thorntween John True and his father was that he
might *tav and work one year on. shares with dike, before John Poor, one of the Coroners in
Grant"
is the hand that reins and controls
and
for
said county of Waldo, upon view ot the
Almon: this was sometime in Febrv; Almon
bodies of Almon M. Gordon, Emma A. Gordon, the republican party. The
went to the Island about the 1st of May; John
passage ot the
True did the work from the time of the arrange- his wife, and Millie A. Gordon, their daughter,
bill in a Congress
then lying dead, by the oath ol E. K.
overwhelmingly repubment till Almon went to the Island, his father
Boyle,
helping about the chores: Almon was gone from Hiram Chase. H. H. Johnson, Jr., R. s. Rich. G. lican, and its approval by the President
home about two weeks, left home Monday and H. Rich and E. F. Morton, good and lawful men,
who being charged and sworn to enquire for the elected and sustained by that party, gives
came home on Saturday; came to settle his
State ot Maine, when, bow and bv what means the law a
! accounts and to get a place to move his family:
party character, which no twistJohn True had then begun on his spring work; the said Almon M. Gordon. Emma A. Gordon,
or turning, or
gliding softly over, can
Almon did n- t get any chance to move his fam- and Millie A. Gordon came to their deaths, up- ing
ily, and he and his father had son* talk hut not on their oath say, that the said Almon M. divest it of. It is the republican party
Gordon
came
to
his
death in consequence of
in my hearing; I thought when Almon and
father went to Belfast 'twas to settle up for the blows inflicted upon his head and face with an that did it, and none other. So that when
past five years Almon had worked on the farm, axe. fracturing the skull and ernahim, .t
all this denunciation i- launched at the
and when they •une back Mr. Gordon said he upon the brain, anil fracturing and crushing the
Ami the jurors aforesaid salary bill, it recoils upon the head of the
had deeded the property to \lmon, and wished hones of the face.
me to sign the deed.
Mr. Gordon took back a upon their oath aforesaid find and sav that Unrepublican party—just where it belongs.
bond of $3000, secured bv a mortgage; the I said Emma A. Gordon came to hrr death in
The immediate and unconditional rewritings were brought hack and signed here j consequence of blows inflicted upon her head
before < ). J. Farwell, I went to Mr. Farwell’s and face with an axe. which said blows fracot this offensive act, which is so depeal
tured and crushed the skull and the upper porhouse and signed the next morning after they
got home at night: Almon and I went, Mr. tion of the face of said Emma, causing instant cidedly called for. is either hypocritical, or
Gordon had signed it: John True came home death. And the jurors aforesaid, upon their else it
places President Grant in a worse
oath aforesaid, do further find and say that the
i while Almon and father were at Belfast and
asked me where they were and what they went said Millie A. Gordon came to her death eitln-r position than ever before.
He has given
for: I told him at Belfast to settle up their busi- from blows inflicted upon her head and face the
salary act his official approval, and
with an axe fracturing her skull, or in conseness. The next morning Mr. Gordon told John
True that Almon was to carry on the place; he quence ot inhaling smoke, heat and tire after pocketed already his share of the
plunder
seemed at first not pleased, hut finally said “I'm the infliction of said blows. And tiie jurors
lor three months.
He is now required by
glad of it for I've no one to look after but my- aforesaid upon their oath aforesaid do further
the resolutions of the
self, and can take care of myself”; John True find and say that at the time tin* said Almon M
Bangor Convention
knew Almon wa* to pay him $300; John True Gordon, Emma A. Gordon and Millie A. Gorto give his official sanction to an immeditold me Mi<s Edwards had received anony- don came to their deaths, as aforesaid, they
were each and all in bed and
mous letters: she had got two before he told me
sleeping in the ate and unconditional repeal of this act.
anything about it: he told me he thought same room in the dwelling house of said Aiinun
in
M.
said
Gordon,
Thorndike, between the That is, he is required to write in March
Emma, Almon’* wife, wrote them. 1 learned j
afterwards anotln r had been written aud I told hours of twelve of the clock on the night of the '•1
approve,” and in December “I don’t
him 1 did not think *twa* Emma; he said then fifteenth day of June current, and three of the
it was some of her family; never saw any of clock of the morning of the sixteenth day of ap| rove." More than that, the law is prothe letters; he told me lie had seen them: don’t said June. And tiie jurors aforesaid upon their nounced
disgraceful. If it was disgraceoath aforesaid do further find and say that after
know what view Almon and his wife took in
regard to John True and Miss Edwards; about the blows were inflicted with the axe as afore- ful in Congress to pass it, surely it was
said upon the bodies and persons of the, said
two weeks ago first heard ot his going to Salem;
disgracetul in the executive to sign it.
knew nothing about the envelope that was said Almon M. Gordon. Emma A. Gordon and
Millie A. Gordon, fire was kindled and set in Then bv its own showing is the head of
to have been found in the house directed to Miss
Edwards: got .John’s clothes ready for him; many places in and upon the lied, in said room the
party and ot the nation a disgraced
intended to be gone at Bangor about one week, in which the said Almon, Emma, and Millie
In what terrible labyrinths does
and toid Almon and his wife so; John was at were lying and sleeping at the time of the in- official.
home the morning we wenr away (Saturday fliction of the blows as aforesaid, and in many
and deceit involve men and
left about 7 o’clock); he came home the Tuesday places in and upon a crib in said room in which dishonesty
before, and was here off and on ; John True har- one Ira Burton Gordon, about six years of age
parties.
i nessed the horse for us; he was intending to take was lying and sleeping, and the door leading to
1
Again, look at the resolution in respect
the 11 o’clock train Monday, and take the boat said room then shut and closed. And the jurors
aforesaid upon their oaths aforesaid do further to the Credit Mobilier business.
I from Belfast in the afternoon for Boston aud
Observe
thence to Salem; first intended to go Friday, find and say that all of said blows were inflicted
the complaceney with which this disbut found no boat went that day: told me this with said axe by oue JOHN TRUE GORDON,
Thursday or Friday morning; had finished of said Thorudike, and said fire set and kindled honesty is imputed to “men ot all politigetting his clothes ready before I went; used and said doors shut and closed by said John cal
parties.” As though the dominant
lamp and eandle> in our part of the house. True Gordon for the purpose of causing the
One candle stick in our part and one in Almon’s bodies of said Almon M. Gordon. Emma A. party, with its immense
majority in Conalike, ours u>ed to sit on the table. I think the Gordon and Millie A. Gordon and Ira Burton
and its entire control ot ad departune shown belonged in our part of the
house; Gordon to he burned, consumed and destroyed gress,
used the candie at night in going about the in and by said fire. And so the iurors aforesaid ments of
government can shirk the rehouse; all the oil I had was in the lamp when upon their oaths aforesaid do say the said John
J went away; the bottle (shown) I gave to True Gordon at said Thorndike on the night of sponsibility of the evil that it permits.
Millie the babe to play with before I went away the fifteenth day of June current, between the The series of resolutions
opens with a rewith the stick in it; it was never used to fill hours named as aforesaid, liv the means and
lamp; John had t pair of woolen shirts of drab instrument aforesaid, so used and directed by hearsal of self glorification over the
lady’s cloth, made one year ago last winter; him as aforesaid with malice aforethought then achievements of the
party since its conlie packed his trunk which was in front hall; I the said Almon M. Gordon. Emma A. Gordon,
trol of the government. Of all that has
assisted him; he sent after some clothes from and Millie A. Gordon did kill and murder.
Belfast last week, and I sent him some white Ill testimony whereof the said
Corontg and tiie been done which it calls commendable
shirts, stockings, and handkfs; could not find
Jurors of the Inquest aforesaid have hereunto
the party proposes to take the undivided
one woolen shirt; we had a dog five
set their hands and seals this twenty-third day
years; he
generally stayed about home; when there was
ot June, A. D. 1873.
credit. But when, impelled by the
spur
any strange noise or stranger about after dark
John Poor, Coroner.
the dog would bark. Did not see anything but
ol public opinion, it uncovers a monE. K. Boyle, Foreman.
that John True and Almon’s family were on
strous corruption, in which nearly all the
Hiram Chase,
good term*; neither John nor Almon very
R. 8. Rich.
talkative; not much conversation between John
radicals
are shoulder
deep, and in winch
H. H. Johnson, Jr.,
and Almon or Almon’s wife; don’t kuow how
G. H. Rich,
bad company one solitary democrat is
much money John had; Almon had paid him
E. F. Morton.
some and he had worked out some;
I told
lound—then they are ready to divide
Mr. Gordon that Emma told me that she
To-day (Thursday) Gordon will bo
political
heard John tell him that our folks didn’t come
responsibility and credit. Then
brought before Judge Johnson, of the
much since Almon’s and family lived here,
to talk about “the abuse of rethey
begin
Police
and were not treated well when they did
Court, when his formal commitsponsible
come; Mr. Gordon said that John said you
positions
by men ot all political
ment to jail to await the action of the
know vour lolks have not been here much
Think of this as coming from
parties.”
since they have been here; after this I was i Grand Jury in October will be lmd.
the party that has hunted every
111,i
aim >hit ujiu me sue aiun [
political
want John True to speak to her nor she didn’t
lrom every post office of five
opponent
want to speak to iiim : John True knew ot
Found
Wagner
Guilty.
this;
dollars emolument that there is in the
John True lias complained to me that Emma
Alfred, June 18. The Attorney Gendid not treat me just, right, that she did not
country.
Really, this Bangor Convention
answer me always as I should lie
answered; eral, H. M. Plaisted, senior counsel for
John had one nice pair of pants in his
trunk, the government, submitted his argument has made a tremendous declaration of
one on. and several pair of old ones which he
this morning, occupying all ot the morn- terrible virtuous nrincmles.
was not to take with him; John knew he was
ing session. His speech was careful, deto receive $300. hut not that Almon was to
<)t the nominee of the convention we
pay
it to him; his father told him, and John True liberate and logical, setting forth the fact,
arc able to speak in better terms.
Mr.
said he did not want any of his property.
that on the government side they have a
Joseph Gordon. 38 years old: lived about 7 large mass of unimpeached evidence, and Dingley is a man against whose personal
miles from here in Freedom: not been home
on the prisoner’s side Wagner’s
testimony character nothing can be alleged. He is
very often ; was here the Saturday night before
Hon. Wm. G. Barrows delivered an
the murder; came Thursday morning to help alone.
upright citizen, an able and successful
Almon peel hark; stopped here two
nights; his charge to the jury upon the law in
.John True was here nights, oft' and on days I the case, and
the testimony under journalist, and a man to whom, as such,
grouped
guess; know nothing of feeling between John various heads.
He said there was direct all our good wishes go out. He is known,
True and Almon; Almon told me his wife
overheard John True talking about her; found evidence of the crime charged, that of however, as a politician, committed to all
in Almon’s trunk, opened by Fogler last Tues- Mary 3. Houtvet, who testified that she
the errors of his party, and
particularly
day $24.00; Almon paid me $6.00 Saturday saw the blows struck by the prisoner.
to the extreme prohibitory law,
June 14; got home Monday June 10th, between The other evidence was
just now
circumstantial.
2 and 3 P. M.; hud no talk with John True
; The case was given to the
jury at 4.30, so obnoxious. While acknowledging the
mother told me about some anonymous letters
and 5.30 they came into court, and ren.
sent to Miss Edwards abusing John
high character of the man, we shall not
True; I dered a verdict
told her 1 knew nothing about it; think the
ot guilty of murder in the
dog
fail to oppose the candidate of a
would make a noise if any one came about the first
party
degree.
house in the night; the dog has been here two
which seeks to perpetuate so many politia day to be fixed,
Judge
Tapley,
upon
or three years.
will file exceptions principally upon the cal errors.
MISS JULIA EDWARDS, SWOrtl.
matter of jurisdiction,
taking the ground
Live in Jackson; am a sister of Mrs. Newell that
We publish to-day the decision of the
Smutty Nose Island belongs to New
Harding; known John T. Gordon about 9
or if it belongs to Maine it
months, and lately people would call us some- Hampshire,
full bench of the Supreme Court in the
what intimate; saw him at my mother’s house is not within the limits of York county or
Brooks railroad case. It will be read
last, on Tuesday before the murder; he came any other county.
there Sunday and remained till
The prisoner has been wearing a serious with interest, and those who read it carehave
Tuesday;
received three anonymous letters in relation to
look through the day and was not evidentJohn True; left the letters at home; have
fully will be surprised that any one could
been
for the result. He received
at Mrs. Hardings since the funeral
ly
ever have doubted the issue of tue suit,
(Wednesday) theunprepared
and came from there
fatal
word
from
the
foreman with but
here; first letter came
so clearly is the law laid down and so
about the middle of Mav, last one dated
June little change of countenance other than a
?th; can’t remember the date oi second one;
logical the result reached. The Brooks
slight flush.
had all there when I left home on
Wednesday:
asked Mrs. Cates to look them
case was regarded by the counsel tor the
up and take care
A Serious Fire.
of them when I learned they might be
railroad as by far stronger lor the defence
wanted;
first one stated that he had stolen and
generally
23. A two-story house and than that
Portland,
to
his
derogatory
character; they are written
against either Unity or Thornin very fine hand writing all
apparently written out-buildings occupied by B. Roberts, half dike.
A decision in the Unity case may
by the same person, on commercial note paper a mile from Saccarappa, on Saco road,
first one about one page and a half long and were
be looked for at an early day.
destroyed by fire at 2 o’clock, Monbrought by my brother; he got it at Brooks
Village showed it to John True at the time he day morning.
In attempting to escape from the attic
being then at work; he said’(was all untrue—We are sorry to see recorded the sad
he then took the letter and showed it to Cates Mrs. Roberts, aged 60, ihe mother of the
fate of Once a Week, the
and brought it hack, said lie thought Almon’s
literary paper
occupant, jumped from a window, fracwife wrote it; gave no reason why; never
tured her skull and died. Miss Boody, a started three months ago at Lewiston by
heard him say much about Almon’s wife, said
Roberts, aged sixteen, Sue Sanford and Mrs. Getehell. The
she didn’t use his mother well and was saucy- niece of Mr.
knew Almon was to carry on the place; John teacher in the public schools, jumped
telegraph records that they have run away
True said his father took Aimon hack because from the same window, was not
injured
lie felt so had; had hired him; he thought he
the fall, but is in a critical situation on leaving advance paying subscribers to
by
was not used well, but said lie did not
care, account of serious burns.
A little son of mourn their lost shekels.
was glad to get out of
it; John True spoke as
though he expected to stay and take care of the Mr. Roberts was badly injured by falling
—The trial of youngWalworth for the
old folks, at the time he was at home to work, down stairs in escaping.
murder of his father, commenced at New
learned of the chailge of John True to Almon
at the time it was
We believe Daniel Webster never ex- York on Tuesday.
made; showed all the letters
to John True; the last one I showed him Sunday the 8th; sent it to him by my brother and plained why the members of a brass baud
—The Maine Universalist Convention
don their uniform and start into the street
lie returned with my
brother; don’t remember
holds
its annual session this week, in
that lie then said anything about the
author; several hours before they need to. [Dannever saw Mrs, Almon Gordon
bulouee; the bury News.
Bangor.

j

well

as

mont, wherein a resident of licit fist
anchored isle laments Ins hard late, and

those abroad who have its welfare

heart, will hear with universal regret
requests a publication thereof.
Deeply
part of Mr. as we
sympathize with this injured .atiKimball. He has been so true to the
zen, we can hardly permit our
types to
party and its best interests, lias borne
at

of this determination on the

himself

so

bravely in

make as free with the name of another as
his pen lias done, because we have no
evidence ol the alleged facts, and
may be
led into libellous statements.
So, sup-

the heat of contests

and so calmly in the discomfiture of undeserved defeat, that his name has become
very dear to the true men who have
looked to him as a leader. Whatever the
future may have in store for the party or

pressing the name of the individual at
•whom this is levelled, we publish the remainder for the sake ot the moral that it

its former candidate, we know that their
mutual relations in the past have been
such that the memory will always be

conveys—
Long Island June ID 1ST:! Public News for The
Republican Journal Rcllast Maine Gentlemen

pleasant. Mr. Kimball retires with the
renewed attachment of his friends and
increased respect of his opponents.
It will now devolve upon the coming

-—

convention to select from among the many
prominent democrats of the state some
one worthy to be its standard bearer.
With such a man, upon a correct platform,
we

we can

deserve success,

even

though

do not achieve it.
I

The Press labor* under a misapprehension
when it says that
Mr. Dinglev has always
been an opponent of capital punishment.” He
i* not aware that he has ever expressed any
i opposition to, or entered into any advocacy of
either capital punishment or life imprisonment
as the penalty tor murder.
[Lewiston Journal.

We respectfully suggest that Mr. Dingley ought to have an opinion on this subject, and that it should be expressed and
known to the people of Maine, now that
he is a candidate for Governor.
the

people

Most of

ot the state believe that the

murderous tendency of the times can be
checked only by a stern enforcement of
the law, and execution of the murderers.
They have the right to know, before voting tor Mr. Dingley, whether as Governhe will stay the law or enforce it
whether red handed murder shall be enor

<fc Indies you i'an Read a lew Rival' facts in
Regard to-he came lo this Island
on a trailing Excursion two
years ago last May
nth Day No one would take him in Bill
-lint lie Could not Get Id- Ends answered and He would not -top there But a Short
time Before lie ( nine to m\ house an t Ingaged
Boarding with my wile and Was in with My
wife Even Hour in the Day Hen husseving
around the House sitting And Coaksing Her to
Run away With him when I was wav
fishing
he got her Bewitched After Him and III treated
me on his
account I suffered It for two years
when he Got his Plans to work Right to gjt her
to go to Rockland And there they met and
Went to Belfast and I hear They have gon to
Bangor That old Seoinidral liaii ought to Be
Hailed up for Adultery And lntieing my Wile
A child away With him and Brake up my family and lett her Children To the merries of the
world Kverv Body Will know them He is Considerable tali Raiilv Humped and Crooked his
hair Scrucd Dyed Whiskers Blue Eves My
Wife or thing that Is with him has him Eve’s
A Scar under one Eye Light Hair her girl Blue
Eyes Red Hair gentleman and Indies what Do
you think About Such Conduct I call It Gross
ludness and Corruption A- Abomination for A
young Woman like her lo take An old clown
like him And oblige Joseph Cousins I's
please
have this Pul in your paper and also tie Ban
gor Papers and as many Moiv as von See lit Br
Slll-e to Send to The Eilsw-.rll, Ameri. .01 An t
if this Public News 1 'nsis any tiling I will Pav
you tor the same George \V
Lewis E->| Will
vouch for me lie live- 111 the City of Belfast and
married me to this Woman Please Send me A
Paper or two With thi- News in it Please S, ml
to Joseph Cousins
Long Island Tremont

had been in trade in this city for

couraged by mistaken tenderness towards
convicted assassins, or whether their
worthless lives shall be forfeited for the
safety ot the community. People will
not he satisfied with a non-committal
course.
Such is the state ot the public
mind, particularly in Waldo county, that
Mr. Dingley will lose largely in the popular vote unless he declares most decidedly that he favors the execution ot murderers.
Nine-tenths of the people now
endorse the sterling words of Gov. Dix—
The assassin who strikes a deadly blow
at the life ot
his fellow man must be
made to feel that his own is in immediate
and certain danger.”
Dreaming sentimentalities

protection

are

out of

of the

place
community

now, and the
is demanded.

—The Bangor Whig has ceased its song
touching the way that “old Maine went.”
—The Clapp family recently had
social gathering in Boston.

a

—Col. A. W. Bradbury will deliver the
address at the Waldnboru’ centennial on
the Fourth of

July.

--The recent Portland fair will contribute about forty thousand dollars to the

hospital

fund.

—When Wagner gets to the Thomaston
to remain his year before execution, he will not lack for sympathizing
triends. He will hud ten others there
under death sentence.

prison,

enjoying

a

jubilee

Francis, u
The happy

in San

a

hung

out ill San [■ raneisco

bearing
K,upland

“Sons of New
rel of your native rum on tap.

scription
try

Hie ina

liar-

Call and

it.”

Not

Complimentary
The Boston
Advertiser paid its respects to the Legislature, which adjourned Saturday night,
in the

Billowing equivocal
probability by to-night

manner

In all

the consummation which tiic public has
long and
devoutly been wishing will have been accomplished, and the General Court of
l.NT.'i will have vacated the State house.
Though, perhaps, the pleasure ol parting
should breed a kindly feeling toward the
Legislature, still it must be written against
it that lew ol its predecessors have been
so animated—pervaded is a better word—
Few
by the spirit of procrastination.

Legislatures

have been

so

loth to take up

important matters, and have showed so
great a tendency to talk almost interminably on the most trivial things as this.
Few Legislatures have killed more beneficent measures, though it has passed
none, perhaps, ot a really harmful tendA

redeeming

feature has been its
lias refused to commit, itself
in favor of a “salary grab," and rejected
all matters which seemed to savor ot “a
ency.

honesty.

It

job.”

Shot a Man While Asleep.
Bridgton that has a
haunted house, and Maj. Shorey makes of
San Francisco, June IS. A terrible
it a spicy local.
The apparition is a tragedy has just occurred near Santa Rosa
—And now it is

the line ot the Northern Pacific RailCharles Hoefner and Valentine
Scheiuer were sleeping together in a store.
—The radicals can't have any “fuss and Hoefner dreamed that a man was robbing
feathers” about the war in this campaign, the store amt shot Scheiuer killing hint.
The two men were on the most friendly
for Dingley never smelt gunpowder. If
terms, and alter an investigation Hoefner
the democratic candidate shall
happen to was discharged from custody on the
have seen service, we can quote the for- ground that the shooting was accidental.
mer radical resolutions about the soldier,
Searching for the Polaris.
and invite those who are honest to sustain
their faith by works.
The Juniata will sail on a voyage in
search ol the Polaris.
She is manned by
—The new liquor license law ot Con130 men and carries two light guns. She
necticut went into operation last Septem- had 3C1 tons of
coal, and an abundance
ber.
The amount already received for ot provisions, as it is intended that they
licenses amounts to $185,000, or $250,000 shall supply both the Polaris, if lound,
and the Tigress, which will follow the
tor the year.
This is about the amount
Juniata, July 4th. besides her own launch,
that the pretended enforcement of
pro- which carries 25 men. The Juniata has a
hibition costs in Maine, and at the same large steam launch, for seventy men, all
time rum can be had abundantly in nearly the parts of which arc duplicated, so that
a second one may be constructed if necesevery city and town in the state.
sary. The Juniata will stop at »St. John
—The Kennebec Journal remarks of the for coal, on the way to Disco, where it is
recent Bangor Convention—“The line is expected the Polaris or tidings of her
will he found.
personal appearance and high character
ol the delegates was the
subject of reThe Indebtedness of the Pacific
mark by lookers on at the convention.” Railroads to the Government.
The
Doubtless they all wore store clothes, aud following information has been furnished
to Senator Casserly at his request by the
had their hair brushed, but measured
by
to aid him in that
the maxim “handsome is that handsome Treasury Department
part of the investigation assigned to him
does,” the members were not so attrac- as a member of the Senate Special Comtive.
mittee on Transportation : The interest
paid by the. United States to January 1,
1873, on bonds issued to the Pacific railDemocratic State Convention.
road companies and remaining due and
The State Committee met at Portland unpaid by them, alter all allowances for
on Friday last, and
moneys earned by them, is $14,322,507.72.
adopted the tollowiug Ot
this amount the Central Pacific owes
resolution—
$9,429,885.55, and the Western Pacific
That
the whole subject of the call
Resolved,
on July 1 next stand indebted to the
for a State Convention be referred to a com- will,
United States in the same proportion as
mittee consisting of S. D. Leayitt, Jas. C. Madinow—seventeen thirty-fifths, or nearly
van and Alonzo Gareelon, with full power to
act in the premises.
one-half.
woman, and

its a curious tact that she
kites around in her night-dress.

on

road.

cargo

<

w

The crickets have commenced 'ingiug, pro!
the dry time tor September.

ably mistaking

Small pox has appeared to an alarming exin Worcester, Mass., thirty-one ca^es having been discovered at once among the Cnimdi:u French population.
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As two daughters of Mr. Vernon Oilman
driving over the narrow trestle bridge at
the east end of the toll bridge at Norridgewoek
Falls, Iasi Saturday, the horse became frightened and bar ked the wagon off into the river.
«>nc of the voung ladies jumped from the wagon,
and the other went down with it into tin* w ti
and but for timely aid must have drowned.
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Pittsfield lad ot 14 showed his under-*! :m Ithe spirit ot the age the other day bv
cleverly “raising" it $1 bill to a $‘2, by pasting
a figure ‘2 over the 1.
He passed the bill all*
right, but on the discovery of the true nature
ol the bill, was made to‘‘compromise*’ m the
most approved manner by the aggrieved store-
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ting on the bank of the river with her Inver,
squeezing hands and talking nonsense, i- if
nothing had happened.
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While

Hopkins’s

house utter dark, to throw up
their ladders, pull out their hose, climb
on his roof and scare him with the belief
that Itis dwelling was on tire. Hut that
very day Ilopkius moved out of the house,
and a preshyteriae. clergyman moved in,
without the company being aware ot the
change. So about eight o’clock the
humorists dashed out, ami went through
all the movements, getting on the root
and splashing water around, and creating
a terrific disturbance
generally. A rival
company noticing what was goino- on
,llon loo-.-toU to ll,„
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r named Jo.m I
understanding the joke, attached their
hose to a plug, smashed in the front whi- Lynch, Of Belfast, stabbed man ei mu I sell
tlows, and began to empty a two-inch Alary, at NevvbuiyiM.i t. ,-t
\
fin M
stream on the family of that Presbyterian
belongs hen but we ar !• urn nothing ol -u ii
into
all
the
clergyman. They squirted
a mail as Ly 11-• l»
rooms, split up the window-shutters with
I>. W. Dyer .v Son ar" I■
uiiu-iiaIIv large
an axe, broke down the front door, ran
business in tile repairilm Inn m, thi- tinn in
out the furniture, tore off the
shingles,
and bawled through the trumpets until season.
nnd.
They havi
the hired girl had convulsions on the going repairs.
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The tirst company tried

but the new-comers
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work from the

thought

get them
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sensational for

They
more
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quiet, domestic circle.

danger

female, finding herself foiled, re
sullied her seat with the remark that it he
tried to take another drink, she "would
break his bottle it she died for it.” lie,
on his j art, declared that he
proposed to
“take no such chances” and departed
from the State with enlarged views of the
practical working ot the Maine prohibitory
laws. [Portland Press.
severe

garments

and remove traces of the

counter.

[Portland Argus.
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They have a cow in Cranston, Iowa,
which promises to secure, a fame second
only to Mrs. O’Leary’s Chicago cow. It
appears that the youth of Cranston were
disporting themselves in the pleasing
game of base-ball the other day, and the
contest waxed exciting as it drew near
its close.
During the proceedings, the
aforesaid cow was grazing in the outfield, and was taking no especial interest
in tin.; game.
But at a critical juncture,
in the last inning, the batsman knocked a
“hot liner” into the out-field, thereby
creating great joy in the manly bosoms of
the batsman’s adherents. But their enthusiasm was suddenly dampened at
perceiving the ball strike the earth just in
front of the cow, and bound into her
mouth.
The astonished bovine incontinently swallowed the ball, turned tail,
and tied, hotly pursued by the exasperated
fielders. At last she was captured, but
not until she made a “home run.” The
victorious club think of putting this cow
on their
regular torce as captain, considering that she would make an excellent
hand to bos the nine.
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Parents who intend to allow their offspring the
unrestricted use of lire i-racker*. pistols and
guns, may be interested m know ing what tb
doctor* usually charge, -o we append the lo<at
tariff for tlie ocrasion—
For dressing a common wound, with bubn
pole bandages, from $1 to
Post Mortem examination $5 to $:
Phi
t in i\
price depends Upon how dead tin n
be.)
id -n\, sj
Amputating lingers with r<*
$100. (, It cut oil' with sheep -In ;ll it eouics
less.)
"itl from $ too
Unhanging a sliouldci »r hi;
to $200.
hole m the
Trapanning, that is dig.*iue
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SniPBtTii.l>iNi■ Na n
c. P. Carter A* t \»
have ills! completed some additional contract*.
Capt. L. V. Beebe, of Orient. N. ^ for himself and associates, has contracted with tinlinn for a three masted schooner oi pm tonami Capt. B. M. Daniels of the same
fora
..

like vessel.
An attempt to rob the People’s Bank of
Chillicothe, Mo., was made on Friday
night by Smith Kambo, a wealthy but
notorious bad character, who planned
with confederates to seize the cashier of
the bank, hold him as a hostage andjeompel his wile to open the bank and vaults.
The design was disclosed and when
Kambo went to the cashier’s house, late
on Friday night, he was confronted
by a
party ol citizens and after a short parley
was riddled with bullets and
instantly
killed. Two confederates were afterwards
arrested and are now in jail.
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Making Things Livk.lv. A little incident occurred iff the dining room of a
popular hotel yesterday morning, which
lor a few moments created considerable
excitement. It seems that a certain young
man, a “regular,” had several times taken
the seat at table belonging to another
boarder, lie had been repeatedly remonstrated
with, but without
effect.
Yesterday the latter came in and found
the obnoxious individual in his seat.
Words passed between them, when the
one sitting at the table,
slapped the other’s
lace. This was too much, and at it they
went.
At the first go off the table was
overturned,causing a crash of the crockery.
The waiters shouted in alarm, the ladies
scattered, and the men looked on and enjoyed the sport. The little fellow got the
big one’s thumb in his mouth, and took
his meat rare. The landlord finally appeared and the parties were separated,and
retired to their rooms to re-arrange their

oi.ld

communie

they

ed in swallowing the contents of the
cup
in the midst of the melee and at the same
time protecting tlic precious bottle from
the imminent
ot fracture.
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c should not drink
in her presence,
and proceeded to enforce her mandate bv
going for the offending tlask witli her
parasol, i’he astonished thirsty party
warded off' the blows as well as lie could
and. by dexterous management. succeed-
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wanted a house where there was
calmness and peace; where they

regulating. So the awful woman rose
her majestic proportions, declared

to
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Bellas! S:i\ mgs Bank
the H iruden Block, q-pu-ih-

a

and

ing house,

sashes.

m
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tention

could have more security tor their privacy
and pianos, and for their front doors atul
shingles and peace of mind and window

ed

negotiating

are
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t

ar.

The d i".-tors

of the way, and a tight ensued, and
pres
ently firemen were sliding off' the roof,
and pelting down the chimneys, and
bleeding over the entry carpet, and having boisterous encounters with spanners
anil brass horns on the stairs. And the
next morning that
Presbyterian divine
and his family moved out. They said the
place seemed to be too animated anil

all
that I

01 er

are

a

This i.* about the time when gentlemen
can sav
let us have peas."

Illinois pig broke open a can of nitroglycerine and swallowed a pound of I he stuff,
and now no one dares to kick that porker.

This is only an imitniton.
In the early
days ol California emigration. a si-yu was

They

\<

early gardens

An

barrel of Maine eider.
possessor of the beverage, which In- announces
came all the way In
rail, issues postal cards,
one of which has reached us,
inviting every -on
o', the “Dingo State'’ to call and “renew the
recollections ..I the elder'-barrel I hat In- lather
kept in the cellar. In' drinking a mug of Real
Down-East Cider. [Portland Tian-cript.

—

•aired.

Robert Limeburner, an old and well km»A.
citizen of Belfast, died last week, aged 7

John N. Jordan, son of Lemuel D. Jordan,
Esq., of Ellsworth, has been admitted to the
naval academy at Annapolis, Md.

An Amateur Oonstaui laky
A lively
little incident relieved the tedium of railway travel of Conductor Bodge’s train a
day in two ago. At Gardiner a large,
resolute and imposing female got on
board accompanied by a young lady
When she had got hersell
comfortably
placed and was enabled to inspect her
sin roundings, she discovered a
gentleman
a tew seats from her
going through the
very reprehensible process ot opening his
traveling bag, extracting therefrom a
comfortable looking tlask and a drinking
enp,pouring out a •‘modest quencher” with
the evident intent of
absorbing it. This
was too much.
That man evidently need-

Maine
And oblige yours very Truly Joseph Cousins

;

Four carloads <*t staves from Howes X
mill*, at Burnham, came in on Tuesday.

employ of .1, T. Hinckley. Ksq.. and had
charge of the teams at the granite quarry.
policy it chose was the expedient of the
have so earnestly and generously sup- Mr. Osgood was rescued bv Mr l.unt
skater who comes suddenly upon thin ice
keeper.
It has tried to glide as lightly as possible ported me the past few years, and my best before he sunk, but life was extinct.
wishes for your health and prosperity,
over that which it didn’t like, but was
11 am a n nc.
A Litti.k Fun with Hopkins.
Some
Yours with esteem.
obliged to recognize. Take for instance 1 remain,
years ago, says Max Adeler, a new tire
C. P. Kimball.
company was organized at Readme, and
the resolution which professes to denounce
Trouble Down in Tremont.
the members one
The above letter, received too late for
evening thought thev
the salary grab. It chooses to call I hat an
Mb' have received a communication would have a little innocent fun at the
act by Congress “increasing the salaries publication last week, explains itself. We
of
Hopkins, their foreman. They
from Kong Island, ia tic- town ..i Tre- expense
decided to rush around with the engine to
ot its members”! The endeavor to make feel certain that the party in Maine, as

Monday s Session.
At the reassembling on Monday, the
[Albert M. Gordon, brother of accused,
testimony of the mother of John T. Gor- testified, but nothing of importance was
don and of the murdered man was given.
brought out.]
the people forget that the same bill
MRS. DRUSSII.LA GORDON, SWOm.
The testimony being all in, the
jury
doubled the salary of the President, will
Am t>s years old, May 21st; have had seven held a brief
consultation upon the law
children, Albert W. born 1827, Dec. 18th; Gilhardly succeed. Nor will they forget to
and the facts, after which they signed the
man born 1830, May l(»th; Joseph 1st, born
remember that the highest official ot the
1832, June 30th; Joseph 2d. born is34. Sept.
20th; Erastus 11. horn 1830. June 13th; John following
nation, and the head of the republican
VERDICT.
True horn 1844, Nov. 1st; Almon M. born 1848,
An inquisition held at Thorndike, in and for party, made haste to give his oliicial apFeb. 5th; Gilman died in the army, in Libby
Prison; can't tell just when; Gilman was in the the Countv of Waldo, begun on the sixteenth proval to a bill that without it would
insane Hospital in 1848. I think; Dr. Bates and day of June, in the year of our Lord eighteen
never have grabbed a
1 think l>r, Harlow was there; can't tell in par- hundred and seventy-three, thence duly adpenny from the

The Baptist cnureh, hsely
on Tile*-lu\

Tin-

port.

U. Sibley X* Son are discharging
400 hhds of molasses at tin ir wharf.

Augusta, June 20. Charles II. Hamlin,
E.-q., of this city, one of the oldest and most
respected merchants, died this afternoon, aged

George Googins, the
stage driver, licit Mr. Stillman Osgood,
ol Bluehill, was drowned last
Sunday
\
forenoon, while crossing the harbor in a
ing
boat to iced bis

in

The Millerites h ive been holding meeting*
Pierce’s Hall the past week.

the seller of the crackers to a hotter
place
“Waterville Bridge” and “Benton’' are two
people of Maine and forced me topersonally than we hud just subdyed. Our town
resolve to spend the balance ot my days authorities have since prohibited the sale new stations on the Maine Central KailrouJ.
which the new section of the road has brought
in my native state, and labor earnestly tor ami use of fire crackers
into existence, according to the Waterville
Mail.
what I believe to be the greatest good of
Work on the railroad is progress! ng
The yellow fever, which lias lately broken
the people. And yet I cannot help feel- finely. Buildings
along the wharves are out in Mew York, is said to he- of a malignant
that
life
is
too short for me to hope being removed to make room (or tlie type. The health board is using every means
ing
in their power to prevent the spread of the disthat I may even one halt repay the kind- track. New wharves are
being built and ease. but only a thorough salutary regime mn
the impending pestilence,
ness shown to im> during the past tew
old ones undergoing repairs, in
anticipa- stay
A young lady living at Eau Claire. Wi>.. distion ol coming business.
years.
and after duo people
appeared the other
The democracy have done alt and more
Mr. Atkins is restocking bis pond with had searched for tiveday,
hours she was found -itfor me than I deserve, and

an*

dedicated

A servant girl in Bath is under arrest on suspicion that she has been administering poison
in her mistress’gruel. Prof. Brackett is analyzing samples of the gruel.

03 years.
He
forty years.

City.

place

Both

be finished next May
They have also contracted for a three masted
are

to

schooner of 310 tons for Capt. Allen Or. utt, oi
this city, and others, lo he finished in November.
They have also a contract for a In mi. brig of
360 tons for Capt. Horae.- Brackett, <>! this city,
to be finished in November.
This tirm will build eight vessels during the
year 1873.
A double deck berm, brig of 560 tous for
Capt. Joseph S. Thumbs is to be built imrnedi
atelv, but no contract has vet been made with
builders.

Main

Robert White, father of
1 brothers, was engaged in
•'
'lidding in this city. Among the vessels
o
i' d " a> the brig Illuminator, which
w
'I'ti.nd at M*a and condemned by the
1
while commanded by Capl. Robert
I'an. ;-.in.
Recently while exploring an unMr. Bloomtield White, who now ocwars

»go

l'. White

*•'

?l!<‘ old

<ii<

homestead, found

lot of ship
r
tool-,
cross-cut saw, some iron
A
1 hey were taken out, and after a
years, have gone into use in a ship1 again.
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should take some measl*•.'i'a111 :.i:, against the setting of tires
•tnnig Fourth.
The existing drought
.nd outside woodwork like tiuaw -ad prevails the danger of a disas*
**
w :
be very great.
One half of the
i'.Miiaud was burned on the Fourth of
who threw a tire cracker under
"hop Those crackers are the worst
li iiaries and ought to be
prohibited at
But i.*t there be special care from
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night until next Saturday
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Republicans

a

Just previous to the adjournment. Mr.
Dingley, the nominee, was introduced to
the Convention, and spoke at considerable

length
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Thorndike,

McOaniels.
Fuller ha" so far recovered from
Iasi fall a" to be able to visit his
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place
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illage
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fell last Friday while
hi- tiouse, striking his
"harp -tone amt fracturing the
He was unable to arise, and the
cvera! feel deep, he would have
I not Ii.- wife, who saw him fall,
Wigtiii
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uni drawn him to the shore.
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Brooks

Railroad

The Belfast and Moosehead Lake R R.
vs. The Town ol Brooks.
Walton, J. The charter ot the Belfast
& Moosehead Lake Railroad Company,
provides that cities and towns, interested
in its construction, may, by a two-thirds
vote, subscribe for stock therein; and that
such vote shall be obligatory upon such
cities and towns, for the payment ot the
subscribed.
Special Law's <»i
1807, c. 380, § 19.
It will be noticed, that by the terms of
this act, the, obligation resting upon towns
and cities to pay the amount subscribed by
them is absolute ; that the language of the
charter is, that ‘such vote shall be obligatory on said city or town for the payment
of the amount so subscribed
that fie conamount
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The rule running through all the decisions is that an article, in a warrant
fir a town-meeting, is sufficient if it gives
notice with reasonable certainty of the
subject-matter to be acted upon. Grover
v Pembroke, 11 Alien, 8b; School District
v. Blakeslee, 13 Conn. 234.
It is said in the first of these cases, that
a warrant for a
town-meeting is not to be
construed witli the same strictness as a
power of attorney or a penal statute;
that it is sufficient if it gives intelligent
notice oi the subjects to be acted upon ;
and in the second, that it is not necessary
that the notification should lie drawn up

F. Packard. Auburn.
K. W.ed, Littleton.
r

Billing*. Bridgton.

.ii—K A. l*ver. Strong.
\Vi> lain Hopkin*. Bluchill.
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Partridge, Whitetield.
A t hapinan. Bethel.
L. 1. Morse. Btingor.
H. B. Woodbury. Dover.
P.o'o rt P. Carr, Bowdoinham.
Htrain Ktmwlton, Skowhegan.
Hubbard, Wiuterport.
Win. T. King, Calais.
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by the [earned counsel for the
defendants. None of them, in our judgment, are sufficient to deteat the action.
And in conclusion it may not be improper to add that while, in the judgment
of the court, towns and cities cannot bo
too careful how they eugage in such euterprises; yet when they have engaged in
them, and large expenditures have been
made on the faith of their subscriptions,
and tlie loss, if they escape, must fall upon
other parties, they must not expect the
court to strain the law to relieve them.
Judgment lor plaintiffs for the balance
due upon the assessments made upon the
shares subscribed lor by the defendants,
with interest for the time when the assessments should have been paid—the
amount ol interest, in case of disagreement, to be determined by a judge at nisi

certainty, that the town would be required
to vote upon the proposition, whether or
not they would subscribe lor stock in the
road, it is necessary to take notice of

-"'rin

a,
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tious raised

Moosehead Lake Railroad.’
In determining whether this article was
sufficient to give notice, witli reasonable

W. Porter, Burlingtou.
L. Dunuing, Brownville.

»
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witli all the formality of a special plea;
that all that is required is, that the inhabitants may fairly understand the purpose
tor which they are to be convened.
The article in the warrant now under
consideration is as follows :
‘To see if the town will loan*its credit
to aid in the construction of the Belfast A

action. Lewiston.
k—1
wcllvn Power*. Houlton.
111d
P i't• 1 N
Dow. Portland.
1
P Morrison. Farmington.
Win \\ Bragdon. Franklin.
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Belgrade,
M. Hartwell. Vinalhaven.
\ iKennedy. WaldoboroL
Ha
vs Dixfield,
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to

perform.
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subscribe for stock in
the above-named railroad to the amount
of $20,000. Only $1,500 of the amount
has been paid, and this is a suit to recover
the balance.
The right to recover is resisted upon
several grounds, whieli we will consider
in the order they are presented in the
briet of the learned counsel tor the town.
1.
It is said that the vote was not authorized by the article in the warrant.
It is undoubtedly true that the warrant
for a town-meeting must specify, in distinct articles, the business to be acted
upon; and that no other business can
properly be acted upon at such meeting ;
but technical precision in the wording of
the articles is not required. It was long
ago found, that to require entire technical
accuracy in the wording of such articles,
would be to impose upon town officers a
duty which, in many cases, they could not

quisite majority
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Decision.

attacked with
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winter, w a- in town the other
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d
vv rlk without assistance.
The town of' Brooks voted
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made by the acting selectmen ot the town.
We think it does. They certainly acted
for the town in making the subscription.
But this is not all. It appears that they
called the town meeting at which the vote
was passed authorizing the subscription.
In (lie absence ot any evidence or suggestion that any other persons had been
elected, or had acted, as selectmen of the
town, we think it may very properly be
presumed that these men were not usurpers
—that they wore in tact, what their acts
indicate, not only the acting selectmen of
the town, but the persons actually chosen
to that office.
o.
Another objection is that the stock
was subscribed for
upon condition that
the road should be built through the town
of Brooks, on the line run by Col. Wildes,
and that a suitable depot should be erected for the convenience of the public. This
is true. But the case shows that the road
i as been built on the line indicated. The
case also shows that a convenient depot
lias been built. It is true that the work
had not been completed when this suit
was commenced; nor was it necessary
that it should be, unless its performance
is held to be a condition precedent.
We
hold that it was not. The object of the
subscription was to furnish the means for
building the road. Unless the means
were first turnished the road could not be
built It would be unreasonable to suppose
that it was within the contemplation of the
parties that the road should be built first
and the means turnished afterwards. The
pertormanee ot the work was not, therefore, a condition precedent, hut a condition subsequent. It is well settled that
such a condition will not deleat an action
for the recovery ot the money, notwithstanding it had not been performed when
the action was commenced.
It is said that the by-laws ot the
0
railroad company provided that no assessments should be made until the full
amount of the estimated cost of the road
should be subscribed by responsible parties, and that it is obligatory upon the
plaintiffs to show affirmatively that th s
condition has been complied with.
The
plaintiffs do show affirmatively that the
estimated cost of the road was subscribed
before the assessments in question were
made; and there is no evidence before us
that tlic parties who made the subscriptions
In the absence of
were not responsible.
proof to It lie contrary, we think it but
reasonable to presume that in the .judgment ot the directors they were responsible
(otherwise they would not have made the
assessments,) and this is all that the law
requires. If the directors, acting in good
faith, came to the conclusion that the subscriptions were made by responsible parties, and thereupon proceeded to make
the assessments required to carry forward
the enterprise, the assessments would not
be rendered invalid by proof that they
erred, and that some of the subscribers
were not in fact responsible.
Whether
or not the requisite amount had been subscribed by responsible parties must necessarily be decided by the board of directors,
for there was no other person or persons,
or tribunal,
by whom the question could
be determined at tbat stage ot proceedings: and if they, acting in good faith,
came to the conclusion that the estimated
cost of the. road hadjbeen subscribed by responsible parties, and thereupon proceeded to make the assessments, we think the
assessments would be legal, and that they
could not be rendered invalid by showing
as matter of fact that some of the subscribers were nut tesponsible.
To hold
otherwise would be a dangerous doctrine.
It would probably destroy* nine-tenths of
all the assessments made in similar entei prises, and throw the business of the
companies into chaotic and inextricable
contusion. We think this objection is not
sustained.

distinguished
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cracker on the roof of a
h b»*'k tir* but was speedily ex tin-
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found icgret in the disclosures made thereby, evidence of political and official corruption and the
abuse ot responsible positions by men of all political
parties, and we demand pure official conduct and the
punishment of unfaithful men, who, having betrayed
the confidence freely extended to them, shall not be
shielded from the disgrace of their acts by any partisanship of ours; and we denounce all Credit Mobil
ier transactions, whatever be their form.
of Maine deResolved, That the
nounce the recent action of Congress known as the
salary grab, increasing the salaries of its members,
and especially its retroactive feature by which nearly
$5,000 were voted to each member for services
already paid, as a gross violation of the pledges of
the last National Convention, and demand the immediate and unconditional repeal of an act so disgraceful to Congress and odious to the people.
Resolved, That the practice of loading the appropriation bills essential to the support of the government, with objectionable legislation in the shape of
amendments, towards the close of the session, is a
prolific source of abuse- and fraud upon the people,
and its reform is urgently demanded.
Resolved, That we recognize as a growing evil
that should be uprooted, the increase of private legislation both in the State Legislatures and the
National Congress, consuming time that should be
given to purely public interests, building up thereby,
overgrown corporations and monopolies, and giving
rise to lobbies which tend to bring reproach on both
National and State legislation.
Resolved, That the thanks of the people of Maine
are due to Hon. Sidney Perham tor the faithfulness
and ability with which he has filled the Executive
Chair for the last three years, and further :
Resolved, That this Convention presents to the
people the Hon. Nelson Dingley, Jr., as a gentlemau
ot unspotted reputation,
by his service in the public affairs of our State, and capable ot
filling the Executive Chair with the wisdom and
ability demanded by the first office iu the State.
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RESOLUTIONS.

Hie committee
vti

■

h were

reported the following,
unanimously passed—

Ke*ol\ed 1 hat the
principles ol the Republican
part at heretofore expressed In its conventions in
gar3 to State and national affairs are re-affirmed ;
declared that events have proved that their
racucal enforcement ii> essential to the welfare of
untry and the maintainance of the interests,
giit* and liberties of the people.
R. *
ed, That in view of the fact that the Repubparty nas so met the vital Issues of the past
we %
-ar* ** to secure the
support of a vast pre«f the patriotism and
Lderr.n
intelligence ofthe
..atiou )t has fairly won for itself the
right to the
tit ol being the true Reform Party of the
country.
R.solved That the Republicans of Maine demand
at the hands of those they have chosen to conduct
i« affairs of the Nation and State rigid
economy, to
the end that taxes may be reduced as rapidly as con•Istent witb good government.
Resolved, That this Convention protests against
7 lit.- granting of another acre ol the public domain
to railroad or other corporations; and we further
declare against any grant of the national credit lor,
or national participation in the building of canals or
railroads, believing that the direot tendency of that
policy is toward prodigality and corruption.
Resolved, That we heartily applaud the active
measures of the late Congress in ferreting out and
-xposing corruption, and we have seen with pro
«

sufficiency

article in the warrant. Subsequent meetings were called to see it the town would
not rescind its vote, and undoubtedly
much discussion was had as to the propnety

ui il

uut

miming appears

all-healing pain reliever.

Cripples throw away

their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites
rendered harmless and the wounded

are

Nervousness.
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BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.
Wkdnksday, June 18, 187 :.
At market this week—3048 Cattle 5098 Sheep and
Lambs; 17500 Swine, Western Catth-352. North
ern Cattle and Working Oxen and
Milch Cows
125; Eastern Cattle,
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs. 1 i\e we gi t
Extra quality,$7 25a$7 50; First quality, $0 02 1-2-a.
Second quality, $0 00a$0 37 ; Third quality,$4 _'5a5 5o
poorest grade ol coarse Oxen, Bulls,
$ 50a
4 37 1 2.
Hides -Hides y l-2e; Tallow GaO 1 2c per lb,
Country Tallow 5ao l-2c ; Country Hides 9c per io
Call Skins Ida20c per lb, Sheep Skin- $1 75a
2 50.
Working Oxen—We quote sab s oi I pr, It 8 in
$272 ; 1 pr, 7 ft, $224; 1 pr, 7 ft 4 in, $235 1 j>t. o It t.
in, $170; 1 pr. ti ft 8 in $185. 1 pr 0 It 0 in $150.
Milch Cows—From $25a90 per head.
Store Cattle Most ol the small Cattle are bought
up to slaughter,
Sheep and Lambs Delivered at Brighton, from
0 3-4a7 l-4c per lb.
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale?u7 l- *c; retail l-4a"r
per lb. Spring Pigs 14al5c per lb.

that it ever entered into the mind ol any
one that the article in the warrant was
not sufficient to authorize it.
We think
it was sufficient.
2.
It is said that the fact that the railroad company accepted the subscription
in good faith, and the tact that the selectmen of Brooks paid $1,500 of the amount
subscribed, should not be regarded as a
ratification by the town of the act of the
selectmen in subscribing for the stock, so
as to bar the town of the right to object
to the sufficiency of the article in the
warrant.
As we hold that the article was
sufficient, this question becomes immaterial, and need not be discussed.
3.
It is said that the
subscription by
the selectmen should have been for the
best kind of stock, not tor the non-preferred stock. The answer to this
objection is, that the vote of the town did not
direct the selectmen to subscribe lor the
best kind of stock. The vote is silent as
to the kind of stock subscribed for.
And
when we consider the purpose of the town
in authorizing the subscription—that it
was to aid in building the road, and to
make the enterprise a success—it seems
to us more than probable that it was the
non-preferred stock which the town expected their selectmen to subscribe for,
as
such a course would be most advantageous to the road, and most likely
to secure its completion.
But however
this may be, as the town did not chooso
to designate the kind of stock to lie subscribea for, but left the selection to their
selectmen, we think they must be bound
by the selection which the selectmen
made.
4.
It is said that the case does not
show that the subscription for stock was
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CONSUMPTION 'S BE CURED.
SCHENCK’S PULMONIC SYRUP,
SCHENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC,
SCHENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS,
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary

Consumption.

Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will
often occasion the death of the patient. It lock- up
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage follows, and, in tact, clogging the action ol
the very organs that caused tin* cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the eauses “1
two-thirds ol the cases ot ••wnsumption.
Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the
bowels sometimes costive and sometimes too loose,
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling
sometimes very restless, ami at other time- drowsy
the food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach,
iccompauied with acidity and belching ot wind.
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered
sondition ot the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons
io affected, it they take one or two lieav y colds, and
if the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, in*
lungs,liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and
inactive, and before the patient is aware of his situ
ition, the lungs are a mass ot sores, and ulcerated,
and death is the inevitable result.
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which
joes not contain ny opium, nor anything calculated
to check a cough suddenly.
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circulation ol the blood. When the bowels are costive,
nkin sallow and the patient is of a bilious habit,
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required.
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .1. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN A CO., 3S Hanover street.
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, rt College place,
New York, Wholesale Agents.
For sale by Druggists generally,
ly'isp

DYE.

HAIR

BATCHELOR^

This splendd Hair Dye is the best in the world.
TheonlyTruei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill etfects of bad dyes and washes. Produces Immediately a superb Black or Natural Brown, and
leaves the hair clean, soft and beautiful.
The genuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all

Druggists.
lyidsp

Puiu-Hillor, as a Diarrluea and Dysentery remedy, seldom il ever fails.
•h'd. I*ain-It ill«*r will cure Cramps or Pains
in any pint of the system.
A single dose

2nd.

usually effects

lih.
5th.

14 ullet- is ail almost never
Sudden Colds, Coughs, See.

hth.

I*ain-I4 il!**
has proved a Sovereign
Remedy for Fever and Ague, and Chill Fever; it has cured the most obstinate cases,

cure lor

th.

Paiii.killer as a liniment is unequaled
for Frost Bites, Chilblains, Burns, Bruises.
Cuts, Sprains, .to.

>th.

■•ain-Hill«*i I as cured cases ol Rheumatism and Neuralgia after years standing.

•th.

Paperhanging, Graining

best

and

ache.

at

my

A KOOK FOR EVERT MAV.
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Gained 15 Pounds of Flesh.
South Berwick, Me.,
l.~, ishj.
H. R. Stevens, Esvj. :
Dear Sir—I have had Dyspepsia in its worst form
for the last ten years, and have taken hundreds ot
dollars worth of medicine without obtaining any
In September last 1 commenced taking
relief.
Veuktink,since which time my health has steadily
improved. My food digests well, and I have gained
fifteen pounds of flesh. There are several others in
this place taking the Vegetiue, and all have obtained
Yours truly,
relief.
THOMAS E. MOORE,
Overseer of the Card Room, Portsmouth Co.’s Mill=.
Jan.

Be vure and bu y tin* genuine.
f very Druggist and nearly ev ay Country Grocer throughout
the land keep it for sale.
tw48sp

In Hampden, Ann AI.. wile of William A Cook ot
H, and daughter ot Daniel and Sarah Carleton ot
Jackson, aged 3d years.
in Hancock, 13th inst, Aiiss Phebe B.
Young,
aged 75 years, 7 mouths and 13 days,
In Rockland, June 13th, Airs Helen 1., wife ot K,
H. Clark, and daughter ot Samuel Pillabury,
Esq,
aged 35 years, 1 month and days. Idth inst, Ruel,
son ui Capt Geo W and Mary
Hawes, aged 19 years
and d months. Kith inst, Charles U, son of Charles
and Mary Thompson, aged 11 years and d months
loth inst. Infant child of Sidney Morse.
In St. George. June 13th, Miss Addie
Brown,aged
-l years and Id days,
In Warren, June HthJMrs.'Sarah K.wlfe ot A. M.
v\ etherbee, aged 35 years, 10 months and 5
days.
June Hth, Aliss Sarah H, French, aged 37
years, 9
months and 5 days,
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ful dreams.

Feel

Myself

New Man!

Natick, Mass., June 1st, 187‘A
Mr. H. tt. Ste.vens :
Dear Sir—Through the advice and earnest persuasion of Rev. K.S. Best, of this place. 1 have been
taking Vegetine for Dyspepsia, of which I have
suffered for years. I have used only two bottles,
and already leel myself a new man.
Respectfully,
D$. J. W. CARTER.

hun-

A Source of Great

sweenied horses

for screw-worm in sheep. Stock-

Anxiety!

My daughter has received great benefit irom the

Vegetine.
Her declining health waa a
ol great anxiety to all of her friends. A few
bottles of the Vegetine restored her health, strength

use ot
source

owners—this liniment is worth your attention.

and appetite.

N. H, TILDBN,
Ins. and Real Bstate Ag’l, 49 Sears’ Building,
Boston, Mass., Junes, 1879.

No family should be without Centaur Liniment,
d. 15. Rose A Co., New York.

What I Know About Vegetine

Castokia is more than a substitute for Castor Oil.
it is the only safe article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol, and is
pleasant to take. Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.

South Boston, Mayo, 1870.
H. R. Stevens, Fsq. :
Dear Sir—I have had considerable experience with
the Vegetine. For Dyspepsia. General Debility
and impure blood, the Vegetine is superior to any
thing which 1 have ever used. 1 commenced tuking
Vegetine about the middle of last winter and after
using a few bottles it entirely cured me of dyspepsia,
and my blood never was in so good condition as at
the present time. It will afford me pleasure to give
any further particulars relative to what 1 know
about this good medicine, to
any one who will call
or address me at my residence, 386 Athens street.

Wanted, a farmer in every town as agent
for the Collins Solid Steel Plows.
For terms,
write to Collins A Co., 212 Water streets, New
York.
3m

j

Very respectfully,
MONROE PARKER,

5w60sp

386 Athens Street.

rr«-,i
til *

^yUrderd

G. W. BURGESS, Proprietor.
promptly attended to.-ft#
> ;

ELMER SMALL. M. D.

Physician'Surgeon
Belfast,

Maine.

OFFICE

RESIDENCE

Over Caldwells' Book
Store, Main St.

Corner ol Miller fie Con
t!
gres* St*.

XT dTfrenOPT.
PARLOR, COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES

full line ol

a

Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, Brittannia. .Japan*!and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pip
and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting
and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., &c. Job
Work, Repairing, &e., &c.

HAVE several second hand Mowers taken iu
xchange for the the MEADOW KING, among
may be lound tiie WOOD, BUCKEYE.
UNION, and other Mowers that are well known.
Many ot these Mowers art LITTLE v\ ORN. Will be
sold at Extremely Low' Prices,

I

IN ONE AND T WO BUTTONS.

»

which

The above Gloves
st.

ut all the prominent
cannot fail to suit.

manufactories,

at

Lemons!

FRESH

Lemons!

one

that

I
Anu

ARRIVAL

classes.

MAINE.

B R AD LEY’S

Another Fresh Stock ol' DRESS

GOODS,

New Shades and

Low

Prices.

l L, SUPER PHOSPHATE !
For salt-

by the Subscriber,

B.

Wf.si W

at

inikki

PLUMMER.

A

Arlington
only 33

DRESS

cents per

THOMAS 1
Belfast, June-l.

Viw

yard

.1 .s

Wall

Style

(fATKS

DRESS CAMBRICS,the latest

I

styles selling very cheap.

i have appointed CAPTAIN D. S.
GOODLLl., of Searsport Marine Inspector for
American Lloyds from Buckeport to Rockland
We
acknowledge no other person as Inspector for
of
American
in
the
above
district.
Society
LloydJOHN F. H. KING
ttSl
Surveyor Gen. Society American Lloyds.

LOGAN.

114s

Payer!

STICKNEY tlealers in Boors, Siiut->,

&

_y Rcrrbks, sto< k ft Findings, re-pectfully
announce to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that
they are now prepared to gi\e as good bargain ■» iu
the above as can b** had in the city, and hop* bv

...

Sunday
CP099 St.

suit a

New Firm.

GOODS,

usual

Lloyds.

NICE L1G H I til11, made to order, an t
bie for trotting or ravelling.
Apply to

In Gold, Satin, White and Brown, selling .o.
.v
at J. C. THOMPSON’S Furniture, Crockery A ar
and Room Paper Store, » or. Main and il igli St iert ■*
Belfast, Me.

White Loaf Bread

American

tor rating vessels of a!*
ROCK PORI,

AND

At.

RIGGS,

<•

Surveyor

F 0 R—

I5.0()G HOI

HIGGS wishes to inform his friends and
he still continues to maim
• customers that
facturo and sell at wholesale and retail Cracker**.
Pilot, Ship and Soda Bread, Oyster Crackers, Pies,
Cakes -and Gingerbread.
35§~A.h a new feature I will hake

morning.
A. F.
Belfast» June viG.—-tf51

& Marine

Agent

George W. Burkett & Co’s.

BAKERY!

as

Ti

«l

rt

GIG FOR SALE.

wears a

Bread

f

April viG, DCF —tf4:t

Large or small, bleached or unbleached, striped or
plain, English or Yankee, from 8 cts. to 85 ets. per
pair; also a splendid line of Bustles, Skirts, Bract
lets, White Gloves and all kinds ot Fyncy Goods
Yours Respectfully,
&e., &e.
B. F. WELLS.

Brown

fl*el

um;c.

--AT-

STOCKING!

every afternoon.

iO i'liurch JUt.

OLIVER J. GRAFF AM,

tt'4D

a

H O SIERY!
for every

»%«.
lea-

FANCY GOODS

XI O SIERY?
Boston,

selling

prices

DRY

OF

■lust received and selling at. Boston prices
C. H. MITCHELL.

Just received from m> own selection in
nice assortment of

cable

at

Every Pair Warranted.

prices that

ATWOOD,
Winterport, Me.

FRED

we are

strict attention to business
merit a liberal -!.ar"e
of your patronage.
Gent’s call boots, sj-wetl or pegged, made to Older
on short notice. Repairing neatly and promptly d.»nNO. via, CUSTOM HOUSE SgUARF.
(Under Journal Ortice.
J. C. CATES,
Belfast. May

_

JAPANESE SILKS ia

variety selling

great

L. 1.. .aT ICK N F. >

Jr.,
1

JE*TJ ^LJU

at 20 per cent, less

than last year

BELFAST

Ryan, Boston; Jas
Garcelon, Feruald, do; F.veline, Bagiev, do, Philanthropist. Ryder, Philadelphia.
17.
Lillian, Ryan, Boston: Nathan Clifford,
('oombs, do.
is.
Hannibal, Pendleton, Hoboken, Win Carroll,
Magee, Nowburyport,
!9
W G Laddie, Ryder. Sear
sport ; Jack Downing. 1 atterson. Rockland Jachin, Kane, New York
Lari, Cunningham, Ellsworth.
33. Orion, Oaborne, Rock port, Ala-s.
brig Dauntless. Coombs, Matanas.
Any

FOUNDRY CO.

A full lia>- of GRENADINES
iu the best

styles.

C. H. M ITCH ELL
to the citizens <•; Belfast ami vicinity
that he has opened a Retail Department in
nm
tion with his wholesale, when h« will k
assortment ot French and Domesfir »
a!
-:i. u
manufactured at his place from tin b. si
lated Sugar.

announces

■

...

General Foundry <fc Machinists
1 his well known establishment having
enlarged
and improved its works, is now prepared to ffii
orders in its line in a superior manner

■

SHAWLS
and

just arrived, striped
figured Pais1 ey at low prices,

ITEW

STORE!

ITEW

GOODS!

SAILED.
June 17. Sells Lizzie Poor,
Dickey. Portland.
Empire, f erguson, Ellsworth.
is. \\ g Eaddie, Ryder, Searsport.
!••• Nathan Clifford, Coombs, (Irian 1: Philanthro
phist, Ryder, Isk-^boro.
30.
Iienry. Carter, Portland, Eveline, Bagley,
Orland; \N <• Eaddie, Ryder. Carver’s Harbor ; Abby
Gale, West, New Y'ork Boaz, Foss, do, Wm Carroll. Magee, Bangor.
31. Banner, Mathews. Boston.
33,
Hannibal, Pendleton, Bangor: Jas Garcelon,
FernaiJ, Boston; Lillian. Ryan, do; D K Arey,
Ryan, do; Lari, < uuningham, New Y ork.
33. Ralph Howes, Burgess, Camden.

Launcheh At Thomaston 11th inst, by Walker,
Dunn & Co, a schr of
tons named Annie C Cook,
and to be commanded by Capt M Cook of Friendhave
laid
the
keel for; a three-masted
ship. They
schr. of 350 tons, to be commanded by
Capt Barter
of St George.
Also, by Jas A Creighton, a schr of 76 tons, named
Lizzie bell, to be sailed by Capt E M Malon ey.
ririi—■■

■! ■■mii—

■—11i_

Steam
Built and

8

BELFAST!
Belfast propose to celebrate the
of our Nation’s Indepen.4 an appropriate manner and cordially invite the people ot this section of the State to unite
with them in t ie ceremonies of the day.
citizens of

The

Anniversary

following

i

s

tk

expeditiously done

Irou, Brass

let. National Salute ot 37 guns at Sunrise accompanied by the ring ng ot the city belle tor half an
hour.
2ud. A display ot F.iutastics numbering over 200
persons representing ludicrous aud grotesque characters, “hit-’* and ‘‘take oils.” This display will
commence at 7 1-2 o'clock in the
morning and continue an hour and a half.
Procession of the day terming at lu o’clock•3d.
under the command ot Chief Marshal Major \V. H
Fogler, as follows
A icl.
Marshal.
Aid.

Aid.

City Government.
Vinalhaven Baud.
F. I*. Walker Eueine Co., ot Vinalhaven.
Pyramidal Car containing the Goddess ot Liberty

and 37 young ladies representing the States of the
Union,
Brooks Baud.
Crosby Guards of Hampden,
Representation ot the business of the City ol Bellas!.
Band.
Wateryille Engine Co. No.
Band.

Hkowhegun Light Infantry.

GALVANIZING OF CAST
IRON done with despatch,

Stave

Edgers

AND

Pullies,

WORK of EVERY
Shafting, Gearing, &c.

Ship
IMPROVED
PORTABLE
GIPSEV

Made,

DESCRIPTION.

Work of All Kinds.

IMPROVED DERRICKS, HOISTING
LIFTING JACKS, &C., &C.

and

Making

GEAR,

Furniture Built to Order,
And

a
supply ol choice woods kept on Immi. Anything in this line gotten up in tirst class style and

Highest

1 .if

procession will form in Custom House Square,
start at the
tiring ot the signal gun, and move over
the following route : Down Church st. to the foot
of the Square; up High st. to
Primrose)!!ill; down
Church to Custom House square;
up Main to Con
gress; over Congress to Grove; down Grove to
Cedar; up Cedar to Spring; down Spring to the

Common,

At. 11 1-2 A. M., or as soon as the procession
halts, ceremonies will take place on the common, as
follows—
1st. Music by the Bauds—“America.”
-Prayer by Rev.D. N. Utter.
•3d.— Reading the Declaration of Independence by
Rev. F. s. Bacon.
4th. Music by Bands—“Star
Spangled Banner.”
Mb Address by Hon. A. G. Jewett.
GtU—Benediction by Rev. W. L. Browu.
"th Music. Voluntary by the Bands.

Arrangements have been made lor half fare outlie
Boston and the Portland Steamers, and for
special
trains from East and West at. reduced rates.
The
Sanford steamer is due herefrom Boston and West at
y o’clock A.
M., and the City ot Richmond will leave
Bangor at A. M., on the 4th, one hour earlier than
usual, so as to arrive here at 8 A. M., returning the
next morning.
A special train will leave
Skowliogan at f> A. M.,
by way of Wuterville, arriving here at 8.45. One
from Dexfer
making junction with the Skowhegau
train at Burnham. Return at 0.15 P. M.

dozen

more

goods received, selling
17c, former price 26e.

Brook- consisting of
opened
FANCY GOODS also it good stock <d

All

qualities of HOSE
at prices that cannot- be
the closest competition,

And in connection the Proprietor begs lonv t in
form his former patrons ami goo 1 s» v. rs general/
that he has just returned from io-sron ..?. 1 has
large stock ot vests on hand.

zrplease on
at

on

hand

by

met

applying

good

work

On

of all kinds. PAPER COLLARS
or 3 boxes tor 25 certs, in all sizes and
better grades ot Collars.
tut
il.

Us

HayfordBlock,

J. L. SLEEPER,

Call !

a

Church

St.,

r

0

A. E. DURHAM
informs the citizens oi
Belfast and the public generally that ho is at
the old stand, corner of Main and Washington
streets, where he keeps the following kinds of Fish
at WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Apply to City Saloon.

A R. CARTER.
Belfast, June 12.

tt-40

Stick and

Fancy Candies!

M:imihu‘tured :it MITCHELI.’S for the
wholesale trade.

HOUSE;

PAINTING!

(3-FL^IISr 11ST <3.

Glazing

&

Papering

DONE IN WORMMANLIKE MANNER.

Repaired

& Painted

*#~Orders left at >uy shop near the SHOE FACTORY or at CARLE & MORISON’S store will receive prompt attentiion.

B. B. WENTWORTH.
Belfast.

May 5. 1873.

lw5U,

7lSH!

DRY
English Codfish,

to take charge ot an American
Montreal, Canada.
T. CUSHING,

house near

Winterport, Me.

For Sale !
SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his
business in Belfast, offers his entire stock lor
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., including Tools, Shop and Store.
The above is well located and presents a good oplor any one wishing to carry on ihe stove
business in Belfast.
A. D. FRENCH.
ttAO
Belfast, April 10, 1873.
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested
to call and settle immediately. A. D. FRENCH.

THE
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Pollock,

Hake,

PICKLED FISH!
Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tongues
and Sounds, Codfish and Herring.
SMOKED FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Alewives, Herring
and Haddies.
He also

keeps choice Stock of (IROt’KRIEH
constantly on hand all ol which will be sold as low
can be bought.
Persons desirous of of purchasing will find it to their interest to call on the Subscriber who will take pleasure in waiting
upon them.
Goods will be delivered in any part of the city free
of expense. He would say to the country trade that
he is receiving large ]uantities ol Smoked Alewives
which will be sold it Boston prices, freight and
other expenses off.
A. E. DUKHAM.
Belfast, May 12th, 1873.—3m45
a

House for Sale.
The house ell and barn on High
st. owned by the subscriber, half a
mile below the P.O. It is a story and a half,well built,
about eight rooms, good water and half an acre of
land. Said nouse will be sold at a bargain. Apply
to Henry M. Burgess, opposite the premises.
JAMES S. SYLVESTER.
Belfast, June 10, 1873—6w50*

Schooner for Sale.
JAMES WARREN, 28 tons,
well found and in
^ggjUold measurement,
good order. A good bargain will be
rjL.

(iiicceaior to Hr. t

MHOHI',

May still be found at the old stand
l)r. Moore, corner ot Church and
I y’TF Spring Streets,
lias all the latent
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in

eluding
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!

by which the process is rendered much less paintul
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert
ed in Rubber or Celluloid />«*<,, as persons pr* n
He has the county right for the use of
Dr. Folsom

s

Improved

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

given

to

Dental Plates.
making and inserting
tt-K

^LADIES!
Please observe that we have
trom

just rooeived

BOSTON

!

Another large invoice of the V FRY LATFKT and
CHOICEST

MILLINERY (.00Its
Selected by MISS SOUTH WORTH, to be found in
the city, and at lower prices than ever.
Do not forget to call upon us before you buy, it
you would save 20 per cent.
Our forte is in selling the best goods at the lowest
Mrs. A. F. RICHARDS.
prices.
Miss A. L. SOUTHWORTH.
June 18, 1873.—3w50

Machinists

Wanted!

Schr.

W
Rock
June
port,

DENTISTRY!
DR. G. P. LOMBARD.

Haddock and Cusk.

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED.
qualified
ONE
boarding
Address

•.

FRESH FISH!
Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock,
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters.

as

Old Furniture

_

Respectfully

IMMEDIATELY!
A COOK.

g

s

tt47

a ii t e w

at

r-»

W

H

p

h

BELFAST.

No. 56 Main St.

y

being

♦-

at once to

Belfast, May 27th, 1*,

«

s

will

°

by-

tt

First-Class Tailoring Estaliiisiiuieut.

Also Trimmings to correspond. whi:h ai
manutactured to order hv first-class wouarn3n
low prices as the times \vi',l afford.
CUTTING attended to mall its branches
sell. [ have also a fine i-rortim nt ot

G. W. BURKETT & CO..
find

DODGE

FURNISHING GOODS

AHERN!

can

call ju

a

good an assortment ot WOOLEN GOODS of
grades, usually found in a

O

WANTED IMMEDIATELY

■

S. L

Belfast, June, 1873.—tf5u

f*o TO too VEST MAKERS

/-: <

Brook., May 89.—tH

TOILET QUILTS,
LINEN TOWELS,
NAPKINS AND
TABLE DAMASKS

CASTLE, President & Manager.
ABBOTT. Sec’y A Superintendent.

ENT M

DRY

Call and See

vV. \V.

y

at

as

OLD METALS! O-ive

■>

During the afternoon a grand trial ol speed will
take place on the
Trotting Park, just out of the city
where purses
amounting to $325 will be contested
for. Other sports will also be offered and music will
be present.
Per Order,
COMMITTEE OF ARRANGEMENTS.

100

dust

FAMILY GROCERIES

of these

PAID FOR

^nd.

frth. Noon. Friendly trial of Fire Eugiues, Salute of 13 guus. Ringiug ol Bells.
Oth. i p, m. Dinuer. Collation at Pierce’s Hall
lor invited guests,
Mb. Sunset. Salute of 37 guns aud ringing ot
^
8tli. At dusk a magnificent display ol Fireworks
will open at the Base ball Grounds at south end of
Ceder St. aud continue an hour and a half.
It will
include 13 large pieces selected for the occasion, besides numerous miscellaneous
pieces.
**th. Grand Civic aud Military Ball iu
theeveuiug
at Haylord Hall with full band of music.

HOSIERY,

-•

Bangor Cornet Band.
ashingt* u Engine Co. No. 5,
Public Schools.
Citizens.

just received,

exhibition, at prices that
each and ever) one,
Market Price please

excellence.

ISAAC C.

assort-

Designing.

ASS^MR. ALFRED PATTERSON is* in the charge
of the PATTERN SHOP, and hie reputation Is a
sufficient guaranty that all pattern work will he
first quality.

Leu.

Berry Engine Co. Rockland.
Belfast Cadets in Boat.
Hydrant Engine Co. No.

ment

large

a

PATENT
PUMPS, IMPROVED
CARGO AND HITT WINCHES

WINCHES, WINDLASS PURCHASES.
CHOCKS, HATCH PLATES, CORNERS, &C

Pattern

PARASOLS,

WROUGHT

& Jointers

WITH MIL:

Band.

\\

and

Composition
Casting-,

The

:

Belfast Cornet Baud.
Belfast City Guards.
Committee ol Arrangements
Orator.

work neativ

and

z

PKO(iHAMME

Aid.

Repairing

and

Quarry Work.

!
TUI’
coining
dence

of All Kinds

Engines

Repaired,

4th OF JULY

4th.

a

will

Job PRivmG Office
No. Ill Main St, (Up Stairs,) Belfast, Mr.

THOMPSON S BEST KIDS

HELl'Afil.

R R1 V I D
lv

him

io

ADVERTISER

SOLE AGENTS IN BELFAST,

We also have

N KWS.

IMIHT or

the

we are

businesd entrusted

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

RIGGS’

Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Same and .4.je
must be paid tor. )In this city. June IMh, Robert AI
l.imeburner,
aged ; 3 years.

morning, sense

bowels,
which is occasionally interrupted by diarrhoea; paleness of the urine.
The mouth is clammy, or has a
sour or bitter taste.
Other frequent symptoms are
waterbrash, palpitation of the heart, headache, and
disorders of the senses, as seeing double, &c. There
is {general debility, languor, and aversion to motion ;
dejection of the spirits, disturbed sleep, and fright-

)

JOT7VIXT

For which

HORSE HAY RAKES!

In lliia city, June lutli, >jy It,-, w 1 Brown, Mr
Frcjerick A Kiiuball ainl Mis. I Him in hi’lurk, both
of Belfast.
In this city June 21nd, by 1. It Hauey, Mr Mason
Rolerson and Miss Mar etta Wight, both of this city.
In this eit.\ ,.lune iota, by Re.. F. Stanley Bacon,
Mr. Percy A. Sanborn n-l MUs Carrie F. Poor, both
of this city.
In Chelsea, June l-stli, Mr. Clintou \ iles ol Bas
ton and Miss Susie A
daughter ot H. B. Husey of
iielsea.
In Bockland. auue Nth. Mr. Fred O. Staples and
Miss Clara F Grant.
May J. tli, Mr. Win. H. Blood
and Miss Mary F. Luce, all of K.
Iu Camden, 5th inst., Air. Otis H. Cummings of
Lizzie Martin of Camden,
Northport, and Mi1-rb inst., Capt. Josej h F. Stetson and Helen F.
Hum', daughter of Jonathan Huse, M. D.
18th
inst
Mr. Charles II. Williams and Alias Ellen S.
McFarland, both ot Bockland
In Ellsworth, 7th inst., Mr. George M. Jellison
and Miss Annie Morris m, both ol Waltham.
17th
inst., Capt. Alfred H. Ford and .Miss Clara E.
Anderson, both ol Hancock.
In Gouldsboro, uth inst., Mr. Isaac M.
Tripp of
Ellsworth, and Miss Priscilla M. Benson of Steuben.
In Eden, llth inst, Mr Gideon Mayo and Miss
Lizzie S Higgins, both of E.
in Brooklin, 14th inst., AD. t'/zeii C Heath ot
Providence. B l, and Miss Abide K Powt is ot B.
In Penobscot, Id inst, Mr Oliver l.ane ot
Sedgwick, and Airs Elizabeth Bolton of Brooklin.
In Jackson, June Jl, by I H Cool Esq, Mr Wood
1
ibbets
ot
bury
Palermo, and Mis* Cyuiiua ev
Stearns, ot Jackson.

SYMPTOMS—Want ol appetite, rising ol* food
and wind from the stomach, acidity of the stomach,
heartburn, dryness and whiteness ol the tongue in

of distension in the stomach and
sometimes rumbling and pain; costiveness,

HTE.

the conditions have been broken in
a mortgage deed from Luther Davis to Ann 8.
Fuller, dated March 12, A. D., 1800.
Mortgaged
Premises situated iu Freedom and Montville.
For
a more particular description of
which, and ihe
amount thereby secured, reference is had to Waldo
County Registry ot Deeds, Book 102, Page 404. The
undersigned claims to toreclose said Mortgage
agreeable to statute tor such cases made and pro
vided.
ANN S. FULLER.
Freedom, June 17, A D., 1873,—3w51*

MAR HI Ki >.

DYSPEPSIA.
the

Respectfully,
b.

v

House

3m40sp

BELFAST!

All

prompt attention.

There are other Gloves known as
“Jouvin's.” VVhat we offer is the genuine

Ih.

preciated in

by
M. A.

or

&c.

WHEREAS

.--

i®i* in B* i11 «* «• is now known and apery quarter of the Globe. Physicians
recommend it iu their practice, while ill classes of
soviet\ have found in it relief nude mtorf. Give it
a trial.

glovo which so many Americans
bring home from Paris. All who have
had them will be glad to be able, tor the
first time to buy them in

f^Wells.

llth. I*uiia-l4 ill«*r will save you days of -ick
in
and mam
Dollar in time and Doctor’*
Bills.
a purely Vegetable pre
1th. Palii-li ill**iate to k««|» and to use in every family
p.aratiou,
The simplicity attending its use, together with the
great varietv of diseases that may be entirely
eradicat'd by it, a- d the great amount ot pain and
suffering that can t•«• illeviated through its use,
make it imperative upon every person to supply
themselves with thi> valuable remedy, and to keep
it always near at hand.

It is the

Notice of Foreclosure.

Headache, and Tooth-

manner

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria,
Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
ana all other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses ot mature
years. This is indeed a book lor every man, Thousands have been taught by this work the true way
to health and happiness.
It is the cheapest anil
best medical work ever published, and the only one
on this class of ills worth reading.
190th edition,
revised, much enlarged,illustrated, hound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail,
paid, on receipt ot price. Address PEABODY
IEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultineh street,
Boston, Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on
the above us well as all diseases requiiing skill and

to

Iyr26

cures

CULLNAN.
Painting and Papering Front Halls, Parlors and
Sitting rooms made a specialty. Orders left on ray

or

12 Samples oy mail,50 cts, retail quick for *10.
K. L. WOLCOTT, 1H1 Chatham Sq.,N. Y.

14 »ll**r

(Hazing done in the

slate at Albert C. Burgess’ Store
promptly attended to.

Yours

at Law!

TELEGRAPH BI'ILDING. Belfast. Me.

Our real hair switches are imported and ot the
very best quality and at the lowest prices.

I'aiu-hillei will destroy Boils, Felous,
Whitiow- «>ld Sores, giving relief from Pain
alter the first application.

loth.

Prop., A. ).

CUAS. BATCHELOR

PINS, &c.,

WALLACE,

GEO. E

ul mi i mm Attorney

FANCY HAIR

failing

at Law!

No. Ill Main St., (ToT/km.01) Bellas!.

Now have the pleasure of offering to theii
trade the genuine

CURLS, BRUSHES,

a cure.

Paiieli ill** r will cure Dyspepsia and In
digestion, il used according to directions.

HOUSE PAINTING!

One bottle of the yellow

dred dollars for spavined

of

Published as a warning and lor the benelitof \ ouug
Men and others who suffer from Nervous Debility,
LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., supplying the means ol
self-cure.
Written bv one who cured himself alter
undergoing considerable quackery, and sent free on
receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
Sufferers are invited to address the author.
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR,
Box 153, Brooklyn, N. Y.
iin49sp

We will send a circular

one

at hand

(

chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors.Ac.,

wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth

near

JOHNSON,

Attorney

and head dress goods of every description at Wells’.
Now in stock a splendid assortment ot the best
human hair Switches from $1.50 to $15,00, also
LINEN and JUTE SWITCHES, LINEN and JUTE
CHIGNONS, Long and Short LINEN BRAIDS,
FRIZZETTS, RATS, &c. OLD LADIES FRONT
BRA IDS, CURLS, and everything that pertains to
Real or Imitation ot head dress goods.

I>ain-I4ilt«*r is the most certain Cholera
cure that medical science has produced.

1 >1 Kl>.

use

containing certificates, the recipe, Ac., gratis,

why it should he kept always

1st.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

remarkable cures, including lrozeu limbs,

any

CURRENT.
tin Journal.

M'*
fu.oua 13.00 KOUlld HOtf,
SOaOO Clear Salt Pork,
flSaon
loauo
1,10a 1.15 Mutton per lb.,
lain
yoal.oo Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
sOauo Turkey per lb..
15a00
Corn,
00
a
05
17a‘Ji*
Chicken
Barley,
per lb.,
Isa jo
^.5uaM.OO Duck per lb.,
Beans,
lfiaon
Marrowfat Peas, 1.25al,50 Geese per lb.,
00a 05 Ilay per ton.
fUJuli
Oats,
OOaOo
fl.40a0.ou
Potatoes,
Lime,
Dried Apples,
fla8 Washed Wool,
45aOo
ooaOO Unwashed Woo!,
’.anon
Cooking Apples,
Pulled Wool.
4a;t:.0
Butter,
I8a0o
Sao
Cheese,
Hides,
18a20 Call Skills.
l7auo
Eggs,
l^aoo
fl.U0u2.00
Lard,
Sheep Skins,
Oall Hard Wood,
Beef,
fii.ooa7.oo
Baldwin Apples. o.oUao.oo Soft Wood,
f4.00a0.O0
0a8 Dry Pollock,
41-2a a
Veal.
7aK Straw,
fO.oOa7.Oo
Dry Cod,

More than 1000 certificates

have been received.

Weekly for

UKU’ASi, Wednesday, June <r>, lp?:'..

do.

to

sulferfrom rheumatism.pain

swelling deserve

of

pretends

hid
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SWITCHES !

Family Medicine of the Age

E.

G.

HAIR

HUMAN

IS THE

Best

K.

B.

DAVIS & SONI

PEKKV

are

before sold, and it sells

because it does just, what it

PRICE

Corrected

flour,
Corn Meal,
Rye Meal,

The

humbug.

BELFAST

THE

MANF’D BY

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, June 23, 1872.
BUTTER —We quote line fat] New 4 ork and Vermont butter at 2la23c per lb; prime lots ol old it
15a20c; talr to good at 21a22c.
CHEESE- We quote Vermont aim New York
at 13al3 l*2c per lb; medium factory at Italic com
mon cheese at 5a?c.
EGGS—The market to-day is hardly so firm, and
sales have been made at 21c,
BEANS
We quote choice mediums $2 50a2 u.
choice pea beans $3 25; prime Eastern $
50
per bush.
POTATOES—There continues t. be a good de
mand for old potatoes at 85a90i\
HAY—We quote prime hay it $\.*7h28 per ton;
common $1(1r22; Straw $28 per ton.

WHY

PAIN-KILLER!

$150,000 GIVEN AWAY
the present year to the people ol America by
I)r. R. V, Pierce of Buffalo, New York, in his
little memorandum books, amounting to over
two hundred and fifty tons in weight, and the
paper for which costs‘about $125,000. This the
Doctor is enabled to do by reason of the superior merits of his Family Medicines, which
yearly and rapidly increase in popularity, their
sale now reaching over half a million dollars
worth for the year, and exceeding that of any
medicines manufactured for genera] sale, as
shown by the amount of United States Revenue
0*5
stamps purchased for stamping them.

to snow

heaieil without

REASONS

It affords me great pleasure to bear testimony
to the benefits I have received from using Fellow’s Compound Syrup of Hypophosphites. I
have recommended it to many of my friends,
and it has proved an excellent curative for
nervousness and general debility.
It is also a first-class tonic, enables a person
sou to take ou flesh rapidly, and is free from the
constipating effects characteristic of other tonics
1 have tried.
HENRY JOHNSTON. Montreal.

ELIZA
tf, 1873.—3w49*

P. Mc’GUNE.

or

FOUR

THREE
immediately.

first

class workmen

wanted

Apply at Belfast Foundry Co.
WM. W. CASTLE, Prea’t,

Belfast, Jane 3, 1873.

tf48

Always Mine.
A

rosv

the wires there came these words to
me:

“Your fnend is dead." The day was bright
and fair,
With soft autumnal breeze, and yet I felt
Straightway the chill 'of winter in the air,
<*n!\ an hour before. I said: “How sweet
< tetof^r's breath ! how full of
yellow light
1 :i* >k\ above!" I did not think four words
H id power to change the whole world in my
sight.
AA

-ay such words so often—‘ He is dead,"
*r. “She died
and do not know,
yesterday
*!-• not think, with our dear ones unharmed,

'.

<

*
simple are the words, with what a blow
They fall on stricken hearts, until some day

The words bear the same sorrow to our own;
rntil we join the multitude ot those
Whose lips have learned the meaning of a
moan.

He went away so full of life and hope!
1 think bi- different where we dose the eyes
And watch the breath go out—but how can I,
Who saw him last so hopeful, realize
The meaning of this message? I who sat
And dreamed fond dreams of him. and gayly
said:
How bright this autumn glory!" even while
The heavy loud* were gathering overhead!
\\

say “Thy will be done," but hardly know
The meaning <*f the words, till dumb despair
i- at uur
hearth-tones; th *n we understand
1 tiat God ha- sent His answer to out
prayer.
And since I prav.nl for him that God would
bless
W ill* letter gift- than 1 could ask or know.
And said “Thy will be done,” shall 1 rebel
vnee in His wisdom H
has answered so?

He has willed it so. it must he best;
And though they call him dead. I know he
lives
<
>-tto my soul, in <v\eet
compauiouship,
< loser, more
perfect than life ever give-.
I
ing. tin world had claims that kept apart
Hi- path and mine; but now‘I know he
stands
b* -ide my -oul, his life-work made
complete.
To help and bless the labor of my hands.
vn.v

"iii-

he i"

d«* id he

more wholly mine;
rv thought and hope uud4o\e a
part ;
"i«nder> otl and widely. Blesst d be God,
D' ‘Mi bring" our loved ones closer to the
heart!
\N Ij mi G<»d take" to himself, shall we call lost ?
I ’ii*' i' a world of sorrow in the sound;
Go I’", and (rod G mine, Ul sav
‘He i" not lost, but all more surely found.**
1

I

'•

>s

*t

it*

•"

June.

In
iii

wu

A

in tin* blue of the river lies

-hadowy. lazy

trout;
himself to

oiiid trouble
rise,
l get his tackle out?
I
inc !•> nothing hut live for a
day.
Live and list, n and look;
L
there be trine between preyer and prey'.
Between the ti"h aud the hook,
.ii look on the midstream strong and even.
And the eddy’s brawling rush
VN
11"« with the lark to the
gates of heaven.
1 will love with the thrush,
w
iearn the song that the river .nogs.
In varying time and tune,
tlii" day, th» sweetest of all sweet
things—
iu June.
V::o

Au

o

Low 1 lie

soft

green bed,
Drinkiug the lazy air;
Gi * u i" the canopy high o’er my head.
The larch’s fringe hangs fair.
I..
ented darkness over my eves.
Bee haunted brambles trail :
i know, l feel the blue of the skies,
1 need not sevi r their veil.
W i!d roses tangle the water above,
Below my nook of rest;
If they win not the river, with all their
love,
They may die on its breast.
And the river, unwitting, wends his
way.
With pink and white spots strewn :
1 be love-born "polls of a wild-rose
day—in
J une.
on a

-<

,u.vei. C> larch! till in evening's haze
^ our tassels rise and fall.
Murmur, O tan! iu the bramble sprays,
rill ;■ »u fin 1 your home in the wall.
"tug, u thrush! in mv listening ears.
As one sang to the monk of old.
» con id
>"ten aud lie for a hundred years,
And deem that their sands rau gold.
Ripple. O river! by bud and flower,
A* long a" mv eves may see:
"weep, m the pride of’your royal power,
Past ’he town to the sea;
lm h me tin whole of you murmuring lay.
The 'light comes all too soon;
mgl-i. .til. me! of this glorious day—iu
June:

ot' the house, meeting both his messengers
in the yard, and receiving information
and bundle.
Do you know where to find Mr.
Adams when you get there?” Mr. Wheeler
asked, as the two gentlemen stood saying
a lew last words, as the train
puffed and
snorted, and took in fresh breath. “Yes,
I have his address on
my paper. Just
give me Charlie Wilson’s number, again,
and I’ll put it on the same list,” and Mr.
Porter tumbled in his pocket for the envelope. “What under the sun, moon and
stars is to pay now,” he
muttered, as, to
his utter amazement, he found it
empty.
“Here, I’ve brought the wrong envelope,
I can’t go without those addresses.
My
memoranda is on the same list.” Then
wasn’t there a, time! Didn’t Mr. Porter
tear up the street like a mad
man, and
dash into the house, look on the mantelpiece, and hunt in Ids pockets, and scold
Dick and Fred and KIsie, and rave around
generally, in the midst of which there
came a distinct and
emphatic voice from
the depot, “Wh-o-oo-o-ou-o !”jsaid the departing train.
“There, now,” said Mr. Porter, stopping his search and lolding his arms in a
sort of comical despair.
"Now you see
what you have done! There goes that
train, and 1 wouldn’t have missed it for
fifty dollars and all the result of carelessness.”
Fred ventured to make a remark.
“Who has done it, father?”
That’s just what I should like to
know, and it’s what, 1 mean to find out.
Now which of you children meddled with
dial envelope?”
"1 wasn’t here.” said each of the three
children in a breath.
“Oh, no. there were none of you here,
ot course; you never are, when mischief
is done.
No doubt the letter jumped out
ot tin envelope and walked off itself.
Fred, where were you, sir!”
1 was down at the foot of the hill with
<1. s Wheeler, looking at his new kite
;
1 .just this minute got in.”
“And, papa,” said Eisie, “1 went to
Mr Wheeler’s to see about that
package,
Don’t you know, you met me
you know.
at the gate and told me
good-bye?”
Ins! then a dismayed exclamation front
Mrs. Purler arrested attention. In her
haste to git damp clothes off from ner
Baby Noll, sin-had set the tumbler back
on the mantel, and now as she stood mechanically fishing alter the iloating paper,
her eye caught one word, and the truth
Hashed upon her.
The culprit stood revealed.
It was
rather a damper on Mr. Porter’s enthusiasm; lie couldn't scold Baby Nell,lor
she would have laughed and crowed, and
thought hersell haying a grand frolic,
lie couldn’t shut her up in her room, and
tell her to stay there all the forenoon, for
lie well knew she could do more mischief
shut ii]> in a room for five minutes thai.
he could undo in as many hours; so he
turned hi- anger toward Dick:
“What
were you about I'd like to know, that
you
let the baby do an'thing she chooses?
What are you hired tor, pray ? II you
are worth no more than that, you’d better
go home.”
“11 you please, sir.” Dick began ; “Mrs.
Porter sent me to the store to bring that
bundle Irotn the drawer, and 1 hurried all
the wav and just got hack in time.”
“Then there was no one to look after
the baby.” said Mr. Porter, looking reproachfully at his wile.
“No, ot course lie wasn’t "iere. He is
never where he ought to be.
You see
what comes of heedlcssuess, young mail.
You can go to you room and stay there
till dinner time;” and then without as

Meadow

i. i f \:

Assurance

This Society does business upon the ail cash mutual plan and divides ALL the net protits thercol
among its policy holders.
During each ot the years ISO'.), 1870. 1871 aud 1872,
ii transacted more New Business than any other
Life Insurance Company in the world.
This Mower is now offered to farmers for f ho coming harvest through agents in their several localities.
The large and increased sale lor the past two seasons warrant us in saying the ME A DO W K IIS'(.5 has
more good points than
any other Mower in the

market.

BEFORE

a

solemn meal

YOU BUY

Porter.

$21,000,000

....

Income..
Surplus, Jan. 1st, 1873,
Sum Assured during 1872,

00.

8,500,000 00.
2.520,090 17.

Also

pol ivies

The

Plan!

by this Society, and

——

Illustrated Descriptive Circular, lull ol
recommendations from leading farmers, to be had
of Agents or Forwarded Free in Mail, on
ap

plication.

This Hake is tinished in

a

thorough

WORKS
CALL

Leading

the

manner.

EXCELSIOR

SEE

the United Statos.

This Soeiet\ has earned and reserved FORTY
FOl R PKR CL NT. on tuv premiums paid on its
Lit. Polieits and FOlM Y PKR CF.N f. ou F.ndmvm»'Ut Policies, which have been issued within the
last live years on the TON I INF. 11.AN.

^Examine Ike To ill in 4* I* Liu t»4>for«‘
iliftiiring-

vonr

FRANK

I T

■“«

NYE,

Gen'l Aqent for Central Me..
I.

LAWN

E.

M.

MOWER !

Augusta.

BOARDMAN,

BELFAST,

Descriptive

circulars

forwarded.

«

IRON & STEEL!
ON

ASSORTMENT

u

HAND
OF

PORTLAND,

CO.
A

FULL

Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery,
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails,
Carraige Woods, Trimmings,
Agricultural Implements,
&c., &e.
KHOLIilllE

pleasure

have

on

Belfast, Feb. 10, 1873.

in

announcing to

hand the

the

public that

I

largest and best assortment ot

elegant carriages ever ex hi hi ted in Maine,embracing
nearly ev- ry style now in u-e, including several new
patterns mad only at

niv

factory.

ol

inyseli ami many

Patriotic .Airs sound best oil
Instrument- to be purchased at the
re ol
II.wm
& Co., when*

us to

Advertising

is

a

draws customers.

Salve which

is like the celebrated

magnetic

stone; it draws everybody and
his wife right up to the point.
You

might

dead

a

to

as

man

well

try

to make

swim up stream

keep people

from

buying

as

of

la O VV K S T
•tMTAH

person, are cordially .uvited to visit the
warcrooms and examine our t.n slud earraiges.
-Also oti' lactory and examine tiic material and
work, whether they de-ir- to pureha.»r not.
All carr(dyes made by m- are fully imrranted.
ftjjMhe public are respectfully cautioned about
purchasing earraiges represented to be my make unless they have niv name-plate in lull.
4fc*rOlt l> E It *
ami iiromptlv
lill«*il.
Kooks w ith cuts, descriptions and priceent
by mail to all desiring to purchase.

liberal advertiser. This is the

{'. V. It III fit ALL.

with

ot

V\AJlT!~

3uios47

(iuKA! FIRE IN BOSTON.
$600,000 Worth of Clothing Destroyed.
We tin- undersigned having made large contracts
with Boston Parties for manufacturing Clothing,
are now ready to supply our old hands with work.
An unlimited number of good vest makers will bo
wanted alter the first of January.
They can bi
supplied with work Irom our store at Belfast <>r
Monroe.
Ml-TY GOOD VEST MAKERS will be
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about
the first of January.
We have a line assortment of Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes which we otter at low prices.
Belfast Dec. 13—tf24
POTE A (JlilMBY.

••

|tcto Ikhhcrtiscmcnts.

CAROLINE

Contagious

LOVERS
hould

e

o

2

Jni4s

Solo
Of

k!

Fir<>

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY

THE

a «1» «*»•*..

Ac.

i'-w

private use Our Itox*** of a««ort«Ml
picccM are a specialty. Hiey gi\••• the utmo.-t .-at

Belfast

i strict ion.
4 omiiait («-•>« of 4iti«**, Tohiim
•»n«l
(IuIm who desire
PI BLK
8»|MPl.l VS, are referred to our exhibition- the past
ten years on Bottnn foniiiioii, under the direction of the City of Boston, as a guarrantee of
excellence.
.Send for Price List. Order early aud address it,
T. U ELIiM. Ai,rent of tlie A'ew En^i.iiul
Laboratory, C. E. Hasten. I*.v ioi«*cliKin-i>iion Mi., corner of
niNl, Office .»7
Bedford Ml.. IKo*Ion.
Rw49

Hat and Bonnet

Dec. 1.1. —*f_’I

■
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VVr edit

at the

&

Wareham Nail Co.’s Cut Nails.

RESTAURANT.
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4th OF JTTIVT

EXCURSION!
-TO-

TARE FOR THE

It I

II

IIS'

XCURSION ONLY S3.50

TICKETS GOOD FOR ON. W.FK'

A GREAT

^

im;

\}ii i;I'uiBRiiHii

m

I,

•***mmmmp£*

I will send
free' recipe lor my Vf i, 1; I A 111. L
BA I..M. removing 1'imph, Bl.u k Worm
Blotches,
freckles, Moths, fun ami ail 1 not the Skin,
leaving it clear ami with In 11h> glow. Also Mire
process for line growth ot Hair on bild In ad- or
smooth faces.
SvviO
TIIOS. F. CD A I’M A N ('(lein >t.
P. O. Box 5, lifts.
I1.',' Broadway, New York.

MANUKACTiatKKS OF

I'!-A Mi t’

P,< >ST< ) N ;,ik1

PIMFLESI

Co.,

! U

liaiir-

o’clock, I'M

...

tlie/Wj®'

Leeds, Robinson

WT.Kk

.-r

or woman is sure to receive the above sent, nn
who does not prolit by the warnings contained u
th«- new book entitled “Lectures on Spermatorrho a
or Seminal
Weakness, impotence, Onanism, Mut urbation, or Self Abuse and all diseases of the Su .1 Organs.’’
It is tile only work published be re!ia
hie medical authority on the above diseases,'wlLci
will save from a premature grave thousands o:
uIt contains informali<
i'*ung men and women.
wbicb every man or woman, married or .-ingle,
should know. Don’t fail to send for it. Sent to any
address, in s* a led env elopes, upon receipt of lucent
which just covers evnenseot mailing. Address Till
M A SS A (.fill’s KT l'S MKDICAI INS II IT I
N„.
la:? Court Street, Boston.
:;m4

‘'VTOTKJL IS HLRLBY (ih'I'.N to the Stock
all
holders in the Belfast ft Moo-ehe.id Lake Hail
Hoad Compans, that the annual me. ingu ill beheld
at the Court House in B. Inst, ..n \\ dm
I s duly
~d, lb. t, at lo o'clock in tin t .rctn.oii, to act noon
the following matters, vi/.
First, t o hear tin- Reports of tin* Treasurer and
Director^ of said cm poration.
Sei ond, To elect nine(g: Directors lor theeusu
ing year.
Tmui>. t o transact any other business that may
properly come betore said meeting.
Per order ot Directors.
JOHN’ If. uLlMBY, Clerk.
:t\\ p>
Belfast, June lo,

If you want your old sty I o HATS
BONNETS inad<* as good a-* new,
s* 7^or
G&f-* please pass them right along t«»
sign of the STRAW WORKS, Hast Side of
thf River.
«ir N. B. Hats h it at the Milliner’s Stores in
this city, taken from and returned without extra
.{mil
S. A. BLACK,
charge,
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AGENTS FOR

Old

n mi;
&REMEDY i I

Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels.
DEALERS IN

A. R. CARTER respectfully informs his numerous
friends and customers that he is still at the old
stand, CITY SALOON, where he will always be
ready to welcome all.

OYSTERS

Gram*: me

a

Only

SCRAP IRON.
75 NORTH

ST.,

It

EMPORIUM!
GRAND OPENING
-1 N-

MILLIXTEHY!
Ml'S, E.

R7jiII 8 fc JACKSOS

Have just returned Irom Hoston with everything the
l.udi.-s want in MILLINERY'

Sack anti Dress
Goods of all

with

Trimmings, Fancy
kinds, Kid Gloves

one

and

two But-

tons, Fringes,
Laces,
FRENCH MILLINERY,

FIIIWT I»L HSE

*■*.».--Open
to

to

all

Admission,

25

Cents,

Carriages, Free.

Arrangements have been made for excursion over
the Railroad and on the Boats with free return
tickets.
During the afternoon some outside Sports will be
ollered, Catching the Greased Pig, Climbing the
The
Slippery Pole, &o., with Liberal Premiums.
Bf«‘lfaN« Comet IB.iimI will be in attendance,

Mirpt

at MITCHELL’S.

LATEST FASHIONS !
JACKSON has charge of the Dress making
and MISS D.YUCETT the Millinery.

Department

tf20

HILLS

‘‘ARCHIMEDEAN,"

THE CHAiVtPIOIg

LAWK MOWER, OF THE WORLD.

MACE & HURD

Manufacturers of and Wholesale
and Fancy

CONFECTIONERY,

OAT ARRIS
Cannot be cured by snorts, washes or local applications. It is a weakness ol tin constitution, developing it sell in the uasal organs lirst. afterwards extending to throat and lung- ending generally in
Consumption, it not checked by proper remedies,
Cains in bead, back, loin and weakness ol kidneys
are its attendant diseases.
.More people have Catarrh than any other disease.
It
easily cured.
Thousands of cases, some ol thirl •. -li\ <• wai
standing, have been entirely cured in New Hampshire Un'mintitiihoiKi >
turrit
paid three years by the
Remedy. Certilicates to back tin* above and a
: j-p age pamphlet,
* •: r
treatise on Catarrh in
live
on application to Littlefield .v llaycs, druggists,
Send naun- on a
proprietor-, Manchester, N. II.
postal card, and it wall co : only a emit. Price, $1
per bottle.--:5i»osb'.

HI

y.%.

$"ld

.1

BARBIES, Proprietor.

This well known establishment, with its admirable
facilities, i- conducted by a lirst-elas- FRENCH
1A KR. Dying and Cleansing done in a manner to
give PERFECT SATISFACTION.
Ladies' Dresses, Saeques, Velvl, Ribbons, &e.»
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping or
I ace Curtains Cleansed and
taking oil trimmings.
done equal to new.
C arpets Cleansed and Color

KEROSENE OIL COMPANY
Would inform the

and Amateur Musicians

should examine the COM BINATION SOLO STOPS,
found only in GEO. WOODS & CO.’S ORGANS.
Til E iEOLINE. A most delicate, soft or breathing stop.
I'llE VOX HUMANA.
A baritone solo, not :i

fan or tremolo
THE PIANO.
A beautifully toned piano, which
will n ver require tuning.
See advertisement in
another column.
:im4!S

public, that they continue to
Manufacture

Portland Kerosene Oil.
The prevalence of a large quantity of inferior and
dangerous oils in the market,at a cheap price- many

1 Ins beautiful mower is now so well known
throughout the United States and Europe, that it
requires no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this
country alone). The only balanced Lawn Mower
with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE.
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little machine lor small lawns,
croquet grounds, cemetery
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss of 10 years,
price, $20; 12-inch, $22; 14-inch, standard size, $25;
28-inch, pony, $100; 32-inch, horse, lor public parks
and large lawns, $125,
Every machine warranted
to give perfect satisfaction.
We challenge the
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its
equal.
I ry it. and you will buy no other.
Send for Illustrated Circular.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Bills “ArcMmeileaii” Lawn Mower Co.,
COLT’S ARMORY HARTFORD CONN.

For Kal«* by
HEWDAEE dr WUITffKV, Portland.
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Inventions, I rad. Mark:-,

No. 76 State St.,
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Heston, Jail. 1,1-.

CAN HP

of which are little better than Naptha itself -and the
existence of false reports in regard to tie Porti. \nd
Kerosene Oil, render if a matter of justice to ourselves, as well as safety to consumers, that some notice should be taken of these facts.
TinTofore, we
again present an advertisraent. and would call attention to the high standard of our Oils, I’ll k Rei in kd
Petroleum, the lire test of which is 1l*^; run
Portland Kerosene, the tire test of which is r>o
degrees Fahrenheit, and often readies considerably
higher; also, we would say, that we are determined
to maintain their long established reputation
PORTLAND KEROSENE OIL COMPANY.

We quote from chap. 3D R. S. 1871, the title of said
chapter being “Inspection and sale of Manufactured
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation
engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or
burning
fluid, shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof
to be so inspected and marked by a sworn
inspector.
And it any person manufacture or sells such oil or
burning fluid not so inspected and marked in this
State, or that has not been so inspected and marked

unsafe for illuminating
purposes, he shall pay a
fine not exceeding five hundred dollars or be imprisoned six months in the county jail, upon indictments therefor,
Portland, Me., April jl, 1873.

<

BOSTON LEAD CO.

IJKPl >.

[ I N( '<

DR. GRAVES

HEART

REGULATOR!
WILL

CURE

OtNie

up

by

the best

22, 21

Palpitation, Hnlurcmimt. Mpa»m«, On
situation or Bony Formation of the
■Ivan, Kliru m at Inna, C4encr.il IMdlitv,
Water about the Heart, Minkin- of the
Mpiriso, PaioN in the Mirie or Client, *•»//inc*»>l ug-i«la Circulation of • he Bl »od
and Momentary Stoppage of the Action
of the Heart.
Our agent, on application, will furnish you with
circular, giving full description of the disease,
andalso a number of testimonials of cures; and if
you would like further proof from the parties who
have given the testimonials, write them and see
our

what they

say.

We have sold many thousand bottles of the II

ka k

Regulator, and the demand Is still increasing. We
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and
not trying to impose on them a worthless preparation.
The price of the Heart Regulator is one dollar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our agent,
S. A. HOWES & CO., Druggists, Belfast.
ly7
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Physicians,

We do not hesitate to say it will cure the follow
ing symptoms, though most of them haw been do
dart'd incurable :

V

J H. CHADW ICK & CO., A-t-,

Any Case of Heart Disease,
Although given

it I'o |

KM.

Boston Pure While Lead,
Hn

ami <»ronm| in Oil

DRY AND (Jk’ul N 1' /.l.M
UIHAn.l
KM
><111 \ T
I.KAh, KKA1» Pin
, ,
J.
I I.VI.IM.)) PI P!•
PIPE
IKON l iVl
N Kl niNh.s
PIMPS, Nc„ see.
Oiu Pure
we warrant

White I.. ,nl, hotli
dry and ground in oil
to be
|iur<*,.naJ«;i u. \ .m
that lor tiuem ss, body and durability il
not
ur
P»HS(d Ly any laud in the mark, t ilia |..reign oi
American.
#*r*ln order to protect ours. ]\,
w, haw
adopted
?iri our trade-mark an
right-point, d n d M;,i■, with .mu
corporate te; l in the centre. Tliisi- onr\.-r> p.. k
age ol our Pure Lead. Nonegenuin. without u

i>:?3

Belfast

Savings

Bank.

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny

Saved is

a

Penny Earned.

POSITS made on or betor. the |>t of 5inv
month, will be placed upon inter- s| eveiv
moeth, (except May and November) and interest
computed upon the same in June and December.
Deposits received daily at the Banking Koom,
from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to t P.M. Saturdays from

DK

as

M

P.

W O Q ])00<!K.

SAMUEL WARD & CO,, Propr’s, Boston

9 to 12 A.M.
JOHN U.OIHMBY Treas,
Belfast .lulv 13 lt*7o.
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THE PORTLAND
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s-

PREPARED BY

Awarded First Freiiiiiini at ’daiiie Stale Fair, l\/ll

the best manner, at VERY LOW PRICES.
Goods sent
it
MONDAY.
Agency
every
K. JF.
Millim ry and F;me\ Goods
Store, No. 17 Main Street, Belfast Me. D i e

BOOTS&SHOES
TRUNKS UNO

A

11.

A o Out* can remain long unwell (unless atMieted
with an incurable disease,) after taking a lew bottles
ot the Quaker Bitter's,

AiigUMta..ISiiiiie.

EMILE

1872--7J

plHCi's interne diate

much relieved.

:i%'E

DYE HOUSE!

A. A. HURD.

Professional

T

Arrangement.

it.

a

Garments, Coats, Pants and Vests Cleansed
Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue,
pressed ready for wear. Gent’s Garments irepairing done at short notice.
Kid Gloves dyed Black, or Cleansed,every tiny.
Also new goods or heavy cloths dyed and finished in

Beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice.
ALL ORDERS BY MAIL
PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
T. L. MACK.

LARGE and well selected stock of the above
articles constantly on hand and for sale at the
VKR^ LOWEST PRICES.
Also Leather Shoe
3m41
W. T. COLBURN.
Findings.

or

TKm* ,%£-«•«! tind in the Quaker Bitters just th.
article they stand iu need ofin their declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind", and
paves the passage down the plane inclined.

SO 1,1)

Cross Sts., Belfast.

CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST.

cured

Gent’s

CORN CAKES, CORN
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C.

-—AT-

the

ftilion*. Kemittant and lutermittant Fevers, so
prevalent in many parts of our country complete ly
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.

or

Traveling Bags!

tor

BVinul<* HiHi«'ii 1 tit**, so prevalent among
American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable
medicine, the Quaker Bitters.

and

FRUITS,

SES

t*4*

sufficient

Hi flicn 11 Itreuf liaug, Pain iu the Lungs,Side
and t’iiest almost invariably cured by taking a tow
bottles ot the Quaker Bitters,

DYED OR

TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS

uo.ner of Main and

are

Restored.

Dealers in Plane

FOREIGN

few bottles

Itrnihcliit«*, Catarrh, Convulsions, and
tertes

TRUSTEES.

U Apples

a

case,

It Ii4‘iiniati*in. .'swelled .Joints, and all Sci>»tulai AtUictions removed or greatly relieved by tininvaluable medicine.

horses.

thirtl.

ME( <mi PI ItMK
By horses that
never beat ’: 5o.
$50 to lirst, $J5to second, $15 to
third.
THIItl) I'LKSE *4iO -For horses- that
never beat R minutes.
$‘.;5 to first, $15 to second
$10 to third.
COHII IT lOHS.—Three to enter, two or more
to start, in each race. Races to be mile heats, best
three in live to harness. Entrance tee 10 per cent.,
and must accompany nomination.
.All entries to
be made on or bet on* 10 o'clock P. M., July Rd, to A.
D. Chase, Belfast, Me. Good day and good track.
Gates open at 1 o,clock P. 3.1., trotting to commence
at Z o’clock.
file Stallion YOUNG BUCH ANNAN, owned by
Mathews and Flynn ol Seursport, one o( ilie tastest
live-year-olds in the State, will make one hall-mile
heal between the heats ol the other horses.

dilliculty;

obstinate

ff*ili‘*; one bottle has cured the rno.-t difficult
ease when ail other remedies tailed.
\*‘rvou* Hitliiu!lit**. Neuralgia, Hi idacle
&e., eased immediately.

■

$325 IN PUSSES!

ami Urinary derung
bottle will convince the

IVorill*, expelled from the system without tie-

least

most

Winter

c sixth u. it.

■

foi' 1% til lie v Bladder
meats it ha- no equal; one
most sceptical.

•.

SB

&c.

bottle.

mono irfdi iiu;! from tie- * Heck “Kaxhro.”
M.;iitt'yuig to elf"••,>* pitrijiy, ajur, nofr. or rmtorc.
Too favor it has received, and the popularity it has
-n nt< d ami ine: .-dibio.
obtained, is ijur t<
It iucreapes the Grov.j o r.ad Iduunvoi the Hair.
It is
a delightful ui'.oMr.
tl
d- s daudimf.
It
i'r. ventri the liu;r l:\un tunu.;,
iay. It keeps tlie
head cool, and gi\
tbo h;u a. A
soft, glossy aplki
riYand Qt a; r1
pearance
Hfl ■' v.'fls ovr.’ a ye-u.xtm ox
k\ »•>:•»• >o<>. and ;a
»id by all i.»rug; :a.Country iatoreoatouly 50
• Aula
pci 1*011 h

Waldo Co,Trotting Park.Belfast

PER ORDER OF

Display ill advertising is not my forte. But tGirt
1 will say—We have the
styles, also the goods, and
we know how to use them.
Just htt p in ami we
will show the

MISS

and UEAUTYul' the HA lit.

The

$100 to lirst, $50 to .second, $R5

LADIES’

Vigor

Own Thirty Yfar~ ac.u Lyon's Rath air on for
thk Haik whs liistpiact il m i!,
Market by Prof-Baor
1.. Thorium I.you. a graduat of 1‘ruiecton College.

ATTRACTIONS !

i s 7 a
You will always bed everything that is usually kept
in a first-class Saloon,
A. R, CARTER,
Belfast, Dec. 21. -1 y*25

Kxtract of Koots an <f Herbs which most invariacure the following complaints:—
It.vniieiMia, Heart Burn, Liver Complaint, ami
Loss ot Appetite cured by taking a few bottles.
L.u**i
Low .Spirits, and Sinking Sensation
cured at puce.
I-'rnl»tion*. Pimples, Blotches audall impurities
»
tin* blood, bursting through the skm orotherw is.
cured readily by following the directions on th

bly

promolM the GROWTH, PRESKK

:t

Friday, July 4th,

(ajja.ju

00 Cents per Bottle.

YES the COLOR. n.nd iumitses the

JOHN, BOSTON-

cor. of
(5m3S

OUTSIDE

served in every style and at all times. Al.-o ME ALS
AT AI.l. HOURS. A large stock ot Confectionery
of every description. Cigars and Tobacco always on
hand.
j03*CANNED ERL ITS & JELLIES a specialty.

THE

THE

4

Wliol«»*ihI«» A Ketiiil.
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Hi
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TilK

With the least ami most simple machinery of any
SHC l'TLK Sewing-Machine. It, th< efore.W LA IIS
LLSS than any any other, aurl combines, with its
remarkable simplicity ami case ot running, great
wonderful ring.- of
pin tness of operation with
work. We -.reals.. Agents lor the improved Sing, r
Machine. We s- 11 on very hh.-iv.! term.-. Don't
fail to call a ml examine.

Balloons, Toijm-

H.ist, ,\1

e<,ni| nn.il

i.

In ,gi

n

CITY 0 F R ! C H IV* 0 H D

53 Park Place, Hew York.

Depot;

good

ot

NIK FAVORl l K
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DOMESTIC.”
MARKS

)sTO

Tonies anil Catliar
intended strictly as a

u'.ako^tho

...

“

!M
\\

are

as a medicine, and always according
directions.
'lie y an the sheet-anchor of tho feeble and dehi'itat.'.
They act upon a diseased liver, and
eti'Miiiai.- to such a degree, tnat a healthy action is
at ou.'o brought nb.c.t.
As a remedy to which
U omeis are especially subject, it is
Btirpersediug
eveiy c>t!u r stimulant. Abu Spring and Sum.
'ionic, tin ; have no equal. They area
o
d an
gentle l*urgutivoa3 well as Tome. Th. y
e
ty ie I; -od. They area splendid Appetizer.
weak strong. They purity and iny
cate.
They cun- 1 ‘yspepsia, roustipatiou, and
*h
lacho. Tln-y aan .1 tq.ific in all species of
n-.r-.iers which undermine tho buddy strength and
.’.■leak down the animal spirits.

“LIGHT RUNNING”

BELFAST has them.

\\

l.Y
Mend

TllliKK TKII'S I'r.i;

to

No power is soco-tiv
that of human muscle
htiy per cent, ol the j.uwer roquir. d u> run a
Sowing-Machine may be saved In, using the

FOB JULY 4th.
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FIFTY PER CENT. SA FED!
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PLANTATION
Bitters

o it;

x*<3oix

Flag-*.
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deliver;

lit

PURE! Y A VEGETABLE PREPARATION,
compoaei Ebmpiy of well-known ROOTS
HERBS, a;jii FRUITS, c uibiued wall other
properties, which in their nature are Cathartic,
Aperient, NutritiouH, Diuretic, Alterative and AntiBilious.
The whole ia preserved m a sufficient
quantity of -pint from the SKiAR
ASE to
L-cp them in any climate, which makes the

pr
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LUXURY!
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Robinson Iron Co.’s Cut Nails.
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LOWELL.
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OiKCrJLMS

CARTER’S

C'I
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pi

The most remarkable instrument ev *r perfected;
capable of the most beautiful musical ejects, and in
the most > legau! case

THE

Epidemic

w

PORTLAND, ME.

After

THE VERY BEST PLAN
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11 A T K S !
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Hardware- Ste>re

THE LIGHT RUNNING

AT T H la-

Advertising

1 ue^das .Tim

DOMESTIC NECESSITY !

A

FINEST CARRIAGES

THE

MtreH.

Me.

DOMESTIC
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Will leav.
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licsdav, Mmim! v and > tiiii.i
Will lean.
Returning

DOMESTIC BLESSING!
A

lull V«<»

I'

EATAH2 11ST

ifO

A QUIET DOMESTIC !
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li. PLUMMER.
ls73.—tt4_'

ot in

Combination

l my workmen, enable
produce

Belfast

GEO. WOODS & CO’S

Twenty-five Years Experience

6mos32

-p

ME.

RETAIL.

OH

No, 60 IVIain Streoi.

|

I take
now

m

.1

-»|><

a 'i' K A

MLOBSBMtlV, A^eiit,

(Up Stairs} Over Carle & Moi Don’

DS,
QUINTETTE ORCHESTRAS,
HANDS OF FOUR,
and all similar organization will be •nrnishid. not
only with the best instruments, but with Instruction Book.- to learn them, Music to play on them,
extra SPin,.s. Reed.-, &cM to go with them, and all
needed Material- for their repair.
J. C. HAYNES & CO.,
Dp. the Court House.; 33 Court St.,3 Boston.

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
(Jen’l Ag't Maine, New Brunswick an t Nova Scotia
A.
HARKIMAN & (JO., Agents, Belfast,

CONSTANTLY

Superior

<

Winterport.

l i l t. BRASS BANDS,
FULL DIP li i.STKAS,
QUA DR] LI.E BAN

Il ls

A. J. HARRIMAN

ail

K.

:»0

A

known

MAINE.

PI

SUPERIOR HAY TEDDER!

W

HAIL COLUMBIA
Aid

Evening' mifii

even

CAMBRIDGE

o'clock.

Me.
...

Aqent for Waldo Co., Office No. 19 Main St.

DOUBLE HARPOON HORSE HAY FORK!

Subscriber oilers lor sale the
Elliot Farm, so called, situated on
stage road troin Frankfort \ illage to North
Searsport, about three miles from tin* former place.
This Farm contains 1IF, acres ol laud; cut last
year
-'•> tons ot hay; has an excellent
orchard, raised last
season J00 bushels ol glutted fruit ot nice
quality ;
has 7c acre- of young hard wood growth ; lias excellent pasture, is well fenced, has a lmuulow
bearing a
good quality ol grass, ami with little expense can be
much improved ; good buildings, an excellent well
ol water.
Priei fc,\' ii. Pos•.*.-•••• ion can be given
immediately. Pur further particulars inquire of the

Winterport, April 17th,

WEEK !

S T E A \L E li

Of all kinds CUT AND MADE TO ORDER.
Particular attention paid to the making of GENTS’
SHIRTS AND LADIES’ UNDER GARMENTS.
STAMPING for BRAIDING and EMBROIDERY
Done.
Agency for BlJTTEKICKs PAPER PA 1 TERNS
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment of Spring
Styles just received.
CARTER’S PEKFKt M ED II EMMERS.
1 lie
Best Drees Goods and flannel ileinmer in the market. TRY IT, PRICE $!.00.
Attention is called t
LITTLE'S
NEEDLE
SH ARPEN ER, POLISH ER uml ( ASE combined,
for sharpening ami polishing all kinds of needles,
and to the ('RESEAT Bl ITON-IH >LK Cl II
R,
cutting any size button-hole. Examine them.
I lie best quality ot Cotton, Silk, Oil, Needles and
attachments for all kind ot Se wing Machine's kept
constantly on hand.

tin old

W.

TRIPS PER

a A 11 M ENTS

The subscriber offers for sale his

West

FOUR

oy a nice operator on
Machines, at most reasonable

Florence Sewing
prices.

Farm for Sale.

at

TWO STEAMERS' ON THE ROUTE'

RUFFLING,
FAGGOTTING,

notice

the

farm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a half
west from the village
Consisting of one hundred
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wooded ami watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit.
For particulars inquire on the premises.
ISAAC T. SMITH.
Prospect, Feb. 4,1S73.—32tf

subscriber

ANYWHERE !

AND

Business Mon and Firms

1873. Arrangement for the season of 1873.

hemming,
FELLING,
CORDING,
BRAIDING,
TUCKING,
QUILTING and
EDGE STITCHING.

SHORT

DUN E AT

but

in

SPRING STEEL TEETH, Oil TEMPERED!

*T

t
<

Farm for Sale.
;

only by tho most eminent experts in late Insur-

By

SULKY HAY RAKE

KEEP

If
r

't he

THE HOLLINGSWORTH

«■

not

rami

rrUJE SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his
JL business in Belfast, oilers his entire stock lor
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., including fools. Shop and Store.
1 he above is well located and presents a
good opportunity tor any one wishing to carry on lie stove
business in Belfast.
A. D. FRENCH.
Belfast, April lu, 1873.
ttfO
Persons indebted to the subscriber are
requested
to call and settle immediately. A. I). FRENCH.

Highly Recommended & Endorsed
ance,

Sale on LIBERAL
EASY TERMS.
Machine Stitching of all
kinds, such as

...

Dividend

Tontine

BOSTON & LOWELL

For

.>1,911,0,9 00.

on

lirst intrndaced

i

-FOR-

For Sale I

iNew Business.)
i
The Society issues all the most desirable Forms
of Lite and endowment Policies, on which Dividends will be paid annua 11 v.

MEADOW

.Mr. Porter’s family that day. The head
experience of every man who
flie house had not recovered his good
There!" said M l’.irter, as lie wrote humor. It was a sore disappointment, has tried it.
The best medium
the last line with a flourish, and rose from and an inconvenience to him not to be in
tlie
for
this
at
that
and
Master
the table hurriedly, “don’t let me forget
city
moment;
vicinity is the REPUBfhn letter
It contains about sixteen ad- Fred, considering himself unjustly treatLICAN JOURNAL.
—•*' that
I can’t get along without.
1 ed, ate his potato in solemn not to say
’*pied them all on one sheet to save sullen silence. By the time they came to
•‘tlier
I'll put it up here, on the end of the rice pudding, with raisins in it, Mr.
Wheeler burst in unannounced. He looked
the mantel piece.”
OTICE!
Why don’t you put it in your pocket, very pale, and a good deal excited.
"Well, sir,” lie said, “you have reasou
and then you will be sure to have
1 hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast
papa,
rj"
to give that baby of yours a good
Thus -jioke the watching Elsie.
many that 1 will be at the store ol Oases Angier Saturday,
"Because my pockets that I have about extra kisses to-day. You haven’t heard afternoons, f rom if until j 1*. M., for the purpose o'f
receiving taxes.
the news, I suppose ?”
me now will be
DANIEL L. PITCHER, Collector.
hanging in the clothesHaven’t
heard
said
Mr.
when
I
am in the city.
I declare, I
Belfast, Sept. 26.—ti 13
anything,”
pres“All
1
know
I
Poiter,
is,
haven't much time to lose;” and Mr. Purshortly.
ought
to be in the city now, and am here.”
ler bustled away to dress.
RE IVT O
“For
1
tell
have
cause
which,
Mr-. Porter emerged presently from his
you, you
to
be
more
junk rth dr. wai ters’office win
grateful than ever you were in
“Elsie, run quick and
dressing room.
be removed from Roulston’s Block to the hit,
There has been an awful acci- RESIDENCE
your life.
ask Mr. Wheeler it lie wants
to
OF CAFT. DAVID NICIIOUS.
papa
dent ; the down-train collided with the
tlmosM
Searsport, MarcluiiO.
carry that package; and if he does, tell
bmi to have it at the cars in ten minutes. eleven o'clock express, and there has been
I don’t know’ how Dissolution of
r
it will be too late.
Be sprv now.” terrible slaughter.
Co-Partnership.
Aud Elsie put Baby Nell in Dick’s lap and many killed—some say hundreds. They
CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing
ran
Just a minute more, and Mrs. Por- have telegraphed up here for surgeons
under the name of Lewis & Crosby is dister came again.
“Where’s Fred?” she and nurses and the doctors are all going solved, and was dissolved in December 1871, by limitation.
All persons having unsettled accounts
-aid quickly.
Dick do you know what down now on the one o’clock.
Then there were exclamations of con- which were contracted prior to that date (Doc. 1871)
has become ot him ?”
are requested to settle the same.
sternation, and terror and thankfulness,
“1 saw him go down the hill with
GEO. W. LEWIS.
all mingled together. When Mr. Wheeler
WM. CROSBY.
Charlie Wheeler, just a minute
ago,
Belfast, June 12, 1873.—3w4'.»
hurried
lie
left
faces
around
ma'am.”
away,
paler
‘Dear me what a nuisance 1 wish he the Porter table, and just as solemn ones,
faces wonderfully subdued.
was ever here when he
was wanted.
PROBATE NOTICES.
“What a singular escape !” Mrs. Porter
1 »u’ll have to go, Dick, (fei
hat
as
your
murmured, and as Baby Nell gave one of
,ui k
as v iu can, and run into the store
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
and teli tstephen that Mr. Porter wants her sudden springs forward, and signified
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
her desire to climb out of her chair to her
a at bundle that is in the
of June, A. D. 1873.
corright-hand
net ill the drawer.
H ARLES N. ALLEN, named Executor in a
Now be just as quick father’s shoulder, lie took her in his arms,
J certain instrument purporting to be the last
.There is always a dozen and laid his hand on her curly head, with will
possible.
and testament ot Nelson Allen, late of Montthlncs left till the last minute, to hinder a tender moved look in his eyes. “She ville, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having
little
knows
what
she
has
done
said will for Probate.
presented
to-day,”
people.”
the said Charles N. give notice to
Where shall i leave Baby Nell, lie said, softly. Then suddenly looking allOrdered, That
interested by causing a copy of this ortowards Fred, he said in a voice that was derpersons
ma’am ?”
to be published three weeks successively in the
a little husky, “Fred, my
Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
"',‘t iier 'll the
boy, pass your
carpet, and give her
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
northing to play with. I’ll keep watch plate, and let father give you some more within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of her.”
pudding.” But Fred’s appetite was gone, of July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
and there was a great tear rolling down show cause, if any they have, why the same should
1 hen ihey went their different
ways,
not be proved, approved and allowed.
and Baby hud .he room to herseli.
She one cheek.
ASA THURLOUG1I, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
•oKed around her with great solemn
She had Elsie’s slipper and a red
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
ball to play with; but she had
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
played
with them a score of times, until
June, A. D. 1873.
they had
B. CLARK, Administratrix of the
quite worn her imagination out. It stood
estate of Amasa B. Clark, late of Troy, in said
to reason that she ought to be able to find
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
second account of Administration on said estate for
something ot more importance in that
which you can obtain Life Insurance is the Low
allowance.
great room to take up her attention. So By
That the said Administratrix give notice
she threw the ball under the sofa and Premium, All Cash, .Stock Plan. It furnishes the toOrdered,
all persons interested by causing a copy ol this
tucked tie slipper in her cradle and cov- largest amount ot insurance for a {given sum of order to be published three weeks successively in t he
ered it U|
then she started on her travels. money. The contract is plain and definite, without Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
Court, to be held at Belfast,
complication, mystery, or uncertainty. The policy may appear at a Probate
l'here were a good many
within and for said < 'ounty, on the second
things that is always worth its face, the premium never
Tuesday
in*
ne would
of July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
suppose would have taken up creases.i It is the
and siiow cause, if any they have, why the same
most satisfactory and economical
her attention, and it does seem strange
should
not
beallowed.
plan for the insurant. Tim Travelers Insurance
that she should have made
ASA THURLOUGU,Judge.
straight for Company, of Hartford, Conn,, grants Life InsurA true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
the mantelpiece; yet that was
precisely ance upon this excellent plan. Its
is
unsecurity
what she did.
She climbed up on her
questioned. Apply to anyAgt., or send tor Circular. At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
stool
and Irom that to the great
easy
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
'•hair, and by standing or. the arm of it,
June, A. D. 1873.
Agents Wanted for the New Book,
tier curly head just reached the
UARAH BARKER, Administratrix ol the estate
mangel,
&
Diseases kJ of Stephen J. Barker, late ol Troy, in said
she gave a little
squeal of delight, and
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented her
with
the
newest
and
Lest
the
treatment
tor
all
cases.
seizing upon
important letter, plumped The only
second account of Administration on said estate lor
thorough work o< the kind in the world. allowance.
hcnself into the easy chair to read it. Peo- Embraces
Small P»i. Yellow Frr.r, ClholThat the said Administratrix give notice
read
letters: she had seen them otten ; •ra and analogous diseases. No Family Safe With- to Ordered,
ple
all
interested by causing a copy of thin orIt, and all buy it. Has 24 chromatic illustrations. der topersons
be published three weeks successively in the
why shouldn't she0 The envelope was out
I he biggest chance of the season lor
agents. Address
not sealed, and her small
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
fingers easily H. S. GOODSPEED & CO. ,147 Tremont St.,lloston. may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
lerked out the sheet. Then you would
within and for said Couuty, on the second Tuesday
have been edified, if you could have seen
of July uext, at ten of the clock before noon,
A
and whew cause, if any they have, why the same
and heard her. Such a curious jargon as
should not be allowed.
General and Local Agents, for the Bartram riew'be rattled off, stopping now and then to
ASA THURLOUGU, Judge.
Machine, made at Danbury, Conn. The stillest,
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Field, Register.
throw back her head and laugh ; as if the ing
fastest and easiest Lock-Stitch,
Straight Needle
Machine in the market
'(intents of the letter were
We give better terms than |
very funny,
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
indeed. A- she turned the leal the stiff any other company. Address
the Couniy of Waldo, on the second Tuesday o
JOHN.A, DODGE, Gen’l Agent,
paper tore a little; it made a curious
June, A. D. 1873.
Danbury.C'onn,
noise; quite a scholar, indeed, in the art
BOWLER, Guardian ol Caroline Brawn,
minor heir of John Brawn, late of Palermo, in
of studying out new ones.
She paused
SALK.—A large body ot Timber and Iron said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented
Ore Lands in Middle Pennsylvania;, estimated
in her reading, and gave the paper ouiek 1710K
his second account of Guardiauship for allowance.
to cut
60,000,000 teet ot sound white oak, white and
little jerks.
“Cris, cris,” it went: a most yellow
That the said Guardian give notice
pine and hemlock. On and near floating I toOrdered,
all
interested by causing a copy of this
delightful crispy sound.
streams, with steam saw-mill, boom, etc., on the Sus- order topersons
be published three weeks successively in the
!
quehanna.
Apply to P. W.SHEAFER,Pottsville,Pa
Baby Nell giggled triumphantly; so
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
much more improving this was than readmay appear at a Probate Court, to be field at Belfast,
within and for said Couuty, on the second
She was studying the acoustics.
Tuesday
ing.
of July, next, at ten of the clock before noon,
She was a very industrious little body;
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
OF Ol'JlA.
should not be allowed.
and it took but a short time for her deft
1ow rwuiy- Address .GEORGE I
little fingers to tear all Papa Porter’s im- UPHAM, No. » Weybosset Street. Providence, R. I.
SUBSCRIBER hereby gives public notice to
portant addresses into such narrow rib1
all concerned that she has been duly appointed
Agents wanted I All
$J> to
£,er d-‘y ol
bons that it would have been
l" $20 classes
very hard, sPv
of and taken upon herself the trust of administratrix
working
people,
either sex young or old, make more
of the estate of Samuel Burgess, late of
indeed, to iiave made them out. There for
money at work
Searsmont,
us in their spare
moments, or all the time, than in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving
they were, in a nice little heap in her lap. at anything else. Particulars
free. Address
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
‘uurta8 (i
she gave a sigh of satisfaction, and won- STINSON & GO., Portland, Maine.
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
dered what to do next.
to make immediate payment, and those who have
She decided to
demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor set»Y««.k IN CASH to
*•«>■
A
any
back
to
the mantel, and seizing the (lq
Agents
go
RACHEL BURGESS.
Everything furnished and expense s paid’ tlement to her.
envelope that she had not chosen to tear, 1
A. COULTER & CO., Charlotte, Mich.
climbed
she
subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
up again.
concerned, that he has been duly appointed
There was a glass ot water on the manand taken upon himself the trust of Administrator
a week guaranteed.
CLASS
$60
tel. and she chose to consider herself Respectable employment at home, day or
the estate of John B. Dougherty, late of Searsevening; of
mont, in the County of Waldo, deceased, fey giving
thirsty. She promptly dropped the en- no capital required; lull instructions and valuable bind
as the law directs; he therefore
of
sent
free
mail.
good
by
Address, with
requests all
velope. in almost the same position that package
six cent return stamp, M. YOUNG & CO., 173
persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate lo
make immediate payment, and those who have
she found it, and seizing the tumbler, Greenwich St., N. Y.
any
demands thereon,to exhibitthe same for settlement
clambered down, without spilling more
ACUElim WAWTEDtorourNfcW to him.
ANDREW BURKETT.
»
than bait the contents.
M
Maps, Cnarts, Books and Pictures, toArrived on the floor, she forgot her
M \#gether with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread,
subscribers hereby gives public notice to all
thirst and began eagerly to gather up the Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens. $100 to $200
concerned, that they has been duly appointed
cleared per month by good, active men or women.
taken upon themselves the trust of Executors
whole army of strips, tear them into Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. GUERNSEY, of the
last will of Nahum P. Monroe, late of
Belfast,
'mailer bits, and send them swimming. •‘Pub,” Concord, N. FI.
in the County of
Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as
the
law
At this point, Mr. Porter rushed out,
directs; they therefore request all persons
We cure the habit
permanently,cheap, who are Indebted to said deceased's estate to make
seized up Baby Nell, kissed her hurriedly,
quick, without suffering or incon- immediate payment, and those who have any devenience.
sat her down again, snatched the
Describe your case. Ad- mands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
empty
dre8S S. G. ARMSTRONG, M.
ANN S. MONROE.
D., to them.
envelope from the mantel, and flew out E ATERS Berrien Spring,
Michigan.
ALFRED .J. MONROE.
Mr.

Assets, 1873,

MOWER

A

EXAMINE THE

a
minor

Society!

Sanford’s I&dsns&deai Line!

The house on High street owned
by the subscriber, half a mile below
the Post Office. It is a story and a half, well
built,
about eight rooms, good water and half an acre of
land. Said House will be sold at a
bargain.
Apply
to Henry M. Burgess, opposite the premises.
JAMES S. SYLVESTER.
Belfast, June 10, 1873—GwdO*

Broadway, IVen York.

120

out.
was

House for Sale.

EQUITABLE

much as a glance at Baby Nell, who serenely sucked the toe of iter slipper, and
was the only merry one of the
party, Mr.
Porter took his hat, and banged himself
ijrini t

the:

King

ASA KAl NOK Pre

t.

